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ABSTRACT                        
The influential financial crises in the 2002 as well as 2007 have aroused rigorous 
reconsideration of both the financial markets and accounting field of work. Great 
pressures for more disclosure and transparent finance and accounting system have been 
placed on countries internationally. With the development of the Jones model and its 
following modification, the accounting field starts to have a branding technique to 
detect the notorious “hidden” manipulation or misstatements for earnings behind the 
publically accessible financial reports. It feels like the efficient market theory will no 
longer feel lonely to stand in the financial world to describing the general states of how 
participants react and understand the overwhelming public and private information 
revolving around the financial market. 
 
The main purpose of this research is to connect one detection method of earning quality 
to one testing method of weak form efficient market theory to shed light on building a 
bridge between the accounting fields of work and the financial world. 
 
This research’s ontological and epistemological positions are objectivism and 
positivism with a deductive approach. A quantitative method has been used to collect 
data from databases, articles, reports and literatures available in Umeå University. The 
research question is about studying the relationship between the discretionary accruals 
and the returns for non-random walk following returns for selected Swedish firms listed 
in Stockholm exchange market. Two sub questions are designed to ease the connection 
and deduction among research questions, theories and statistical hypotheses. The data 
was gathered from 2012-01-02 to 2014-01-01. To answer the research question and the 
purpose of this research, I have designed 4 hypotheses with one additional hypothesis.  
 
Our results show that there is no conflict detected between the separate results from 
both modified Jones model and unit root analysis. Therefore, I cannot reject that I 
cannot directly apply the modified Jones model and unit root analysis to study the 
selected Swedish firms. Furthermore, the results show that market is not in the weak 
form of efficiency between 2012 and 2013 for selected Swedish firms’ market return 
performance but it is still able to detect significant abnormal performance in the 
concurrent year. In addition, the research results suggest to run further research on 
accrual-based accounting models, such as the Jones model, prior to having deeper data 
mining and modification of the market efficient testing process and market price 
valuation techniques. 
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CHAPTER	1:	Introduction	

1.1 Problem background 

The finance world and the accounting field might be amazingly complicated in the 
modern society. 
There are no ending debates over the efficiency market theory, the importance of 
information about earnings and the best proxy for the earning quality. Meanwhile, both 
topics are fundamental in the field of research and essential for many other research 
areas. If the fundamental accounting data are even manipulated, how can investors feel 
confident to go on the research and evaluation in finance sector that requires very 
accurate fundamental information? Can the finance math models portrait the finance 
world in a macro level so that it can ignore the misstated fundamental information for 
micro individual items in the firms?  
However, in order to know if the finance math models can still function well without 
sufficient and reliable accounting model to monitoring the quality of fundamental 
information, researchers must clearly comprehend the efficient market theory (EMT), 
the hypotheses inside the EMT, the earning quality theoretical knowledge and the 
statistic tools relating to the hypotheses inside the EMT, earning quality and etc. Even 
in nowadays, researchers are still working on giving more interpretations of the 
misconceptions of the EMT and the hypothesis inside the EMT, such as what Clarke et 
al (2001) has done, which will be illustrated further in later chapters. Therefore, as a 
student researcher, it is absolutely difficult to challenge the fundamental theory- the 
EMT - in the finance field, without capability to collect and analyze enough data as 
well as grouping, comparing and critically evaluating enough articles in famous 
journals. 
Thus, what if a finance student cannot trust on the finance and math tool fundamentally 
before he goes on his research? A good starting point might be to study a popular and 
fundamental finance theory by linking its accounting fundamental theory without going 
too deep into the details and conflicts that might be hard for student researcher to argue 
for. A practical method that might achieve this idea might be applying an easy and 
handy statistical model to test the possible relationship between the chosen finance 
theory and its accounting background. What popular and fundamental finance theory is 
of interest to study here? Which related accounting background is not well argued until 
now and could thus be a research gap to study? 
Back to 1965, Eugene Fama issued an article named “the behavior of stock market 
prices” and claimed that the stock price movements are unpredictable and follow a 
random walk. His famous theory –efficient market hypothesis – sheds light upon what 
information the stock price will reveal under three main different conditions. Mostly, 
he and his followers regard the international market to be rather efficient. They 
challenge the technical analysis for stock price and enrich the assets pricing model, 
based on efficient market assumptions. If market is strong efficient, how to price the 
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stock and explain the price change? Fama, together with many other researchers, has 
developed many related theories to give empirical analysis of stock price. An updated 
example is the Carhart four-factor model (1997).They describe the stock returns 
according to Fama-French three-factor model and one momentum factor. A recent 
research named “Dissecting Anomalies”(Fama & French, 2008) has revisited seven 
influential factors causing abnormal return: size, value, growth, momentum anomalies, 
and profitability, accruals and net stock issues. (Fama & French, 2008, p.1653) 
Meanwhile, Robert J. Shiller introduced behavior finance to explain the misbehavior in 
the financial market, spawned by the irrational exuberance, elaborated more deeply in 
his book under the same title “irrational exuberance”(Shiller, 2000).  
As far as I can see, more and more people start to study the irrational behavior, 
discretionary behavior and even just discretionary accruals as either the anomalies or 
inevitable phenomena of the market. 
Later on, there are people who utilize the discretionary behavior to beat the market. 
Shiller (2005) developed dynamic models for asset pricing including fixed income, 
equities and real estate. His famous research area is the market volatility, developed 
since his book “Market Volatility” (Leroy & Shiller, 1990). He is one of those few who 
successfully forecast two financial crises in the beginning of 2000 (dot-com bubble) 
and 2008 (the housing bubble). His contributions help policy makers and regulators to 
come up with many ideas to improve the solidity of the financial and banking system. 
Shiller is still continuously exploring possibility to enrich the assets pricing no matter 
the market is efficient or not.  
On the other hand, some researchers strongly support the market efficient theory and 
they truly believe the market to be efficient or at least be efficient for most of the time. 
Fama (2008) has also studied the anomalies and arbitrary assets pricing techniques but 
he present the findings of the anomalies and the assets pricing techniques in a way that 
can support his market efficient theory. After observing a clear negative relationship 
between the accrual and returns or between accrual and cash flow, Fama (2008) does 
not take it as an evidence of market inefficiency. He believe that, even when it is 
possible to estimate the expected value through rational valuation techniques, the 
components inside the techniques and other control variables such as expected 
profitability, investment NAV and a book-to-market ratio will still contain an irrational 
price. Therefore, it is impossible to split the rational and irrational behavior in the 
market. This argument might also work for explaining why efficient market can have 
irrational behavior when it always reflects the rational behavior efficiently. (Fama & 
French, 2006a, p.494-p.495)  
Bierman (1974) has tried to study the implications of EMT to accounting field. In the 
conclusions, he specifically point out few imperfect aspects of the EMT when they try 
to study the appropriateness of applying the finance theory into the accounting theory 
(Bierman, 1974, p.557). On the other hand, Hamberg, M. & Novak, J. (2008) have tried 
to study the stock price evaluation affected by accounting conservatism, transitory 
earnings and adoption of IFRS after 2004. However, both of them focus on study the 
proxies for the accounting rules or accounting system, such as transitory earning for the 
accounting conservatism style or the goodwill recognition rules changed by the IFRS 
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accounting rules. They have not developed or tested any model or method that could 
generally describe the financial impact from the accounting system as a whole, instead 
of the impact from a specific part of the accounting system. One simple reason is that 
it is unaffordable to collect every piece of significant information relating to the 
accounting system. 
Nonetheless, it does not mean that it is impossible to describe the financial impact from 
the accounting system as a whole. Firstly, there might be some good proxies for the 
general accounting system. Secondly, there are some practical statistical model that 
might be applicable to study the impact from the accounting system generally.  
The proxies of earning quality are a relatively new research topic. The topic itself is of 
huge significance and social impact. Creditors, investors and other financial statement 
users usually do not pay enough attention, or at least do not disclose their attention, to 
the earning quality (EQ) when they evaluate firm performance and price the stock. 
However, without a proper estimation of earning and an acceptable EQ level, majority 
of the valuation technique could be challenged. As a new research topic, EQ is of an 
obvious research gap and huge research potential in both accounting and finance fields. 
SEC has already started to require greater assurance about EQ and there are only 27% 
CFO feeling very confident about the EQ according to D. Durfee (2004) One of the 
biggest challenges is the construct validity problem by finding the right proxies for the 
right measures of construct of interest and theoretical construct itself. (DeFond, 2010, 
p. 403). 
In fact, the advances of EQ studies cannot be stopped by the methodological and data 
collection threats. Nowadays, there are many surprising theories or measurement tools 
developed by academics. Apart from the popular Jones model for EQ research (1991), 
there are many following modified versions, made by DeFond and Jiambalvo (1994), 
Dechow et al. (1995), Hribar and Collins (2002) Kothari et al. (2005). There are also 
competition models built. Many of them failed but there are at least two survivors. 
Dechow and Dichev (2002) and Francis et al. (2005) develop models that might be a 
valid tool for EQ in the future. There are also researches for how managers react to 
earning targets (Burgstahler and Dichev, 1997; DeGeorge et all., 1999). In order to 
study the problem about how does discretionary behavior in accounting sector plays a 
role in the efficient market theory, Jones model and its modification will be the focus 
as the thesis is interested in how to quantify the discretionary behavior and study the 
relationship between the behavior and the market return to see how the results can build 
more insights into the market efficient theory which focuses on study how return and 
price reflect the rational and irrational, public and private information. 
How to study the discretionary behavior in accounting sector? The discretionary 
behaviors are those behaviors performed by informed insiders to make decisions by 
themselves that suit their own interest most. In accounting sector, making discretionary 
accrual is one typical type of discretionary behavior. Discretionary accrual refers to the 
accruals components that the managers or accountants have freedom or right to decide 
how and what to record in the financial statement. (Jones, 1991, p.193) By utilizing 
statistic regression analysis, it is possible to regard the residuals as the proxy of 
discretionary accrual to study the quality of the earning information and observe if the 
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stock returns can reflect this type of special accounting information. 
As for now, we might realize that there are already researchers studying the general 
impact from the accounting system by adopting the modified Jones model. We can also 
understand the theoretical importance and interest to study EMT. By linking the Jones 
model and the EMT, we might seek out a connection between the earning quality 
(reflected by the Jones model) and the market efficiency (information digestion speed 
that could be affected by unobtrusive accounting quality). 
In this thesis, the thesis aims at studying the some sub-sectors of the engineering sector 
of the Swedish Stockholm exchange market. Sweden is a fairly developed country with 
matured economic system, comparing to other countries all over the world. If Swedish 
major stock exchange market is not efficient over the few years, it might have 
representative power to say that market is even harder to be efficient in other developing 
countries.  
Studying engineering sector is one of the particular choices in this thesis. Firstly, I must 
acknowledge that it would be definitely better to study the whole Swedish exchange 
market while I create dummy variables to test the effects of industrial sector on both 
fundamentals and stock returns to achieve a more reliable and generalizable result. 
However, it is very challenging to find specific articles to elaborate the impact of each 
individual sector on the stock performance. Meanwhile, there is a rising sector effect in 
major equity markets, which is mentioned by Sean et al(2000), where they found sector 
effect equals the country effects and become more significant.(Sean et al.,2000,p.34) It 
implies that it will be unreasonable to ignore the sector effect on the stock performance. 
Since the valuation method is more practical. Valuation method with consideration of 
sector effect is less discussed in scientific articles. Practical knowledge are 
demonstrated by media issued by professional analyst, some academia university 
website and recent textbook written by professors from famous university. To name a 
few, European Valuation Practice from Adair et al (2005), Investment valuation by 
Damodaran (2012) and one topic in the professional training website named “Valuation 
Academy” (2013). According to the three sources mentioned right above, the valuation 
techniques, in terms of multiples valuation, differ a lot when it comes to raw materials 
and food industry (such as oil & gas), technology, financial services, due to the main 
value driver for these three types are not earning. These three also have unstable earning 
performance. (Adair et al，2005, p.240-p.246; Damodaran，2012，p.571- p.576; 
Valuation Academy, 2013) After removing related sub sectors to these three industries, 
what remained is mostly some sub sectors of the engineering sector. 
How would the thesis feel confident on studying a very indirect relationship between 
discretionary accrual and stock returns? Yes, it will be a huge problem if most of the 
firms cannot be rejected to follow random walk process compared with its past 
performance. In that case, most of the firms will have at least weak form of efficiency, 
where the current returns have already reflected all the past returns. But it will then 
have nothing to do with other public information and private information and thus make 
any additional questions or studies to be non-comparable with the stock return that 
might have not followed a random walk. 
Therefore, there must be a number of firms that have not followed a random walk so 
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that whatever the answers to the research questions are, the thesis could still have valid 
analysis and meaningful conclusions. Fortunately, the Swedish Market General 
performance since 2012 looks like a stationary moving process, shown by the image 
picture below: 
 

	
Figure	1.	Swedish Market General Performance since 2012. 
 
The OMX Nordic 40 moves steadily upwards with limited variance since 2012.There 
is a good possibility that the augmented Dickey-Fuller (ADF) test will be able to 
identify the data to be stationary. This phenomenon raises confidence in designing the 
research questions like below. 

1.2 Research questions 

Based on the previous discussion, the following question is built for this research: 
 
What is the relationship between discretionary accrual in 2012 and the stock annual 
returns in 2012 & 2013 for all the selected non-following random walk Swedish firms 
in the engineering sector? 
 

The underlying sub questions: 
1. Does the stock return from 2012-2014 have a unit root that fulfills the random walk 
necessary condition? 
2. Can the discretionary accruals, measured by the residuals from modified Jones 
model in 2012, affect the return in 2012 and 2013 for the firms following non-random 
process? 
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1.3 Purpose of study 

The thesis’s research purpose is to identify the relationship between earning quality and 
stock performance to contribute to the examination and explanation of market efficient 
tests. This thesis will initially assume that the measurement techniques such as Jones 
model are valid enough to study the components of abnormal earnings. Under this 
circumstance, we can examine the relationship between discretionary earnings and 
stock return and expect to study a relationship network as shown below: 

	
Figure	2.Model of the Research, by the author. 
 
By answering the first question, the thesis is expected to get the answer of the same 
result as what is shown in the blue cloud in the network graph on the right hand side. 
Otherwise, we cannot even know if the stock follow a random walk or not by a simple 
stationarity test, which cannot confirm any result but only say that we cannot reject the 
stocks to follow a random walk. Therefore, there must be enough firms that do not 
follow a random walk to be able to run the tests for the second sub question. 
Afterwards, the thesis will follow one form of Jones model to estimate the discretionary 
and non-discretionary accruals, which have already been defined in the introduction 
section.  
The final expectation of this thesis is to either: 1) find out problems or conflicts in 
valuation techniques or theories; or 2) find no conflicts but coherence in two statistical 
tests to work as a support for the validity of the models and theories being adopted. The 
deduction process and causal relationship among the above network will be shown in 
the theoretical chapter in more details. To be brief here, no matter what result the thesis 
might get from the tests for answering the second sub question, there will be either 
mismatch or consensus between two statistical tests and the result can be explanatory 
and might contribute to enriching market efficient theory. 
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This thesis also involves a bit discussion about behavioral finance and some statistical 
methodologies in theoretical part to build up the research theory model. 
In order to give more implication to the purpose of study, the research sub questions are 
designed to have both weak form market efficient testing through the proxy of the 
returns’ random walk and the relationship testing between the discretionary revenue 
accrual and the returns. To elaborate a little bit, by random walk testing, we are 
supposed to know if the market always responds to the news in relating to past 
performance. Lastly, this thesis aims at connecting the hot debated finance and 
accounting topic and also connecting the bachelor and master program that I personally 
studied for four years. I can go deeper to understand one of the most rigorous theoretical 
assumptions- efficient market hypothesis- to be able to understand in the future study. 
 

1.4 Contribution & Gap 

There are research gaps in both earning quality and efficient market hypothesis tests. 
There is still no consensus about whether the market is efficient or not and the predictive 
power and priority among some popular accrual model techniques. This thesis tends to 
stand in the shoulder of most successful theory to focus on the practice of the 
application of theory and models and then tries to possibly answer some questions in 
both hot debating topics.  
 
This thesis can contribute to future researches that are interested in combining the 
accounting knowledge with the financial knowledge. It specifically contributes to 
efficient market theories and gives empirical findings to Jones model by researching on 
firms’ data in the some sub sectors of engineering sector in Swedish Stock Exchange 
Market. 
This thesis can also give implication to investors who are not familiar with accrual-
based accounting model in estimating the quality of accounting information. 
 

1.5 Choice of subject 

The chosen study is within finance and accounting field of research. After four years 
bachelor and master studies at Umeå University of Business and Economics, I realized 
that there is a research gap between accounting field of research and finance world in 
terms of accounting information quality and the financial performance that relies on 
those accounting information. In the end of the degree project, I want to deepen my 
knowledge in a combination of these two fields to give myself more confidence on 
studying and working in this area. 
 

1.6	Definitions	&	Abbreviation	list 
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EQ: Earning quality 
IPO initial public offering 
ERC earning response coefficient 
AAERs Accounting and Auditing Enforcement Releases 
BF behavioral finance 
CAPM capital asset pricing model 
ANN Artificial Neural network 
 
NAIVE: A kind of random walk model 
EMT: Efficient market theory 
It is a theory that all market participants receive and act on all of the relevant 
information as soon as it becomes available.  
EMH: Efficient market hypothesis 
It asserts that financial markets are "informationally efficient". In consequence of this, 
one cannot consistently achieve returns in excess of average market returns on a risk-
adjusted basis, given the information available at the time the investment is made. There 
are three major versions of the hypothesis: "weak", "semi-strong", and "strong". 

Discretionary accrual 
DISCRETIONARY ACCRUAL is a non-mandatory expense/asset that is recorded 
within the accounting system that has yet to be realized 
Random walk 
A mathematical formalization of a path that consists of a succession of random steps 
DScode 
It is one type of DataStream list, which can be used to request table of data in 
DataStream Excel Add-In. 

1.7 Disposition 

CHAPTER 1: Introduction 
This chapter provides an introduction to the research background of the research topic 
for this thesis. It starts with a problem background, which introduced previous 
researches that leads to the research gap the thesis is seeking for. Afterwards, it guides 
the reader to the research questions. Purpose, contribution and choice of subject are 
then presented. It ends with disposition of the thesis. 
CHAPTER 2: Research methodology 
The second chapter describes the methodological choices and the design of this thesis. 
It starts with the introduction of the general structure of the research methodology. The 
following section presents the philosophies of this thesis under a broader philosophy 
framework. Next, the research approach, design, method, time horizon and data source 
are stated. Afterwards, the summary of the methodology is summarized and the chapter 
ends with ethical consideration. 
CHAPTER 3: Theoretical framework 
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This chapter reviews relevant theories and previous literature that will provide the 
readers with a deeper understanding of the topic and presents the framework that leads 
to the development of the hypotheses that will be tested. This chapter starts with a 
review of efficient market hypothesis (EMH) and theories. Meanwhile, it will connect 
the anomalies, valuation techniques and earning management with the EM theory. 
Afterwards, behavioral finance and earning quality will be studied, which then support 
the reader to study the relationship between the Jones model and the efficient market 
theory and frame of the research model of this thesis. 
CHAPTER 4: Practical method 
This chapter demonstrates the practical method and the clarification of the chosen 
measurements in order to gain understanding of the background and tools used to 
perform the statistical tests. This chapter starts with descriptions about the hypotheses, 
then the population, time horizon, data collection, measurements and statistical tests are 
presented. The final part of this chapter will illustrate how statistical tests are refined 
by what other supplementary tests. 
CHAPTER 5: Empirical Findings 
This chapter will be developed into three steps. First step will get empirical findings 
about the stationarity for all the returns of the 104 selected stocks. The second step will 
be presented to get a deeper understanding of the data computed for Jones model as 
well as the statistic testing result of this selected modified Jones model. The last step 
will show the testing results between the discretionary accrual and the stock returns for 
2012 and 2013. There will be both results before and after deleting the four most 
significant outliers. 
CHAPTER 6: Analysis of empirical findings  
In this chapter the empirical findings will be analyzed and each hypothesis result will 
be explained separately. The discussion and analysis will connect the theoretical 
framework and previous research in mind. The chapter will be concluded with a 
discussion regarding the quality criteria. 
CHAPTER 7: Conclusion and further research 
This chapter will summarize the analysis from previous chapter and clearly present the 
answers to the research questions. Next, this chapter will state how the purpose of 
research is fulfilled and the theoretical and practical contributions of this research that 
will give implications to further research. 
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CHAPTER	2:	Research	methodology	

The second chapter describes the methodological choices and the design of this thesis. 
It starts with the introduction of the general structure of the research methodology. The 
following section presents the philosophies of this thesis under a broader philosophy 
framework. Next, the research approach, design, method, time horizon and data source 
are stated. Afterwards, the summary of the methodology is summarized and the chapter 
ends with ethical consideration. 

2.1 General structure of research   

In the end of this chapter, there is the general structure for the research methodology 
for different types of research purposes, deducted by me according to the description 
of each methodology elements, mainly sourcing from by Saunders et al (2009) and 
Bryman & Bell (2009). The picture is modified from the research ‘onion’ in the book 
written by Saunders et al (2009, p.138).	It shows a relationship connection flow from 
the research purpose to the techniques and procedures applied. On the other side, it 
shows the frequently mentioned relationship to help readers to get an intuitive and 
coherent understanding of how the research purpose leads to the choices of each 
elements.  
There are various definitions of research design, research strategy, research approach 
and for research methodology. Just to name a few for research designs, which is one of 
the most confusing but essential concept: research design is the prior stage to each of 
the research methods and strategies, with no requirement for specific data collection 
method and philosophical background (Gorard, 2013, p.6). Mohammad (2013) classify 
research design as “the logical structure of inquiry” and simplify the classification of 
the design types as Experimental, Quasi Experimental and Non Experimental Design 
(Mohammad, 2013, p. 8-p.11). Bryman & Bell (2009, p. 44) demonstrate five main 
types of research designs: Experimental design, Cross-sectional design, longitudinal 
design, Case study design and Comparative design. Similar idea is taken from Gorard 
(2013). It said research design is “a grand plan of approach to a research topic” (Greener, 
2008, p.38), although the definition differs in the focus. (Gorard, 2013, p. 6). It said 
research design is “a grand plan of approach to a research topic” (Greener, 2008,p.38), 
although the definition differs in the focus. Gorard (2013)’s definition focuses on 
research cycle. Greener (2008, p. 38) focuses on research topic. Greener’s definition is 
similar to Saunders et al (2009)’s, but Saunders’ definition is more operational. The 
overall plan tells how to answer the specific research questions. (Saunders et al, 2009, 
p.136). It will be difficult to argue for which definitions are best across various literature 
and articles, as long as this thesis can clearly present the methodological structure of 
the research and thereby being comparable, objective and transparent, which offer 
better validity and reliability to improve the quality of research (Mohammad, 2013, 
p.18). Eventually, I follow Saunders et al (2009)’s definition of research design for the 
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reason that it provides me with a clear clue about the objective of the research 
connecting each element in the whole structure of research methodology. It helps me 
successfully to link the complicated philosophical stands, approach, strategies (or 
called designs in some other literature), methods, time horizon, together across some 
literature with the practical consideration for techniques and procedures by connecting 
these elements to the types of research purpose. In order to clearly illustrate my choice 
of research methodology while I can clarify the modified research ‘onion’ to show a 
more coherent and comprehensive research methodology in theoretical structure, I will 
initially discuss the key clues, which are the three main types of research purpose in 
section 2.2, classified by Saunders et al (2009). Later on, section 2.3 will reason my 
classification of research philosophy as well as my stand in the philosophical 
background. Section 2.4 will discuss the two main research approaches and refer back 
to the philosophies and research purpose. Section 2.5, 2,6 and 2.7 will disclose the main 
strategies (or designs called in some literature), methods and time & space horizon of 
the research methodology. Section 2.8 will objectively present the literature and data 
source. Chapter 2 will end with the summary in section 2.9, following by the ethical 
consideration, precondition and perspective. 

 

2.2 Types of research purpose 

The types of research purpose here refers to the three main studies, classified by 
Saunders et al (2009, p.138-140): Exploratory studies, Descriptive studies and 
Explanatory studies. Saunders et al (2009, p.138) promote to design the whole research 
project by keeping thinking about how the project can answer the research questions 
and fulfill research objectives. According to Robson (2002, p.59), exploratory study is 
a method or process of seeking for the answers of “what is happening” by getting new 
insights, asking questions and assessing phenomena for the research questions and 
objective. With or without an initial direction to answer the question, exploratory 
research, by the means of literature searching or interviewing, will keep discovering 
new findings, data or insights so that the research can be flexible and sensitive to the 
changes in an ongoing process. (Saunders et al, 2009, p.140) Due to their flexible and 
changing feature, exploratory studies favor qualitative method of study. However, it 
might still possible to argue that quantitative method can be used in some rare context. 
For this thesis, the research purpose is not aiming at generating new knowledge or 
enrich and update the old knowledge continually, exploratory studies is not suitable for 
this thesis. 
 
Explanatory studies usually examine the causal relationship between variables. 
Normally, this type of study will go through quantitative method to test the correlation. 
Alternatively, it can also go through qualitative method to explain why there is a 
relationship between two factors (Saunders et al, 2009, p.140-141). For this thesis, there 
is no clear clue about whether there is a relationship between revenue accrual and 
returns for sure. It is not certain if this thesis will be explanatory ever. 
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The descriptive research is to depict the precise details of people, events and situations 
by collecting and analyzing data. (Robson, 2002, p.59) The ‘precise’ is meant to get a 
correct and objective information. If the research is subjective, different researchers 
will get different descriptive results, which is hard to be accurate and stable. The 
definition, thus, gives implication to adopt quantitative studies for descriptive research. 
This idea help to understand why the descriptive research is a extension or forerunner 
piece of explanatory research for that both research studies can adopt quantitative study 
and description of facts can be both before and after the identification of whether a 
causal relationship exists. For a research project that utilize the description, as a 
precursor to explanation, the studies method for this project can be further named as 
descripto-explanatory studies. (Saunders et al, 2009, p.140) This thesis aims at firstly 
describing the empirical finding between the variables such as the revenue accruals and 
the stock returns. Afterwards, only if there is a significant correlation between the 
variables, can the thesis start to analyze the power of the test, reasons behind the 
relationship and the predictive power from knowing the relationship. Therefore, this 
thesis is explanatory for the main purpose of this research is to identify the causal 
relationship, although there might be no clear correlation. Nonetheless, the sub question 
1 is descriptive. 

2.3 Research Philosophy 

Research philosophies cover crucial assumptions that will underpin the research 
strategy and method (Saunders et al, 2009, p.108). According to Johnson & Clark (2006, 
p.25), business researchers must have awareness of the philosophical commitment 
about both the impact of what has been done and the understanding of it. In other words, 
research philosophies can at least serve as a text evidence to help verify the persistence 
between what the researchers have done and what the researchers have awarded 
(Bryman & Bell, 2009, p.21) demonstrate the positivism and interpretivism together in 
the epistemological considerations while the constructivism, objectivism and realism 
are mainly in the ontological consideration. The two main distinctions between 
ontology and epistemology are whether the researcher focusing on the view of the 
nature of reality or the view about what constructs acceptable knowledge (Saunders et 
al, 2009, p.119). Therefore, it is arguable that ontology and epistemology are not like 
pure philosophies, but similar to the dimensions that describe the features of various 
philosophies. However, for simplicity and popularity consideration, this thesis will 
follow most researchers idea that objectivism versus interpretivism is more typical in 
epistemology study and constructivism versus objectivism often discussed in ontology 
study. 
Positivism is a natural science philosophy. It can suit both deductive approach and 
inductive approach, depending on whether researchers want to test the theory according 
to data observation and empirical analysis or generate theory by collecting or 
processing numerical data to provide new materials for the development and creation 
of theory (Bryan & Bell, 2009, p.16). The observable phenomenon is reliable especially 
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for data that has generalizability or causality. The research question of this thesis 
expects an answer of “Yes” or “No”. It is a question that wants to test the relationship 
as well as the implied theories between the objective financial data that everybody will 
be able to get the same value all the time. In result, this thesis, with a descriptive-to-
explanatory research purpose, fits the positivism philosophy, which is also in the 
descriptive category.  
 
Interpretivism is the second major concept in epistemological view. It is a term with 
opposite meaning to positivism. The main idea is the research should interpret the social 
roles everyday corresponding to the meaning given to the roles. Human, the social actor 
is the subject matter that can constantly affect the world, other human being and us. 
This effect will also lead to adjustment of our own and action again. Therefore, it is 
vital to conduct research among people rather than objects (Saunders, 2009, p.116). 
This thesis is not aiming at study the people or social actors’ impact on the objective 
accounting system or accounting bodies. This philosophy ought to be irrelevant to this 
thesis. 
 
Objectivism is in an ontological position. It mainly assumes that the social phenomena 
and social entities will be objective. They are the external factors that the social actor 
cannot influence. Organization is deemed to be tangible object with objective rules and 
regulations to shape its operations. These tangible objects, such as organization and 
culture, will also limit social actor (Bryman & Bell, 2009, p.22). In objectivism, it is 
meaningful to observe the objective entities and social phenomena instead of studying 
the impact of social actor. This thesis argues that the data of the earning accruals and 
other variables cannot be influenced by author’s value or the value formed by author’s 
upbringing, past experience and surroundings. The objective entities are external 
factors and will be free from the impact of social actor. In result, this thesis and the 
underlying of the research questions support the objectivism as its ontological position. 

 
Constructionism takes the opposite position from objectivism. Social actors are deemed 
to interact with the social phenomena and entities. The social actors continuously 
construct and reconstruct the reality so that it is hard to understand the construction of 
the reality without concerning the time and space horizon, which means that only the 
description of the observable phenomena or study object in a certain period of time and 
specific place can be meaningful, relevant and comparable (Bryman & Bell, 2009, 23).  
Apart from the discussion for the ontology and epistemology dimension of research 
philosophy, there are some philosophies that do not strictly fall in one of two 
philosophical dimensions. Realism and Axiology are one of the examples. 
Realism as an epistemology position shares common feature with positivism. They both 
prefer natural science study as the way to study social science and apply similar 
approach and collection of data. Meanwhile, they are both independent of individual 
players. However, realism argues that scientist’s conceptualization is only the way to 
know reality. The sensation can only provide a description closer to the reality, but not 
necessarily the same as reality (Saunders et al, 2009, p.114). Two forms of realism 
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provide richer and clearer description of realism. Critical realism insists that our 
sensation frequently deceives us from capturing the reality. Direct realism argues that 
the sensation creates an illusion to deviate our understanding from the reality is the 
result of insufficient information. In the end, the choice of methodology will be 
different for two types of realism but the difference is mainly the study level of data, 
whether it is one level study with individual or multi-level study with the individuals, 
the group and the organization (Saunders et al, 2009, p.115). 
 
Axiology: 
It is like presenting the third dimension in research philosophy when we discuss about 
the axiology position in this thesis. Although it is an artificially created dimension in 
this thesis, it might be better to understand the axiology as a concept, which describes 
the value impact on research in researchers’ philosophical stand when the researchers 
have different philosophical assumption. For instance, according to Saunders et al 
(2009, p.116), Axiology is the researcher’s view for the role of values in research. It 
describes the impact of value judgment from researchers due to their personality or 
related philosophies background. If the researcher believes in positivism during the 
research, it means the researcher believes his research way will be free from the impact 
of his individual value. However, if the researcher stands in interpretivism philosophy, 
the research will be bound or limited by value of the researcher. Although it is not clear 
about which philosophy has more value impact on research, it is clear that 
interpretivism will have much more value impact from researcher than positivism. It 
might probably be true that different philosophies have different value impact from 
researchers (Saunders et al, 2009, p.119). Therefore, it is more intuitive to understand 
the axiology that describe the value impact as the third dimensions of philosophies layer 
of the research onion, proposed by Saunders et al (2009). For this thesis, as I am in 
realism philosophy position, my personal value will mostly bias the research, in the 
sense that I might not properly understand the possible external bias of the research 
result, caused by the misunderstanding of the Swedish stock market culture and 
regulations as a international student, who do not even understand Swedish language 
well. 

 

Burrel and Morgan (1982) presented four paradigms that not only connect the two main 
ontological position, which are objectivism as well as subjectivism, and the judgment 
features of the research, which means whether the research “adopts a critical 
perspective on organizational life” or “is less judgmental and critical” ( Saunders et al, 
2009, p.120), but also implies some favorable research strategies and methods for each 
paradigms. The four paradigm figure is shown below: 
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Figure	3.The	Four	Paradigms,	sourced	from	Burrell	and	Morgan	(1982)	Figure	4.2.	

The copyright belongs to the original source (Burrell & Morgan, 1982) mentioned 
above and request for permission has been sent. 

As the judgment features could be reflected by the purpose of the research design, 
shaped by the research questions, it is reasonable to deduct that different research study 
purposes with different judgment features could find their favorable paradigm. 
Explanatory studies will examine the causality of the objective variables and most 
likely give judgment for the significance of causal relationship. They might refer to the 
relationship to predict future performance. If the predictability is powerful and the 
potential change is substantial, explanatory studies would reflect radical structuralist 
paradigm. If the potential change is minor, the explanatory studies would be in the 
functionalist paradigm (Saunders, 2009, p.121). The exploratory studies, which are 
subjective in ontological view, can be either descriptive or judgmental or both as well. 
Thereafter, exploratory studies can be grounded in either radical humanist paradigm or 
interpretive paradigm, based on the ending result of the qualitative and exploratory 
study. Specifically, if the result provides rich understanding between the factors, the 
researchers could also give judgment to the idea or theories for the impact between the 
factors and might generate small or big change for the studied objects, under different 
research progresses (Saunders, 2009, p.121). This thesis has a research purpose with a 
descriptive feature. The descriptive studies can only describe the facts, such as the 
causality, based on empirical analysis of the collected data. It will concern the rational 
explanation of the relationship between discretionary revenue accrual (the residuals) 
and the stock performance. However, in the best situation, it still just aims at studying 
the causality to predict future and give implication for specific changes in the 
accounting system. There will be no judgment about the whole pattern of the earning 
quality or fundamental changes for investment strategy or accounting system. It is, 
thereby, only in the paradigm of functionalist (Saunders, 2009, p.120).  
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2.4 Research approach 

According to Saunders et al (2009), in order to design the research, there is a need to 
make a choice between deduction approach and induction approach.(Saunders et al, 
2009, p.124-127) Generally, if there is a need to develop the theory and hypothesis to 
design a research strategy to test the hypothesis and related theory, deduction approach 
should be adopted. In the other hand, if we instead collect data first and give analysis 
only after the data generation and collection, we had better utilize the inductive 
approach to develop a theory out (Saunders et al, 20009, p.124). 

Robson (2002) have mentioned a five-stage deductive research. It is from deducing out 
a hypothesis from theory to the examining and modifying of the outcome of the 
operational test of the hypothesis and its models. Meanwhile, inductive approach can 
cater for the constraints and limitations of the data and subject by adopting the research 
design itself, mentioned by Easterby-Smith et al. (2008). One example is that the 
inductive approach can adapt the research design to different definition of concepts by 
making a choice between a more structural research interview and a less structured 
research interview (Saunders, 2009, p.126). 

As this thesis aims at detecting the strength of popular models from both earning or 
audit quality measurement and efficient market theory measurement, it requires a more 
scientific principles-based approach to test the models and theories behind. It is only in 
that case that the thesis can continue the deduction out of the result of the test of the 
model to be able to draw conclusion from combining both objective models less 
subjectively. The causal relationship is always the focus of this thesis. The massive 
collection of quantitative data also decides the nature of this thesis to be deductive 
rather than inductive. By comparing the major difference between the deductive 
approach and inductive approach, this thesis is strictly following what a deduction 
approach emphasized (Saunders et al, 2009, p.127). 

2.5 Research Strategy 

According to Mohammad (2013), research design can be different from research 
method. For many researchers, the term “research design” and design method” are 
interchangeable. This thesis will adopt the distinction and concepts presented by Yin 
(2009) and Mohammad (2013) as they provide the thesis with updated and systematic 
design and method of research for business study. (Yin, 2009, p.27) The research design 
here mainly refers to the logical structure of the inquiry and deals with logical or 
illogical problem. It has several types to study the how to do and what it is about the 
research choice and information collection method. The research method here is meant 
to be the mode of data collection. Specifically, it is about the choice of qualitative, 
quantitative and mixed method of data collection and study. For research design, there 
is no intrinsic requirement for a specific form of research method, which means, at least 
in theory, experimental design can also adopt qualitative method (Mohammad, 2013, 
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p.6). In an even more rigorous research design review, written in the book by Gorard 
(2013), there is not only no requirement for data collection and analysis, but also 
philosophical predicates and background (Gorard, 2013, p.6). Therefore, I feel like this 
thesis can feel free to take a stand for the definition of research design and the choice I 
made is to follow Saunders et al (2009) and compared with Bryman & Bell (2009). 

 
A complete strategy choice list is like below: 

	

Figure 4. Research strategy choices, made by the author. 

	
It is outside the thesis scope to discuss all the strategies. We will focus on elaborate the 
reasons to adopt archival research. 
Archival research strategy uses the data of administrative records and documents. These 
documents, according to Saunders et al (2009, p.150) are day-to-day activities data 
originally collected from an administration purpose of the organization. It is a 
secondary data analysis. Therefore, when adopting archival research to analyze the 
secondary data, there is a need to claim the possible influence from a different purpose 
of data collection. This thesis to choose the archival research is mainly due to our 
descriptive to explanatory research purpose fit the archival research strategy feature to 
utilize natural science approach to describe and explain the secondary data. Due to the 
influence from a different purpose of data collection, there is a need to create new data 
when there are missing data, which should be required to have to be able to complete 
our research and answer the research questions. 
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2.6 Research method 

	
Figure 5. Research method tree, sourced from Saunders et al, (2009) Figure 5.4. 

 
The above picture outlines the classification of the research method. According to mono 
method definition, it fits this thesis as there will be only a single data collection 
technique, which is archival research strategy, where it is also a quantitative method 
that generates and uses numerical data (Saunders et al, 2009, p.151) 
 

2.7 Time & space horizons 

This thesis will adopt a cross-sectional study with only two years data in maximum. 
That is one of the main limitations in this thesis and is conditional on time allocated to 
the degree project that is with a five months’ time length in maximum. Although most 
cross-sectional study uses survey strategy to generate cross-sectional data (Easterby-
Smith et al. 2009; Robson 2002), we can still adopt this study as we can collect data 
from DataStream that is cross-sectional for returns and financial reports that can 
produce the discretionary revenue accrual and the stock performance data required. 
Longitudinal is more about studying the change happening over the time horizon. 
Although with a length of two years can also implement the longitudinal study, our 
research questions focus on the relationship across section in each year out of the two 
years. On the other hand, this thesis needs to argue that we have stationary data, at least 
in first or second order difference, in each year to be able to pass the EMH testing. 

2.8 Literature and data collection 

According to Bryman & Bell (2009, p.312), our literature sources are mostly from a 
secondary source, which is a source to obtain data indirectly from previous researches 
and public database. Our data mainly collected from DataStream and Business Source 
Premier (EBSCO) that is available at Umea University Library, Umea DIVA and 
Google Scholar. When I collect data from Diva, I only use it to explore more ideas and 
refer back to the references used by previous theses. During the literature searching 
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process, there are too many keywords that have been entered to search around related 
literature and the thesis do not have a good record of the past searching. Therefore, I 
try to present the most frequently checked key words that I have been recorded before. 
At least the following keywords have been used for literature search: accrual, 
discretionary accrual, earning quality, abnormal earning, abnormal accrual, audit 
quality, accrual based model, Jones model, modified Jones model, earning quality 
proxies, earning forecast accuracy, earning management, market information digestion, 
efficient market theory, efficient market hypothesis, efficient market test, weak form of 
market efficiency, weak form of efficient market, earning quality and stock return, 
anomalies and market efficiency, market efficiency and behavioral finance, human 
behavior and market efficiency, behavioral finance, random walk, random walk test, 
unit root, unit root test, anomalies, dissecting anomalies, market price sensitivity, 
review earning quality, earning quality research development, review of the earning 
management, review of market efficient hypothesis, history of EMH, EMH in EU... 
To improve the accuracy of the scientific articles, the thesis tries to find at least one 
updated article in the recent year in the key words related articles and also check the 
review, research development and history of the main research area, earning quality, 
earning management, market efficient theory, behavior finance in order to understand 
the position of the research question in this thesis and the research result from the 
historical review to the recent findings and the expectation of the future. I regard the 
literature search of this thesis to be adequate, when I see that the discussion and findings 
covering most of the recent research gaps and that the focus has been clearly disclosed, 
under the authorized literature review and history review of the most famous 
researchers in the field of work. 

 

2.9 Summary of methodology 

This thesis begins with a descriptive study to answer the first sub question. It has an 
explanatory research purpose and objectivism (ontological position) as well as 
positivism (epistemological position) philosophical background. The research 
approach is deductive and the strategy to utilize the approach is archival research. The 
research choice is mono method, with only one research strategy and quantitative 
research method. The time horizon is short and not longer than two years with cross-
sectional data to test the research questions. The summary picture of the research 
methodology is like below: 
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Figure 6. My research design elaborated by Saunders’research onion 

The copyright belongs to the original source (Saunders et al,2008) mentioned above 
and request for permission has been sent. If the author does not give permission for 
reprint, it should be deleted from the thesis. 

2.10	Ethical	considerations	

This thesis is governed by ethical considerations. The general ethical consideration is 
that the researching should not create embarrassment, harm or any other material 
disadvantage, according to Bryman & Bell (2009.p.128). This thesis mainly considers 
the ethical issues with the framework introduced by Saunders et al (2009). The reason 
is their research ethics framework is more dynamic, systematic and rich not only in the 
research design and range of ethical issues considered, but also in the whole research 
process under different stages of the research process from gaining access to the 
reporting (Saunders et al, 2009, p.160 – p.200). 

When formulating the research topic, I am free to decide my research topic without 
coercion and I am binding to provide useful and quality research if I want to pass the 
thesis. During the data accessing and collecting process, as the data is mainly collected 
from the DataStream and EBSCO, the quantitative feature and the partnership between 
the database and our university, provide me to use the data for free without harming the 
participants of those who create the data as they will have informed consent, safety and 
withdraw when they generate data to DataStream and EBSCO (Saunders et al, 2009, 
p.188). 

In order to be sure about we have not harmed the participant to have no informed 
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consent, I will say that participant should have got enough knowledge to provide data 
to DataStream or EBSCO and decide to do so with their free will. In the worst case that 
some participant will be harmed, it will still not be the problem of this thesis because it 
will be the responsibility of DataStream and EBSCO to keep confidential for the 
information the participant do not want to disclose if they are fully informed. It will 
also be their responsibility to disclose if all the information I used in their Database is 
ethical (Saunders et al, 2009, p.190). 
	 	
The empirical results are objective. They are processed and presented in the ways that 
are disclosed in the empirical finding chapter. The analyses out of the results are mostly 
following a deductive process. Therefore, the analysis is also relatively objective as 
long as I have not committed logical problem in the deductive process. However, since 
the data is limited in the time length and the sample size is small. Any analysis 
conclusion, generalized out of the limitation, is not value free. If the suggestion section 
and future research section are misleading, readers should aware of the limitation of 
this research and avoid to be harmed if readers want to practice in the real life. 
 
After the completion of this thesis, there is no private contact information left in the 
paper. I have never leak out any home address or telephone number of my supervisor, 
my lecturer and myself in this paper that might violate the privacy protection or create 
threats to personal safety (Saunders et al, 2009, p.196). 
	

2.11	Preconceptions	and	Perspective	
	
Writing a degree project contains risk of subjectivity. The subjectivity is attributed to 
my own background, knowledge, value, belief and experience. This subjectivity can 
particularly affect my analysis and conclusion from the objective empirical findings. 
Nonetheless, the fundamental knowledge from my four years university studies has 
supplied enough understanding and critical awareness to me so that I am able to 
separate our own subjectivity from this research. Furthermore, the quantitative research 
method improves a certain level of objectivity. The peer-reviewed articles, reviews of 
my supervisor and the suggestions from the statistic lecturer further ensure a certain 
level of objectivity.  
This research has been written from the perspective of the private investor’s view. This 
has affected the literature search, data selection and choice of methods. Throughout the 
thesis, the information will be presented in a way that will contribute to the investors 
practically and theoretically. Although the perspective helps the author to fulfill the 
purpose and contribution of the thesis, it certainly creates biases and have drawn 
different conclusions from previous researches. 	
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CHAPTER	3:	Theoretical	framework	

This chapter reviews relevant theories and previous literature that will provide the 
readers with a deeper understanding of the topic and presents the framework that leads 
to the development of the hypotheses that will be tested. This chapter starts with a 
review of efficient market hypothesis (EMH) and theories. Meanwhile, it will connect 
the anomalies, valuation techniques and earning management with the EM theory. 
Afterwards, behavioral finance and earning quality will be studied, which then support 
the reader to study the relationship between the Jones model and the efficient market 
theory and frame of the research model of this thesis. 

3.1	Efficient	market	hypothesis	

Efficient market theory (EMT) is a concept that describes how market participants react 
to market information efficiently. This thesis attempts at initially review the theories 
for the efficient market hypothesis (EMH), which specifically describe the efficient 
market theory, to observe the historical development of the knowledge within the EMT. 
Afterwards, this thesis will describe the difficulties for why I focus on one model in the 
EMH to test the efficiency, based on the assumptions that I believe the investors would 
rationally price the risk and return in a similar way of the model I adopted. 
 

3.1.1	A	brief	historical	review	of	EMH	research	and	accruals	from	

1991	until	2010	

 
During the second review of EMH research in 1991, Fama has further divided the return 
predictability study into both short time horizon and long time horizon study. In 1995, 
Haugen (1995) published a book called The New Finance: The Case Against Efficient 
Markets and emphasized the short-run overreaction (higher priced stock keep excess 
return, which is called momentum phenomenon) and long-term reversals (market 
recognizes its historical errors and revert to its fundamental value) (Haugen, 1995). An 
empirical example to study long-term reversals is by Chan et al (2006). They found out 
that poor future return is associated with low-quality earning and the accruals have 
predictive power for return (this thesis will discuss about accruals later thoroughly). In 
one of the three explanations for this predictive power, one is that the investors will 
become overoptimistic due to manipulated high accruals and gradually notify the 
mistakes in the year after (Chan et al, 2006, p.1076). In 2013, is there any inefficient 
stock whose price movement overreacts to the high accrual and reverse in the following 
year? This is the brief statement of this thesis research question. If the result is true, it 
might help to enrich the explanation to the finding of Fama’s third review in 1998, when 
he notified the overreaction of stock prices to information is roughly as common as 
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under reaction. In that article, he concludes that market efficiency hypothesis survived 
the challenge from the literature on the long-term anomalies (Fama, 1998, p. 304). 
However, it might only be efficient in long run when investors gradually agree on the 
true value and sell out their securities when they have already lost in the market. After 
Shiller published the first edition of Irrational Exuberance in 2000 that challenged the 
EMH by studying the movement of company earnings or dividends, G. William 
Schwert discovered anomalies weaken or disappear when practitioners implement 
strategies implied by academic paper when he published the anomalies paper in 2003 
(Schwert, 2003, p.973). Before the global financial crisis in 2009 when Lehman Brother 
collapsed, Wilson and Marashdeh (2007) presented that co-integrated stock prices are 
inconsistent with EMH in the short run but are consistent with EMH in the long run. 
There is a movement of elimination of arbitrage opportunities after the inefficiency in 
the short run. (Wilson & Marashdeh, 2007, p. 93). After the collapse in 2009, Lee et al. 
(2010) provide a stationary test with both panel data and bootstrap procedure to study 
the stationary stock price. It used updated and precise statistical method and has drawn 
a conclusion that stock markets are not efficient from January 1999 to May 2007 (Lee 
et al, 2010, p. 57). Through reviewing the historical EMH research development since 
1991 briefly, it is apparent that: 1)“fully” strong efficient market is almost certainly 
false but the efficient idea is profoundly true with plenty of empirical evidences 
supporting EMH over years; 2) there is more than one researcher directly or indirectly 
supporting the idea that market could be inefficient in the short run but still efficient in 
the long run; 3) there is a development in the EMH testing method but the existing 
hypothesis is still of many flawed. 4) Criticism is of limited value for EMH but a better 
hypothesis always gets popular and influential. 
  
To begin with, the original three forms of the market efficient hypothesis are: strong 
form, semi strong form and weak form, presented by Fama in 1969 (Fama, 1969, p.383). 
Nonetheless, in 1991, Fama revised the efficient capital market theory again and he also 
simplified the definition and extends the precondition of efficient market hypothesis 
(EMH). The simplified definition is: market is efficient when security price can fully 
reflect all available information (Fama, 1991, p. 1575). The three preconditions: 1) no 
cost for transaction in trading securities; 2) costless information collection for all 
market participants; 3) investors are all rational (Fama, 1969, p.387). Since 1991, the 
preconditions are extended and Fama agree on a second weaker but more sensible 
version from Jensen (1978), which is “prices reflect information to the point where the 
marginal benefits of acting on information (the profits to be made) do not exceed the 
marginal costs” (Fama, 1991, p.1575). The broadened definition and extensive 
preconditions inspired researchers with new ideas and techniques. In 1991, the old 
preconditions were not the main research obstacles anymore. Instead, the joint-
hypothesis problem keeps the precise inferences for the level of market efficiency 
impossible. In the end, researchers realize that there is still distance for a precise market 
efficiency testing, while the past, current and future research all contribute the 
understanding of the behavior of stock performance (Fama, 1991, p.1576). That might 
be one of the reasons, Fama reviews the framework of EMH once again and turns the 
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old versions of EMH into more general and descriptive versions like below:

	
Figure 7. The three versions of EMH over time, based on Fama’s articles. 

	
During the second review in 1991, Fama still divides the work on market efficiency 
into three different sectors, weak, semi-strong and strong form of efficient market. 
Nonetheless, the first sector, which is the weak form test, not only studies the past prices’ 
forecast power (Fama, 1969, p.383), but also covers the more general research area of 
the test of return predictability, which involves forecasting returns with newly found 
relevant variables such as dividend yields and interest rates. In addition, under the name 
of return predictability, it will be necessary to study the tests of CAMP (Capital asset-
pricing models) anomalies, seasonal in returns and over volatile return for weak form 
testing. These are the reasons Fama changed the title of his categories. The semi-strong 
market, which used to test the price sensitivity to new market public announcement to 
observe if the securities’ price can reflect the public information just-in time，is under 
a more descriptive title called event studies after 1991. The strong form hypothesis is 
defined to reflect all the past returns, public and private information. In 1969, an 
empirical testing example is the excess return between the mutual fund performance 
and the market performance, done by Jensen (Fama, 1969, p.413). After 1991, any 
types of hypothesis testing that could be valid for test the effectiveness of private 
information will be under the third categories with a descriptive title: test for private 
information. These title updates at least connects the pure theories with empirical 
studies directly, which will eventually contribute to efficient capital market research in 
many aspects (Fama, 1991, p.1576-1577). The first category update, which covers more 
general area of tests for return predictability, is a development that would be essentially 
helpful for the initial data selection of this thesis, for the reason that the weak and semi 
strong EMH are more like “single security tests”, which help to test the efficiency of 
individual security and suit the research question of this thesis (Fama, 1969, p.401). 
Each level has several ways to test the efficiency statistically. Our selected method for 
weak form of testing will be ADF test, as it is a popular tool to test the unit root and the 
non-stationary (unit root) is the necessary condition for random walk process (Darrat 
& Zhong, 2000, p.110). As we expect the stock return to be stationary (not random walk, 
first test) for many firms from 2012 to 2014, a poor connection between the residuals 
from Jones model and the stock return will lead to a conclusion that either the modified 
Jones model is poor (problem in techniques) to capture the discretionary accruals and 
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cannot relate to stock return, or the market is more than semi-strong efficient to even 
be able to reflect the discretionary accrual information already in the past. As the Jones 
model provides a judgment of market efficient level that is contradictory to the random 
walk test only with past returns (not even in weak form), there will be a problem in 
either one or both techniques in examining the market efficient level. 
The application of semi-strong efficient test will be further discussed in the incoming 
section that connects Jones model with the semi-strong and strong efficient market 
hypothesis. 
 

3.1.2	 	Random	Walk	

The random walk definition is actually an analytic definition. It is defined by math and 
functions such as transition function. Informally, transition function is a random walk 
and it is defined as a function P(x,y) possessing property defined for all pairs x ,y in a 
space of lattice points R (Frank Spitzer, 2001, p.2). It is formulated like below: 

 

The most common random walk are Markov chains or Markov processes. It is a 
stochastic process that satisfies some specific conditions called Markov property. It is 
at here the stochastic process involving probability theory and statistics. When the time 
is continuous time and the state space is general, it becomes a continuous stochastic 
process named Wiener process. It is a process with similar behavior to Brownian motion, 
a particle random motion resulting from collision between atoms or molecules in fluid 
(Durret et al, 1991, p.20 – p.21, and p.66).  
If a random walk has an inverse cumulative normal distribution that varies according 
to normal distribution, it is called Gaussian random walk. Their functions are similar to 
the above questions in key independent variable part. 
A good application is to test the unit root process and see if there is a unit root. If there 
is one, then the autoregressive polynomial gets canceled and therefore becomes similar 
to the random walk process. The unit root process without autoregressive polynomial 
shares some similar features with random walk. It will be elaborated in statistical tests 
section. 

3.1.3	 	Anomalies	

When testing market efficiency, Fama (1969) also noted that there should be a joint test 
about equilibrium expected asset return (could be tested by applying capital asset 
pricing model. However, there is a joint-hypothesis ambiguity that we cannot 
distinguish if the observation of anomalies (which takes D/P as an example (Fama, 1991, 
p.1585)) is caused by market inefficiency or incorrect equilibrium model. Meanwhile, 
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it is also inappropriate to believe Shiller and Summers challenge (Summrized from 
Shiller et al (1984) and Summers (1986)) and answer the “bubbles fan” that the 
anomalies of return should be attributed to irrational bubbles or rational variations in 
expected return based on changes in business conditions (Fama, 1991, p.1585). 
Therefore, it could be important to review anomalies to improve the understanding of 
equilibrium model (This thesis will also take CAMP as an example of equilibrium 
model) because there is a lack of complete descriptions of equilibrium price formation. 
The definition of anomalies can be simply as: the return that cannot be explained by 
equilibrium model, which is CAPM in this case (Fama, 2008, p. 1653). In Fama’s third 
EMH review, Market efficiency, long-term returns, and behavioral finance (Fama, 
1998), he has studied the predictable difference of anomalies across assets such as the 
size effect, turn-of-the-year effect, weekend effect, value effect and momentum effect. 
He also studied the predictable difference in return through time, which is the short-
term interest rate, expected inflation effect, dividend yield effect. According to 
“Dissecting Anomalies”, written by Fama and French and published in 2008, they 
summarized at least 7 anomalies that are still attractive to study, which are size, value, 
growth, accruals, profitability, net stock issue and momentum. Since 1991, there are 
more and more researchers studying the anomalies to improve their understanding of 
CAMP model and efficient market hypothesis. A brief summary for both the factors 
that can cause market anomalies and the classification that anomalies can have are 
shown below: 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
For this thesis, the focus of market anomalies drivers could be both structural factors 
and behavioral biases, which is hard to be distinguished according to Fama’s early work 
in 1998. The anomalies will be the accruals. The extreme negative accruals are followed 
by positive abnormal return and extreme positive accrual is followed by negative 
abnormal return. For larger firm, this negative correlation is stronger. For smaller firm, 
it is vice versa. But the relationships across size group are not strong (Fama, 2008, 
p.1670). The accruals produce regression slopes within two standard errors of zero for 
big stocks. These results suit many previous studies such as Fairfield, et al (2003). 
Firms with more accruals tend to have lower net cash flows (which means firms have 
high investment relative to earnings). In Fama’s 2008 review (the fourth review), he 
tries to connect most of the anomalies to the valuation equation and value of expected 
cash flow. It seems indeed to explain why accruals with lower expected net cash flow 
are associated with lower average returns. The valuation equation, controlling for B/M, 
demonstrated that proxies for expected net cash flows will identify differences in 

Figure	8. Summary of anomalies factors. 
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expected return no matter it attributes to irrational pricing or rational risk, based on 
business condition change. That is why it is still unclear about whether the variation in 
expected return is caused by risk or by mispricing. Change in net cash flow can really 
be affected both by operation change and irrational behavior including earning 
manipulation. In the end, Fama argue that all the seven anomaly variables could be 
rough proxies for expected cash flow and lead to a hard situation to distinguish the 
effect from irrational behavior and rational risk (Fama, 2008, p.1676). However, if the 
research question of this thesis 1) is not being rejected in the empirical test, an 
interesting result would show out that, although the expected cash flow is lower in the 
future, the return is still significantly positive in the current year for many individual 
stocks, which would argue against Fama’s conclusion in 2008. If the research question 
2) is not being rejected, it will support Fama’s conclusion in 2008. 

3.1.4	Valuation	techniques	for	non‐random	data	

When the market is efficient and stock follows a random walk process, the stock price 
cannot be forecasted and its intrinsic will equal a value that can be estimated by 
fundamental techniques such as DDM (Discounted Divided model) or DCF 
(Discounted Cash Flow model). The price will equal to its intrinsic value plus a market 
premium value, which follows a random process. When this situation happened, we can 
expect that Naïve can best estimate the stock price model and no other non-random 
process model can beat this model in forecasting consistently in a longitudinal data 
(Darrat & Zhong, 2000, p.107). 
However, if the stock is not following a random walk process, we can utilize ARIMA, 
GARCH, or a relatively recent invented model Artificial Neural Network (ANN). 
These three models are most popular nowadays for estimating the value of stocks 
following a non-random walk process. A more advanced weak form of market efficient 
test is said to be comparing the predictability between Naïve and ARIMA, GARCH, 
ANN (Darrat & Zhong, 2000, p.107-p.110). It is stronger than variance ratio test and 
the unit root test.  
 

3.2    Behavioral finance (BF) 

According to De Bondt (2008), behavioral finance is grounded in three main sets: 
sentiments, behavioral preferences, and limits to arbitrage. Sentiment refers to the 
investor’s mistake and errors. Human beings will have inevitable errors in predicting 
future. The cause of the problem is cognitive. If in an equation form, problem is a 
function of people’s cognitive and ways of thinking. Typical example of the ways of 
thinking could be heuristic rules of thumb. Other biases include Anchoring (beliefs 
based on one piece of information), Representativeness (rely heavily on the features of 
small sample), availability (overreliance on available information), over confidence. 
Behavioral preference means the attitudes about risk and return, which contradict the 
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expected utility theory. The most popular example is prospect theory. Some most 
influential features include: loss aversion (afraid of possible loss more than gain for the 
same risk item), mental accounting (how people count their profit and loss in the current 
and future, a finding that people tend to consume most from current income and least 
from future), regret aversion (avoid to change to lose when superior decision made), 
self-control (control impulse, saving behavior, ages matter), myopic loss aversion 
(avoid loss when time horizon is short) and etc. (De Bondt G., 2008, p. 81-p.85). 
Behavioral finance theory is one of the most challenging theories for traditional modern 
finance. Shiller (2003) and Shefrin (2010) consider behavioral finance as a new idea 
and grey path that could lead to build a new theory and finance paradigm. Shiller and 
some other researchers captured BF study anomalies as a evidence to against perfect 
efficient market hypothesis. Fama (1969) regard it simply as something not fitting in 
the traditional view of modern finance and not considering about it too much until 2008 
when he attempts at connecting some most important proxies with valuation equation 
to deny the criticism for EMH by finding out relationship between some anomalies and 
excess return. Shiller (2003) emphasizes on the persistent excess volatility empirical 
finding and challenge market efficiency. An obvious difference between Shiller’s study 
and Fama’s study is whether they believe market could efficient in long run or not. 
Shiller argues that limits to arbitrage opportunities are in the present and cannot revert 
the price to its fundamental values in the long run for sure (Shiller, 2003, p.83-p.84). 
As for the main difference between Shiller and Fama’s empirical analysis and testing, 
the popular regression test and CAPM model is the conventional test method of the 
basic efficient market notions, frequently used by Fama. Nonetheless, Shiller (1981) 
once broadened the conditions and showed that a simple variance ratio test would be 
better than regression test in some extreme assumptions. The main problem for 
regression test in this scenery is that regressing excess returns on information variables 
cannot utilize the terminal condition that subsequent movement in fundamental 
information should justify all movements in prices. The same goes for event study. 
Variance bounds test could reject market efficiency if the most of the variability of the 
aggregate stock market could not be explained by the future fundamental information 
(Shiller, 2003, p.85-p.86). Nonetheless, the new models of behavior finance have not 
been well proved. Models have potential to consolidate as well. Fortunately, the theory 
is still developing. Barberis & Thaler (2002) concludes that behavioral finance is 
mostly based on prospect theory and the main topic is to explain the abnormal return, 
aggregated stock market and trading. For this thesis, behavioral finance might provide 
complementary explanation of the empirical finding and could also describe some 
results that cannot be analyzed easily by EMT (Barberis & Thaler, 2002, p.1073, p.1077, 
p.1085 and p.1112). 

 

3.3   Earning quality 

Before 1987, when O’Glove (1987) published the Quality of Earnings, there is no 
rigorous study to examine the quality of the reported earnings itself. Researchers seem 
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to take it for granted that it would be fine to just analyze the correlation between 
reported earnings or its selected proxies and returns. 
Nowadays, Dechow et al (2010) define the earnings quality by borrowing the language 
of Statement of Financial Accounting Concepts No.1 (SFAC No.1): “Higher quality 
earnings provide more information about the features of a firm’s financial performance 
that are relevant to a specific decision made by a specific decision-maker” (Dechow et 
al, 2010, p. 344). This definition implied three conditions: 1) earning quality is 
conditional on the context of a specific decision model; 2) Earning quality relies on 
whether the information about firm’s financial performance is easily accessible or not; 
3) Earning quality is jointly decided by both the relevance of underlying financial 
performance and the ability of accounting system to measure performance (Dechow et 
al, 2010, p.345). In short, the definition of EQ by Dechow et al (2010) is the decision 
usefulness in general (Dechow, et al, 2010, p.350).  
 
Therefore, according to the three conditions, especially the condition 3), reported 
earnings (the output number of earning) depends on both the firm’s financial 
performance and accounting system that measures it. However, there is little evidence 
about how fundamental performance affects earning quality. Dechow et al (2010) have 
studied both distortions that affect the capture ability of the accounting system and the 
distortions that are associated with implementation errors and earnings management. 
This provides possibility for their thesis to analyze both types of distortions. (Dechow 
et al, 2010, p.345) There is a major challenge for EQ research before 2010, observed 
by DeFond (2010), which is about the research’s construct validity. In another word, it 
is a problem raised by the 3) condition and thereby presenting difficulties in evaluating 
which proxy is the best one (DeFond, 2010, p.404). Although Dechow et al (2010) 
cannot solve the construct validity problem, caused by the condition 3), and conclude 
their finding with a single best proxy for earning quality, their context-specific research 
does classify the various proxies and discuss about their major advantages and 
disadvantages. One final goal in their study is to:  “exploit the unique features of the 
earning proxies to provide more compelling evidence that identifies the determinants 
and consequences of quality for a given research question” (Dechow et al, 2010, p.346). 
Here, determinants of proxies simply mean that proxies here will act as dependent 
variable in the analysis while the consequences of the proxies indicate that the proxies 
will have impact on the result and act as the independent variable in the analysis 
(Dechow et al, 2010, p.345). Each proxy could be unique and does not exhibit 
convergent validity, which means the research result for studying the same object and 
the same relationship between objects could be different and divergent. Lack of 
examination and comparison between differentiated results by adopting different 
proxies, it would be even difficult for readers to understand some contradictory 
empirical analyses that actually study the same construct and thereby being an invalid 
research (or same subject). 
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3.3.1	Earning	management	

The definitions of the market efficiency theories actually highly rely on the raw 
information that are used by all the market participants as the three forms of efficiency 
of the market are defined by how much information have been digested and reflected 
by the market price. 
Then, there are very limited explanations of what will happen if the information being 
digested and reflected are distorted or misstated from the beginning. A very typical 
activity that can distort or misstate the information is earning management. 
Earning management occurs when managers subjectively give judgment in financial 
reporting or when managers have structured transactions to alter financial reports to 
mislead the stakeholders or influence the contractual outcomes from the reported 
accounting numbers (Healy & Wahlen, 1999, p.368). 
There are many issues contained under this brief definition. To name a few, the 
magnitude and frequency of any earnings management, the accruals specified or the 
accounting methods being used, the agency problem to motive for earnings 
management, and etc. (Healy & Wahlen,1999, p.367). 
If the motives for earning management always exist, such as what implied by the 
contradictory findings between DeAngelo (1986) and Perry and Williams (1994): firm 
going private would have incentives to understate reported income to reduce buyout 
compensation (Yoon & Miller, 2002, p.398), would it be possible that the market price 
will not be able to find a correct price due to the uncertainty of the accuracy of the 
financial statement caused by possible earnings management? 
One answer might be NO. There is more and more evidence shows that investors are 
not “fooled” by the earning management that much as the “abnormal” accruals, relative 
to “normal” accruals, can indicate and reflect earning management and the abnormal 
accruals can be calculated from the public available financial statement (Healy & 
Wahlen, 1999, p. 357). 
However, others’ answer might be “yes” or at least a “not sure”. Hall and Stammerjohan 
(2003) have used the error component model (a modified Jones model as we will 
mentioned later) to detect the potential large damage award for oil firm managers for 
manipulating non-working capital accruals. Han & Wang (1998) showed product price 
manipulation leading to a better position in political sensitivity issues (Han & Wang, 
1998, p.104). There are still research gap in earning management. It is mainly due to 
the lack of data to have a powerful and systematic check across firms or even nations. 

3.3.2	 	Proxies	analysis	of	EQ	

The earning quality have its proxies and can be categorized into three sets, according 
to Dechow et al (2010): 1) Properties of earnings, including earnings persistence and 
accrual, earnings smoothness, asymmetric timeliness, timely loss recognition and target 
beating. 2) Investor responsiveness to earnings, includes papers that use an earning 
response coefficient (ERC) or the R square from earnings-returns model 3) External 
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indicators of earnings misstatements, includes Accounting and Auditing Enforcement 
Releases (AAERs), restatement, and internal control procedure deficiencies reported 
by Sarbanes Oxley Act. All of the external indicators are regarded as indicators of errors 
or earnings management (Dechow, P et al, 2010, p.350). 
The persistence is measured by the coefficient in the regression function of the current 
year earning. The next year earning will be as a function of current year earning. By 
theory, more persistent earning is more suitable for discount cash flow (DCF)-based 
equity valuation. It fits the Graham and Dodd view of earnings (Dechow et al, 2010, 
p.351). According to Black 1980, Beaver 1998 and Ohlson & Zhang 1998, earning 
number that can accurately annuitize the intrinsic value of the firm can be referred to 
as “permanent earnings” and is of high quality. However, persistent and predictable 
earning number will not necessarily imply a high quality of earning. Managers could 
manipulate earning to demonstrate a persistent and predictable earning to improve their 
reputations with analyst and investors. Enron’s consistent earnings before the end of 
2000 could not hide the fact that the intrinsic value of the firm shrinks tremendously 
and cannot continue to be positive afterwards, which is the typical case to challenge the 
persistence. Theoretically speaking, the weakness of this proxy is the persistence face 
the problem caused by condition 3). There is an entangle effect between the firm’s 
fundamental performance and accounting measurement system for persistence 
(Dechow et al, 2010, p.352). 
Abnormal accruals and the modeling the accrual process cannot be matched perfectly. 
The different between abnormal and normal accrual is whether they reflect fundamental 
performance or distortions. Abnormal accruals, which can also be called discretionary 
accruals, capture the possible distortions that can happen due to accounting rules 
change or earning management. Theoretically stating, accounting rules change and 
earning management can also be attributed to the imperfection of measurement system. 
The normal accrual, which can also called non-discretionary accrual, reflects any 
adjustments caused by fundamental performance. However, the modeling of accrual 
process cannot perfectly measure the abnormal accruals (Dechow et al, 2010, p.358). 
This thesis will discuss more about it in the next section 3.4. 
There are some other important proxies such as smoothness, timely loss recognition, 
benchmarks, ERCs, External indicators of earnings misstatements. They will not be the 
focus of this thesis. 
 
Earning quality can differentiate among companies and it can be as a function of 
accruals even without intentional earning manipulation. One reason behind is that cash 
flow cannot properly reflect the annual performance of firms due to excess volatility, 
especially when inventory can be capitalized as asset. 
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3.4    Jones’s model and its modification 

In order to capture the approximate value or measurement of abnormal/discretionary 
accruals, the frequently mentioned five models of accruals are shown as the table below: 

	
Table	1. Summary of accrual models. 
 
Jones (1991) model and its following models could help to avoid the problem caused 
by condition 3). Dechow and Dichev (2002) found out that firms with extreme accruals 
have more estimation error or noisy in the test and is likely to revert in the future. This 
accrual reversal in the future would reduce the persistence of earnings and can be 
observable. Doyle et al. (2007) further examine the relationship between accrual 
estimation errors and persistence of earning and they found out firm with at least one 
material weakness during 2002-2005 have less earning persistence. Bowen et al. (2008) 
identified an association between governance quality and abnormal accruals and the 
accounting discretion with weak governance is positively related to return on asset. 
Although the accruals model still face the challenge raised by the joint-test problem, 
testing of the validity and generalizability of the regression model still continue. The 
tendency of studying EQ with accruals model and the recent evidence to support the 
predictability or accruals model, motivates the selection of the EQ proxies in this thesis. 
In order to overcome the limitations in the accruals, such as sample survivorship biases, 
which limit the sample to be limit the same industry, several studies develop the models 
that can generate less noisy of the residuals and possess more power of predictability. 
Miller and Skinner (1998) study the determinants of the valuation allowance for 
deferred tax assets but failed to find evidence of earning management by using the 
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residual estimated by their model with firms of large deferred tax assets. Schrand, 
Pennsylvania and Wong (2003) have found the evidence but specifically designed for 
bank industry. In the end, this thesis decides to replicate Stubben (2010) modification 
of Jones (1991) model, originally designed by Petersen and Rajan (1997), described in 
Callan et al.(2014) when it is presented in the central statistical office and later 
published as “Crisis, response and distributional impact: the case of Ireland” in 2014. 
Stubben (2010) not only reviewed the limitations and development of the Jones model, 
but only compare the predictability power of the popular modification of them by 
comparing the results from both data simulation and actual finding. Meanwhile, the 
Stubben (2010) focuses on discretionary accrual only for revenue and controlled many 
key variables to reduce the bias. The result shows that the revenue model of Stubben 
(2010) is less biased and better specified. Although the model cannot detect discretion 
in expenses, it can detect the earning management by exploiting revenue accrual. 
Luckily, the relative frequency of revenue against expense manipulation in reality 
makes this revenue model more interesting and reliable. (It narrows and specifies the 
accruals to reduce complexity of comparisons theoretically. It also reduces the 
survivorship biases by combining cross-sectional estimation with control variable of 
firm’s credit policy.) 
 

3.4.1	Jones	model	and	semi	strong	form	of	market	efficiency	

The role of Jones’s model relating to weak form or semi strong form efficient market is 
mostly about how Jones’s model providing a discretionary accrual information that can 
indicate the earning quality of the public information about earning and income. By 
playing this role, Jones’s model provide an indirect public information about the quality 
of earning which is not directly revealed in public information. However, all the data 
that calculate quality of earning from Jones’s model can still be retrieved from public 
database. Therefore, Jones model is more relating to semi-strong form of market 
efficient market hypothesis while the unit root test that tests random walk is more 
relating to weak-form efficient market hypothesis.  
This thesis has developed the theoretical review from Market efficiency theory to Jones 
model. The relationship between the Jones model and the market efficient theory 
remains to be vague insofar as the thesis does not actively seek for a linkage between 
them. 
According to Fama, 1969 (p.413), the semi-strong form is best characterized by that 
current prices instantly reflect all publicly available information including both the 
accounting items and the past stock returns. In this respect, the accuracy of the data of 
all the accounting items should affect the stock return performance at present. Strangely, 
not many theories get a clear perspective of how to test the market efficiency or what 
to do about the financial accounts if earning management existed in the firm or other 
misstatement happened in the financial statement. Interestingly, Jones model can help 
to detect the earning management and capture some possible misstatement in the 
financial accounts. Since the discretionary accrual can be a good proxy of the quality 
of earning among all the public information, it thus raises the question that could Jones 
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model connect market efficient theory as well? 
The weak form of market efficiency defined to be a market statue that the price can 
only reflect the past historical performance (Fama, 1969). It seems that Jones model 
has poor connection with weak form of market efficiency. But meanwhile, it does not 
require including any direct or indirect accounting information. The insights of the 
accounting information provided by Jones model will not be relevant to the weak form 
of market efficiency.  
Then, is Jones model connects semi-strong form of market test or strong form market 
test? In all likelihood, Jones model can generate a discretionary accrual that can be 
regarded as a combination of both public and private information. It is said to be 
combination of both due to the fact that even the return reflect all the past public 
accounting information, misstatement of the information cannot be observed for sure. 
Meanwhile, the insiders are highly likely to take advantages over the misstatement 
especially these misstatements are created by them. Therefore, the discretionary 
accruals, calculated from selected accounting data from public sources, can also imply 
the insider manipulation and their private information. Therefore, if the discretionary 
accrual can successfully predict current or future return, it means the market is at least 
not in a strong form of efficiency that even private information will be worthless. 
However, if the discretionary accrual cannot predict the current or future performance, 
the market will be in a form that is close to strong form but probably semi strong form 
of market efficiency, given that the market price movement is sensitive to any new 
public announcement and recent accounting data and the Jones model or its 
modification are valid and properly adopted statistically (Fama, 1969, p.413) 
There are some early evidences for earning managements and some early evidences to 
adopt accrual-based method to detect earning management. Teoh, Wong, and Rao (1998) 
have studied the depreciation estimates and provisions for bad debt before and after 
IPO and realized that there are really increasing depreciation policies and bad debt 
allowances to promote the income growth for the following years after IPO (Teoh et al, 
1998, p.64).. Meanwhile, they also discovered that the unexpected accruals amounts 4-
5 percent of assets for the IPO firms they are studying (Teoh et al, 1998, p.175). Moyer 
(1990), Beaver and Engel (1996), and more than 7 other articles also studied the bank 
loan loss provisions and verify the earning management among banks. Petroni (1992), 
Beaver and Mcnichols (1998) and three other articles also found evidences in 
manipulating property-casualty insurance claim loss reserves. There are other 
evidences about deferred tax valuation allowances from Visvanathan (1998) and some 
others. The collection of these real activity evidences are attended by astonishingly 
limited evidence on earnings management for accruals over time and leave large 
amount of discretionary accruals estimated statistically over different approaches to be 
remained. The validity and empirical supports have been discussed in previous section 
as well.  
Therefore, we can draw the conclusion that, if Jones model and its modification can 
work as an accrual-based method to detect earning management, it can provide 
information that is both public accessible and private information related. A failure of 
its predictive power of return can be regarded as a close-to-strong form of efficient 
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market that already reflects some of the indirect private information. A successful 
prediction of discretionary accrual, in reverse, shows a not strong form of efficient 
market that indirect private information can still be used to forecast the future. 

3.5	 	 Frame	of	the	research	model	

	
Figure	9. Theoretical framework 
 

Above picture is the theoretical framework of this thesis. 
One beginning theoretical assumption of this thesis is that the stock market performance 
is only relating to all the public and private information, which is similar to one of the 
assumptions of the efficient market theory that stock prices should reflect all available 
information. Therefore, all the public and private information mentioned in the above 
picture represents the stock performance in the market, which assumes that if we can 
get full public and private information, it will be the same as we get to know the 
accurate stock market price in the relevant time space. As we have discussed before 
about the two main statistic model used in this thesis，Modified Jones model and 
Random walk model, we know that we are studying the relationship between the data 
generated out of the Jones model and the stock market performance as well as studying 
the relationship between the past stock performance and the current stock performance 
under the random walk test. To be more concrete by explaining according to the picture 
above, this thesis would like to conclude that we are studying the relationship marked 
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as the yellow arrow, which are the relationship between Jones model and the public and 
private information (the stock performance) and the relationship between the random 
walk test and the public and private information (the stock performance again). By logic 
deduction, we should expect to see a comparable result between the Jones model and 
the random walk, as they are all studying the relationship relating to the stock 
performance (the public and private information). Meanwhile, the different versions of 
the efficient market forms are all relating to the public and private information, as we 
have discussed in section 3.1. We could say that the yellow arrow also represents our 
interest to study the relationship between the Jones model and the market efficient 
forms (all the public and private information). The yellow arrow also represents our 
interest to study the relationship between the random walk test and the market efficient 
forms (all the public and private information). As for reviewing the details to support 
the above logic and theoretical assumptions, they are discussed in previous section 
3.1(for EMT), 3.1.2 Random walk and 3.4.1(Jones model and semi strong form of the 
market efficiency).  
People can still argue that stock performance and efficient market forms are not the 
same as the concept of being a symbol of reflecting all the public and private 
information relating to the corresponding stock, but this weakness of this thesis is also 
discussed in the limitation of this thesis, which falls in the section 6.2 (quality criteria) 
and sheds light on section 7.2 (implication for future research). Unfortunately, this 
thesis have not focused on proving how the stock market performance can represent all 
the public and private information and how the efficient market forms relating to the 
stock market performance and all the public and private information. Instead, this thesis 
uses this relationship as an assumption and only discusses a bit about the theoretical 
evidences that the EMT have already discussed. 
Therefore, in brief, we can also say that the yellow arrow is what we are studying in 
this thesis. 
For the first model, Modified Jones model, this thesis will statistically focus on studying 
the relationship between selected discretionary accrual proxies and stock performance. 
The efficient market hypothesis can be viewed as a theoretical tool to have a better 
understanding of whether the investors react to public and private information 
efficiently in what extent. When investors observe the daily changed public information 
and possibly obtain some private information inside specific firms, they will react to 
the market by their investment actions and those actions are generally reflected by the 
ending price of the stocks of relevant specific firms in each time interval, which is 
recorded as the stock performance. As efficient market hypothesis are frequently used 
to study the relationship between the stock performance and the market information, 
they are like a wooded stand pole to stretch and support the flag that contains numerous 
amount of public and private information by giving a theoretical structure and different 
versions of the market efficiency to study how fast the investors react to the information 
and which level of the efficiency the market is in.  
For the fundamental theory relating to the first model, which is marked as the flag pole 
to support the wooded stand and the flag, it contains the fundamental, technical, and 
market sentiment factors that could drive the stock performance. Accrual is only one of 
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the fundamental factors. As accrual is one of the proxies used in the Jones model, we 
can also say that Jones model is only one of the tool to explain the driving factors for 
the stock performance. Meanwhile, many factors are correlated with each other, such 
as inflation and discount rate, which are all relating to the stock market performance 
and a part of the public information. If there is an ambition to study all the factors 
simultaneously and weight their influences scientifically, there is an advanced method 
called “Artificial Neural Network” that can be applied in financial engineering. 
However, that is beyond the scope of this thesis and will not be thoroughly discussed 
here.(The basic idea is presented in section 3.1.4 together with other non-random data 
techniques)Therefore, in this thesis, we will assume that the possibility of studying all 
the factors relating to the stock performance is zero and thus the stock performance is 
random. The research model will only discuss some applicable models applied in 
previous research successfully and replicate two simple statistic tests for EMH and EQ 
respectively under the limitation of the characteristics of the data from DataStream. 
These two statistic test model are Jones model and the random walk test. As we have 
discussed what relating to the first model in above, what remained is the explanation 
for how the random walk relating to the other part of the theoretical framework.  
By using the random walk test, we can observe if there is any relationship between the 
past stock performance and the recent stock performance in each time interval over all 
the studied time period. According to the same assumption made in the efficient market 
hypothesis, the stock market price reflects all available information. The past stock 
price should reflect all the past public and private information. Therefore, no matter 
whether there are relationship between the past performance and current performance 
or not, we can conclude that if the investors can utilize the past public and private 
information to forecast the future information. The capability of the investors to 
forecast the future information based on the past public and private information are 
examined here by the random walk test and this is the connection between the random 
walk test and the public and private information. 
Besides the theories directly relating to the two models and the fundamental theory, the 
assumptions we made according to the efficient market hypothesis put us in the side 
that new information comes in a random fashion and the stock price should follow a 
random walk. A lot of technical analysis methods for studying the stock price 
movement require the stock price to follow a random walk. However, is it absolutely 
true? What is the new information indeed comes in a random fashion, but the most 
important factor that could significantly drive the stock price movement are already 
decided inside the firm and reflected by the inside information or even the discretionary 
accruals that reflect the quality of the earnings that help to evaluate the firm value and 
its current market price? If this possibility exists, it would be the case that although the 
stock price follows a random walk according to the random walk test, the Jones model 
can still help to forecast the future stock price in a certain level, which means that the 
stock price is not completely but only partly in a random fashion. As many existing 
valuation techniques depend on the raw financial data such as the earning or the past 
price or dividend information, it could reach more fruitful conclusion if we discuss 
more “hints for valuation techniques”. “Hints for valuation techniques” are discussed 
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in section 3.1.4 and 3.2 for valuation techniques and section 3.3,3.4 for different 
versions of Jones model. 
Both models select out stocks in Swedish Stock Market. The firms remained to be 
examined will be those that cannot even pass the weak form of EMH test, namely, the 
random walk test in this thesis. Next, the model runs a modified Jones model made by 
Yoon et al. (2006) and then takes a careful look of each firm’s discretionary accruals. 
In the end, the model will examine the relationship between the discretionary accruals 
and the current year and subsequent year stock return to see the result for the two 
research questions.  
For the description of the framework picture itself: 
The fundamental theories include behavior finance, earning quality, earning 
management and market efficient theories. These theories all relate to how people 
create, understand and react to the public and private information in the economic 
business entities and the financial market. They are like the flagpole of the banner flag 
that support and behind the information that attracts every stakeholders’ eyes. Over the 
past decades, there are several tests to describe the general status about how people 
understand the information. One theory to generally describe the types of status is 
market efficient theory and its hypotheses, one status testing method is called random 
walk test and it is a mathematical process test that comes into use of the financial world 
to observe how investors digest the market price information to agree on the price.  
When processing the public and private information, there is a way to understand 
another dimension besides the 2-dimensional flag, which can be captured by the Jones 
model. Jones’s model and its following modifications provide insights into the third 
dimension and might change how people used to think about the private and public 
information and reconsider their idea about the current market status and the current 
efficiency market theory describing the market efficiency levels. 
This new dimension might also give more hints to investors to reshape their valuation 
techniques that have been used to evaluate the market price. 
This is the theoretical framework built under this thesis. 
How does the research questions relating to the yellow arrow? 
Under this theoretical framework, with the research methodology we have in Chapter 
2, this thesis aims at answering the research question that have been mentioned in the 
Chapter 1. The research question try to link the new dimension – marked by the wooded 
stand pole in a cross between Jones model and Efficient market hypothesis, which 
studies the relationship between (discretionary) accrual and returns, to the flag 
representing public and private information & random walk test, which contains 
random walk test to describe how people react to the public and private information by 
looking at how people react to the current public information only according to the past 
return under the random walk test with the technique called unit root analysis. Below 
is the figure review what connects to the research questions and mentioned initially in 
Chapter 1: 
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Figure 10. The logic picture of theoretical relationship network between the discretionary accrual 

and the random walk unit root test, made by the author. 

 
This clarification and the logic picture of the relationship network built above can be 
used as a theoretical relationship map to study the relationship between the 
discretionary accrual (as proxy of earning quality) and the stock performance, which 
implies the speed of the distribution of the information digested by the stock 
performance. It is co-integrated with another statistic test called unit root test for 
random walk to examine if the relationship between the discretionary accrual and the 
stock performance match with how people understand the market public and private 
information. In brief, the random walk test result expects to observe if the market is in 
a weak form of efficiency and the Jones model test result expects to observe if the 
market is in a more than semi-strong form of efficiency or is in a not strong form of 
efficiency. The conflicts will happen in cases such as when the random walk test 
identify a not weak form of efficiency while the Jones model signify the more than 
semi-strong form of efficiency according to the data from the same companies. 
 
Therefore, we should theoretically expect that Jones Model and Random walk test 
should help to enrich the understanding of efficient market hypothesis. 
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CHAPTER	4:	Practical	method	

This chapter demonstrates the practical method and the clarification of the chosen 
measurements in order to gain understanding of the background and tools used to 
perform the statistical tests. This chapter starts with descriptions about the hypotheses, 
then the population, time horizon, data collection, measurements and statistical tests 
are presented. The final part of this chapter will illustrate how statistical tests are 
refined by what other supplementary tests. 
 

4.1 Research Question and Hypotheses 

In order to utilize the previous theoretical framework to answer the research question 
in the first chapter, this thesis will present how the research hypotheses are deduced. 
Previous researches have some contradictory findings over Jones model and some of 
its following modifications. Previous research has also found contradictory empirical 
findings over the market efficient theory. There is a research gap on earning 
manipulation of the firms as well. Therefore, it can be very complicated to have three 
research areas studied at the same time. However, if for some reason, there is a need 
for an empirical finding that can directly observe the connection between the modified 
Jones models, the market efficient theory and the indirect private information, it is the 
discretionary accruals that can detect unpublished earning manipulation forehead. If the 
modified Jones model can really work as an efficient tool to detect earning manipulation 
and to reflect the indirect private information that normally only insiders know, it can 
shed light on the market efficient level ( weak form, semi-strong form and strong form 
of efficiency) to enrich the market efficient hypothesis testing. 
Now we know that the research question must contain the test between the residuals 
from Jones model and the stock return. How does the market efficient theory come to 
play a role in it? 
According to chapter 3, there are three market efficient levels. Each levels has several 
way to test the efficiency statistically. Our selected method for weak form of testing 
will be ADF test, as it is a popular tool to test the unit root and the non-stationary (unit 
root) is the necessary condition for random walk process (Darrat & Zhong, 2000, p.110). 
As we expect the stock return to be stationary (not random walk, first test) for many 
firms from 2012 to 2014, a poor connection between the residuals from Jones model 
and the stock return will lead to a conclusion that either the modified Jones model is 
poor (problem in techniques) to capture the discretionary accruals and cannot relate 
to stock return, or the market is more than semi-strong efficient to even be able to 
reflect the discretionary accrual information already in the past. As the Jones model 
provides a judgment of market efficient level that is contradictory to the random walk 
test only with past returns (not even in weak form), there will be a problem in either 
one or both techniques in examining the market efficient level.  
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Just as what is shown in the graphics below, only when accrual can successfully predict 
the current or future returns, we can say that there is a possibility that both methods will 
not have any technical problems in the models and theories themselves. Otherwise, we 
can be quite clear that at least one of the model is having technical problem in its 
application. 
 
(Recall the research question and the logic network)  

 

Therefore, the first sub research question is: 
1, does the stock return from 2012-2014 have a unit root (non-stationary, random walk 
necessary condition) or not? 
 
The second sub research question is: 
2, Can the discretionary accruals (the residuals from modified Jones model) affect the 
return in 2012 and 2013 for all the firms with non-random process? 
 
Hypothesis 1 works for the first sub research question. Hypotheses 2 and 3 work for 
Jones model that is required to estimate the residuals and, thus, relate to the second sub 
question. Hypothesis 4 relates the second sub question. 
 
In hypothesis 2-4, the thesis denotes the correlation coefficient with β and it is the 
unstandardized beta coefficient. Below is how the hypotheses 1-7 are formulated: 
 
Hypothesis 1: 
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H0: Υ = 0 
H1: Υ≠0 

 
 
Hypothesis 1 is for testing the unit root under the ADF method. ADF is the augmented 

Dickey–Fuller test. The null hypothesis is  representing there is a unit root 

and the data might follow a random walk process (non-stationary data). 
 
The ADF equation is formulated as below: 

 

The alternative hypothesis of  The alternative hypothesis means the data is 

stationary and must not be random walk. 

Hypothesis 2: 
H0: β1= 0   H0: β2 = 0   H0: β3 = 0 
H1: β1≠0   H1: β2≠0   H1: β3≠0 

Hypothesis 2 and 3 are following the modified Jones model equation. A review of the 
model: 
TAi/REVi=β0+ β1(ΔREVi– ΔRECi)/ REVi + β2 (Δ EXPi – ΔPAYi) / REVi + β3(DEPi 
+ RETi) / REVi + εi (i) 
Where 
TA (Total accruals) = accounting earnings – CFO 
REV = net sales revenue 
REC = receivables 
EXP = sum of cost of goods sold and selling and general administrative expenses 
excluding non-cash expenses. 
PAY = payables 
DEP = depreciation expenses 
RET = retirement benefits expenses 
Δ = change operator. 
In hypothesis 2, β1, β2, β3 describe the relationship between each independent variable 
in the equation above and the dependent variable.  
β1 describes how the uncontrollable change of the total sales from previous year to the 
current study year affects the total accruals divided by the net sales revenue. The 
uncontrollable change of the total sales is measured by taking the difference between 
the change of total revenue and the change of the total receivable. As the receivable is 
what accounting management can manipulate, the sales without the change of 
receivable are, thus, harder to be manipulated.  
β2 describes how the uncontrollable change of the expenses divided by the same scale 
of total revenue can affect the total accruals divided by the scale term – the total revenue. 
The uncontrollable changes of the expenses are measured by taking the difference 
between the change of the expenses and the change of payables, which the accounting 
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management can also manipulate. 
β3 describes how the controllable depreciation expenses and retirement benefits 
expenses divided by the scale term will affect the total accruals divided by the scale 
term.  

 The alternative hypothesis is: β1≠0; β2≠0; β3≠0. It means that the coefficients are 
significantly different from zero. The financial and accounting meaning behind this 
statistical explanation is that the influence from the uncontrollable change of sales and 
expenses as well as controllable depreciation and retirement expenses are significantly 
different from zero. Thus, the independent variables will affect the total accruals. 
 
Hypothesis 3: 

H0: β0 = 0 
H1: β0≠0 

β0 describes the constant variable in the modified Jones model equation above.  This 
test is used for checking the model fit of the modified Jones model. If it is significantly 
larger than 0, it means the model fit well for its constant variable and thus the residuals 
(the error term) will be more reliable and accurate. This helps the capture the 
discretionary accruals that is set to be the residuals if we reform the equation as below: 
DAi(discretionary accruals)=TAi/ REVi– [b0 + b1 (∆REVi– ∆RECi)/ REVi + b2 (∆ 
EXPi – ∆PAYi)/REVi + b3 (DEPi+ RETi) / REVi] 
The unexplained fixed term, which is the constant term b0 inside the bracket of the 
above equation, will be taken into account for the amount of discretionary accruals DAi. 
If the β0 is not significantly different from zero, it means that the constant term cannot 
help to predict the total accruals in previous equation and also cannot help to predict 
the DAi in the above equation. 
The null hypothesis is that the coefficients are not significantly different from zero. 
The alternative hypothesis is: β0≠0. It means that coefficient is significantly different 
from zero. 
 
Hypothesis 4: 

H0: β1 = 0  {H0: β2 = 0} 
H1: β1≠0   {H1: β2≠0} 

 
The above hypothesis is used for the second step of the Jones model. It is designed to 
see how the discretionary accruals, estimated out of the equation mentioned in the 
hypothesis 2 and 3, will affect the stock performance in 2012 and 2013. The equation 
used for hypothesis 4 is: 
DAi(discretionary accruals) =β0+β1(Ret2013) +{β2(Ret2012)}.  
Where β1 describes the relationship between the discretionary accruals (residuals from 
above equation) and the return in 2012 for all the selected firms with non-random 
performance and β2 describes the relationship between the discretionary accruals and 
the return in 2013 for all the selected firms with non-random performance. 
The alternative hypothesis is: β1≠0; β2≠0. It means that coefficients are significantly 
different from zero and there will be a relationship between the Ret2013 and the DAi 
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as well as Ret2012 and DAi.  
 

4.2	Population	and	Removal	of	the	Initial	Selected	Data	

The purpose of this research is to study the relationship between the discretionary 
accrual (one proxy of earning quality) and the stock return in 2012 and 2013 for 
companies listed on NASDAQ OMX Stockholm engineering sector. The Swedish 
engineering sector contains 50% out of the total outputs and exports (Steinmo, Sven. 
2001). The majority of them are in the secondary industry sector and is the root cause 
of the economic prosperity while the first industry sector is more about farming and 
raw materials trading, the third sector (tertiary sector) is more about services. However, 
the definition of engineering sector is rather vague. In order to fulfil the goal of the 
research question, the thesis has chosen almost all the secondary industrial sectors in 
Stockholm Exchange market. But meanwhile, this thesis will present the sub-sector one 
by one so that there will be no misunderstanding across different definitions of 
industrial sectors. 
Our population covers subsectors including: Aerospace and Defense, Alternative 
Energy, Automobiles and Parts, Construction and Materials, Electricity, Electronic and 
Electrical Equipment, Fixed Line Telecommunications, General Industrials, Household 
Goods and Home Construction, Industrial Engineering, Oil Equipment, Real Estate 
Investment sectors. It initially contains 132 listed companies in Stockholm exchange 
market. All the data are retrieved from the DataStream. Due to some missing variables 
of some listed companies and other non-fitted firms under the data selection process 
(which will be further explained in the following sector, removal of data), there are only 
104 firms that have been selected into the statistical test for the first sub questions as 
mentioned in previous sector (See Appendix 1, Table 20). 
The main reason of choosing the above sub sectors attributes to the theoretical 
discussion and practical suggestion that the valuation techniques for valuing the stock 
price and return differ tremendously when it comes to raw materials and food industry 
(such as oil & gas sector), technology and financial services. The main value driver for 
these three types of sub sectors is not earning. These three sub sectors also have unstable 
earning performance sometimes. (Adair et al，2005, p.240-p.246; Damodaran，2012，
p.571-p.576; Valuation Academy, 2013) This thesis aims at utilizing Jones model to 
evaluate the stock performance according to the discretionary accrual. Without a 
stationary data and without relying on the earning as one of the main value driver, it 
will be unreasonable to study the relationship between the discretionary accrual and 
stock performance. Therefore, any sub sectors related to the above three industry should 
be removed from the population. After removing related sub sectors to these three 
industries, what remained is mostly some sub sectors of the engineering sector 
mentioned right above. 
Next, the thesis will only pick up the listed companies data from the 104 firms, which 
have passed the first ADF test and show stationary data. Interestingly, all of the firms 
have significant p value under the ADF test for both the optimal lag from the test down 
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method and the lag 1 choice. This leads to data population for the second sub question 
to be the same as the first sub question. Therefore, this population will serve for all the 
hypotheses from 1 to 4. 
 
During the initial selection process, there are 132 listed companies being selected in the 
Stockholm exchange market. Nonetheless, not all the data for the 132 companies can 
be utilized. There are firms that do not have required data in the financial statement 
since 2012 from the DataStream. There are 14 that showing error in annual return data, 
due to no previous year annual return data as the dominator. There are 5 firms that have 
unknown annual return data for both 2012 and 2013.It is only for these two reasons that 
the thesis removes the data of 19 companies. Meanwhile, there are another five firms 
that only have no enough weekly data for 2012. This leaves 108 firm remained in the 
selected firm list after the consideration of both weekly return and annual return. During 
the data processing for the modified Jones’s model, there are four more firms removed 
from the database as they have missing data for revenue in either 2011 or 2012 that 
generates errors for every variable used in modified Jones’s model. With the above 
reasons, there are only 104 firms (sample size) left in the multiple regression analysis. 
The entire firm will have enough data from 2012 to 2014 for both weekly market returns, 
annual returns and account data in financial statement.  
 

4.3 Time Horizon 

The modified Jones model proposed by Yoon et al., (2006) is a better fitted model for 
firms, including Asian Firms, which might distort the earning by further variables such 
as retirement benefit expenses, current period expenses and depreciation expenses 
(those non-current accruals) (Yoon et al, 2006, p.408). From the initial Jones model to 
the modified Jones model proposed by Yoon et al., (2006), all of these models are at 
least cross sectional. Therefore, it requires at least one-year data from the financial 
statements. For the previous researches that link the return with the discretionary 
accruals, they usually calculate the returns over the subsequent year (Chan et al, 2006, 
p.1064). Meanwhile, according to the definition of timeliness by FASB Statement of 
Concepts No. 2, timeliness observes whether the information in earnings or cash flows 
over a given time interval will be reflected in the stock returns over the same time 
interval. This time matching problem is one of the potential explanations for observing 
low association between earnings and stock returns. This is why this thesis also 
examines the relationship between the discretionary accrual component of the earnings 
and the stock return in the same time period (Dechow, 1994, 13). 
Consequently, if we want to study the most recent and complete annual return between 
2013 and 2014, the most recent data of the financial statement to calculate the 
discretionary accrual can only be between 2012 and 2013. We also need to study the 
same time interval return. To sum up, the time horizon of this thesis will be between 
2012 and 2014. The annual return that will be tested should include both 2012 and 2013 
and the financial statement should be from 2012. The weekly return will be chosen from 
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the first week of 2012 to the last week of 2013. That is why this thesis does not include 
the time between 2014-01-01 to now. It is simply because there is no matching financial 
statement to be used for a specific period between 2014-01-01 to now.  
In addition, the characteristics of the time horizon of the test for the first sub question 
and the second are different. The first ADF test is a time series test. It requires 
continuous weekly return data from 2012 to 2014. However, the test for the second 
question is a cross sectional test. Therefore, it only uses the static annual return for 2012 
and 2013 separately and compares them with the 2012 discretionary accruals. To be 
brief, this thesis is neither pure cross sectional data, nor longitudinal data. It is a 
combination of both by doing two separate tests but not a mixed test of both cross-
sectional and longitudinal feature under a panel data. 
 

4.4 Data Collection Method and Proxies 

All 104 selected listed companies’ related financial accounts and market returns are 
studied to answer the research questions. To improve the confidence of the accuracy of 
the data, I have randomly chosen 10 firms out of this 104 to see if the returns in the 
exchange market, the net income in the financial statement in 2012 matched with the 
data retrieved from the DataStream database by using the DScode to request the table 
to study in Excel and Spss. I also have used the Rstudio to exam the ADF test result of 
two firms. The p value is also close to the p value of ADF test of excel NumXL when 
concerning both trend and constant (drift). 
However, it is probably due to this weak examination method, there are few outliers in 
the final statistic testing result. Fortunately, the test result is still sufficient to show 
significant relationship to answer our research question. Namely, even if we refine the 
examination method and collecting the missing information or deleting the outliers, the 
results, which are the strength of the relationships between variables, can only be 
stronger than our current estimation. However, the estimation of coefficient beta will 
be most likely inaccurate.  
 
In an attempt to measure the earning quality, the proxy the thesis adopted here is 
discretionary accrual. It is still in the debating that what proxies are really reliable for 
detecting the earning management and earning quality. It is also lack of consensus about 
which modified Jones model portrait the discretionary accrual best. In this thesis, I am 
not interested in testing the Jones model by paired sample or longitude study or 
qualitative insights from interviews. Instead, the thesis is of interest to directly utilize 
one of the handy modifications of Jones model to observe if there is any valid result 
that can be explanatory to existing theory.  
Meanwhile, the reasons of choice of proxies are both due to the recommendation of 
previous researches and the limitation of the database from DataStream. Although the 
proxy of earning quality is discretionary accrual, the definition can vary a lot in details 
but share a common idea that the discretionary accrual is always the difference between 
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the total accruals and the predictable and accessible nondiscretionary accruals (Jones, 
1991; Dechow et al., 1995). 
Therefore, after the failure of adopting discretionary revenue model, where there are 
too many NA in credit related items and some vague defined cash and accrual accounts, 
the thesis choose another recommended modified Jones model made by Yoon et 
al.(2006). There are enough valid data for the second choice of model and the testing 
result also contains valid explanation for many perspectives. Together, these become 
the reason for this thesis to choose the discretionary proxy defined by the Modified 
Jones model of Yoon et al. (2006). 
 

4.5 Calculation of Return 

The first sub question requires testing the unit root of the stock return. The second sub 
question requires testing the relationship between stock returns and the discretionary 
accruals. Therefore, both questions require stock return data and the clarification of 
calculation of return is thereafter essential. 
 
Generally, the formula used to calculate return is 

 

where Po is the initial stock price and P1 is the ending stock price. 
During the first sub question, the stock return is the weekly return between 2012 and 
2014. It is calculated by the first trading day’s closing price of a week as initial stock 
price and by the last trading day’s closing price of a week.  
However, it becomes tricky when decide which return to choose to test the relationship 
between the returns and the discretionary accruals estimated from modified Jones 
model.  
Obviously, the weekly returns used in random walk testing are not relevant in the 
second sub question any more. The second sub question requires a cross sectional 
statistic test while weekly returns are time series data. In the second sub question, it 
only requires one return to represent the whole year performance so that it can be 
compared with the one-year discretionary accrual across firms. To simplify the question, 
the thesis only chooses the common annual return from the default function of the 
DataStream, calculated by this year closing price to prior years. 
 

4.6 Statistical tests 

When testing the hypothesis 1, the dependent variable will be this week return and the 
independent variables will be last year return, possible drift factor, trend factor and 
other lagged year of return. In order to be conservative, I always choose the lag to be 
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only 1. However, I also have applied the test down method to follow the coded strategy 
in the function to pick up the optimal lag. The data is processed by Numxl and randomly 
checked by Rstudio.  
When testing the hypotheses 2-3, the dependent variable is the total accrual divided by 
the revenue. The independent variables are the proxies used to calculate the non-
discretionary accruals. Depreciation, benefit expenses, other non-cash expense and 
revenues and etc.  
 
As for other control variables, it is the revenue that reflects the size of the firm indirectly. 
However, it is not placed in the equation independently and kept constant, but it is used 
as the denominator to get rid of the size effect. Therefore, it is evident to say the 
equation have no other control variables. 
 
This thesis will not go through robust testing due to the fact that the variance and the 
accuracy of the estimation of beta, which help to forecast future performance, are out 
of the interest of this thesis. 
Both tests for hypotheses 2-3 and hypothesis 4 are multiple linear regressions tests.   
 

4.6.1	Multiple	Regression	Analysis	

The multiple regression analysis is a general data-analytic method that is very flexible 
and broadly applicable. It always studies the dependent variable as a function of the 
other independent variables (one or more than one factors). It can also be applicable for 
non-linear relationship or conditional relationship. This model fits the reality and 
theoretical background of Jones model as the discretionary is estimated by more than 
one factor together (Cohen et al, 2010, p.97-p.98). The multiple regression models for 
p independent variables is formulated as below: 

 

where Xip is the ith observation on the pth independent variable.   

    and other beta coefficients represent the strength and signal of the relationship 

between each independent variable and the dependent variable (Cohen et al, 2010, 
p.107-p.109). 
A key element in the multiple regression analysis is the adjusted R-square. It is 
calculated as below: 

 
It can be reformulated as: 
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where  and   

 

It explained how strong the model is in predicting the value to be close to the real value. 
To be brief, it implies how good the model is explaining the dependent variables. 
Meanwhile, the adjusted R-square take the increased number of explanatory variables 
into account so that additional variables will not necessarily increase the R-square and 
the non-significant additional variable will even decrease the value so that it portrait 
the general fit of the model better (Cohen et al, 2010,p.105). 
 

4.6.2	Ordinary	Least‐Squares	Regression	

The ordinary least squares (OLS) is what Jones model and its modification are 
particularly interested in. The OLS explain the degree of dispersion of data surrounding 
the regression line. The general equation can be formulated as below: 

 
It is formulated from the multiple regression model equation shown above (Cohen et 
al, 2010, p.337). Therefore, it is plain to see that it is the same residuals as we calculate 
the residuals (discretionary accruals) from the modified Jones model.  
OLS regression analysis can only provide best linear unbiased estimation when some 
assumptions are met. Normally, if there is no problem in heteroskedasticity, 
autocorrelation and multicollinearity, the assumptions should be met and OLS and 
modified Jones model can best forecast the future (Cohen et al, 2010, p.115 & p.128-
p.130). Although accurately forecasting the residuals by OLS regression analysis is not 
of the interest of this thesis, it provides more validity and reliability for the statistic 
result if the thesis can test the three main problems that break the assumptions. 
 

4.6.3	Collinearity	diagnosis	

When there are explanatory variables that are correlated with each other, it implies a 
situation called multicollinearity. This situation does not necessarily reduce the 
reliability of the model as a whole. However, it can affect the estimation and predictive 
power of each individual variable (Farrar, D. & Glauber, R., 1967, p.92-p.93). 
It is not difficult to directly use the SPSS to run the collinearity diagnosis to test the 
multicollinearity between variables. 
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4.6.4	Autocorrelation	

If there is autocorrelation for residuals, the residuals are no longer in a random walk 
process and cannot be an OLS regression. This might cause bias for the estimation of 
the residuals. In order to be sure about the residuals can be valid to run for the test along 
with stock returns, the thesis briefly run an autocorrelation plot and a partial 
autocorrelation plot to have a rough observation of the autocorrelation situation. 
Afterwards, the thesis will strengthen the test result by running Durbin-Watson test.  
 

4.6.5	The	outliers	

This thesis will plot the fitted value against the residuals to observe the pattern of the 
residuals. If there is any obvious outlier shown in the plot, the thesis will identify which 
firm has the outlier and then delete it. The thesis will gradually delete the outliers until 
there is no obvious outlier shown in the residual plot. Meanwhile, the thesis will also 
provide the regression result before the removal of the outlier and after the removal of 
the outlier. The result will be shown in the descriptive statistic section in next Chapter. 
 

4.6.6	Unit	root	test	

As mentioned before, unit root test is a popular application of simple random walk test. 
The random walk process with drift is defined as: 

  

The ut here is the drift term. 

The unit root process with drift is defined as : 

 

Where U is a mean zero covariance stationary process with short memory. The unit 

root process with trend and drift is defined as: 
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If we run a unit-root testing, we will start with a martingale model 

 

And if there is any autocorrelation, we will have 

  

By combining both functions, we will reach: 

 

If the unit root = 1, which means there is a unit root tested out by the above equation, 

the  

Then, the term will equal to 0 and the process will thus become a 

continuous Markov process. 

By applying the Numxl in excel, the two years return for 114 have going through the 

unit root tests with consideration of trend only, drift only and both. The result will be 

shown in the empirical finding chapter. 

4.6.7	Heteroskedasticity	test	

If the residuals do not fall within a constant variance, there is a heteroskedasticity 
problem in the data set. As a result, faulty inferences will be drawn (White, 1980, p.817). 
Therefore, there is a need to test the heteroskedasticity. Unfortunately, SPSS cannot run 
a proper heteroskedasticity test without coding. Consequently, I use Stata 12.0 to test 
the heteroskedasticity. The test I have chosen is Breusch-Pagan / Cook-Weisberg. 
According to Breusch & Pagan (1979, p.1291 & p.1293), their simple test for 
heteroskedasticity examines the dependence of residuals between dependent and 
independent variables. The formulation is shown below: 

 

LM is Lagrange multiplier, which yields a necessary condition for optimization by 
identifying the stationary point through partial derivatives. By getting the LM from 
above equation, it is similar to follow a three-step procedure from applying OLS, 
performing auxiliary regression to testing result of the coefficient of determination of 
the auxiliary regression.  
Its null hypothesis is constant variance. The p value is calculated by chi2. The result is 
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shown in the descriptive statistic section in the next chapter. 
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CHAPTER	5:	Empirical	Findings	

This chapter will be developed into three steps. However, before describing the three 
steps, there are few descriptive statistic results (in the 5.1 Section) that are necessary 
to be presented, even though they are not very important in this thesis. Afterwards, the 
first step (in the 5.2 section) will be demonstrated as the empirical findings about the 
stationarity for all the returns of the 104 selected stocks. The second step (in the 5.2 
section) will be presented to get a deeper understanding of the data computed for Jones 
model as well as the statistic testing result of this selected modified Jones model. The 
last step (in the 5.2 section) will show the testing results between the discretionary 
accrual and the stock returns for 2012 and 2013. There will be both results before and 
after deleting the four most significant outliers. 

5.1 Descriptive statistics 

5.1.1	Table	of	measurements	

	
Table	2.	Summary	of	measurements	
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The connection between the variables and the formal tested hypotheses: 
 
Hypothesis 1 (STEP1): 

H0: Υ = 0 
H1: Υ≠0 

 

ret12/return2012 as well as ret13/return2013 are variables Yt used under augmented 
dickey fuller test. Yt-1 is just one lag of Yt at time t-1 . ∆Yt is the first difference of 
Yt. Therefore, all the variables are data collected from the weekly stock return of the 
104 companies listed in the Swedish Stock Market and they are marked as 
ret12/return2012 or ret13/return2013 in the Table 2, Summary of measurements.  
 
Hypothesis 2 (STEP2): 

H0: β1= 0   H0: β2 = 0   H0: β3 = 0 
H1: β1≠0   H1: β2≠0   H1: β3≠0 

Hypothesis 2 and 3 are following the modified Jones model equation, which shows 
below: 
TAi/REVi=β0+ β1(∆REVi– ∆RECi)/ REVi + β2 (∆ EXPi – ∆PAYi) / REVi + 
β3(DEPi + RETi) / REVi + εi (i) 
Where 
TA (Total accruals) = accounting earnings – CFO 
REV = net sales revenue 
REC = receivables 
EXP = sum of cost of goods sold and selling and general administrative expenses 
excluding non-cash expenses. 
PAY = payables 
DEP = depreciation expenses 
RET = retirement benefits expenses 
∆ = change operator. 
Therefore, Disaccruals, cash revenue, cash expense, othernoncash are 
variables that belong to this hypothesis 2. 
 
Hypothesis 3 (STEP2): 

H0: β0 = 0 
H1: β0≠0 

β0 describes the constant variable in the modified Jones model equation above.  This 
test is used for checking the model fit of the modified Jones model. If it is significantly 
larger than 0, it means the model fit well for its constant variable and thus the residuals 
(the error term) will be more reliable and accurate. This helps the capture the 
discretionary accruals that is set to be the residuals if we reform the equation as below: 
DAi(discretionary accruals)=TAi/ REVi– [b0 + b1 (∆REVi– ∆RECi)/ REVi + b2 (∆ 
EXPi – ∆PAYi)/REVi + b3 (DEPi+ RETi) / REVi] 
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Therefore, Disaccruals, cash revenue, cash expense, othernoncash are variables that 

belong to this hypothesis 3 as well. But what is interested here is the β0 instead of the 

parameters of the variables. Moreover, the DAi variable is the Residual/Standardized 
residual variable marked in the Table 2, summary of measurements. It is the variable 
used in the Hypothesis 4. b0 (β0) is tested and observed here to examine the reliability 
of the DAi variable generated out of the modified Jones model.  

Hypothesis 4 (STEP3): 

H0: β1 = 0  {H0: β2 = 0} 
H1: β1 ≠ 0  {H1: β2 ≠ 0} 

The equation for the hypothesis 4 is shown below: 
DAi(discretionary accruals) =β0+β1(Ret2013) +{β2(Ret2012)}. 
Therefore, variable DAi, which is the residual/standardized residual in the Table 2, and 
the variable Ret2012 & Ret2013 are the observations used in the hypothesis 4. 

5.1.2	Result	of	collinearity	test	

	
Table	3. STEP 2 Result of collinearity test before deleting the five outliers. 
 
The above is the result from the modified Jones model for collinearity diagnosis.  
The dependent variable here named Disaccruals (Descriptions of Accrual) is the total 
accrual in the equation denoted as TAi. The name itself should not contain any empirical 
meaning but only work as a representative.  
I also arbitrarily name (ΔREVi– ΔRECi)/ REVi as cashrevenue and (Δ EXPi – ΔPAYi) 
/ REVi as cashexpense. Just to make it easy to present the findings. There should be no 
meaning for the title of the variable itself. The othernoncash corresponds to the equation 
DEPi + RETi) / REVi as mentioned before. The later sub sections in section 5.1 will 
use the same variables unless they are specifically distinguished. 
They are specifically described in P.65 in the later section. What we are interested in 
now is the Collinearity test in the right side two columns.  
Generally, multicollinearity is not a significant problem in this model according to our 
selected data. The tolerance level are all higher than 0.05 and cannot significantly 
reject the null hypothesis which is there is no correlation between explanatory 
variables. However, as the VIF value is 3.890 for cash expense, which is higher than 3 
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and the VIF of other non cash variable is 5.028, which is higher than 5, there is still 
possibility that would should concern about the possibly impact from 
multicollinearity as we cannot feel 95% sure that we are free from the impact between 
the explanatory variables internally.  
 

	
Table	4. STEP 2 T test result after deleting all the five outliers 
 
Under the same method, the Collinearity test for the STEP 2 summary model after 
deleting all the five outliers show the same result that there are no correlation between 
explanatory variables. 
This section 5.1.1 works as an example to illustrate how this thesis examines the 
collinearity. However, as the statistic method of this thesis follows few specific steps, 
it will be vague and repeated to illustrate the collinearity result in different steps both 
afterwards and here. Therefore, the collinearity result after STEP 2 will not be presented 
in Section 5.1. Instead, they will appear along with the summary table in each step. As 
collinearity problem is not a main concern in this thesis, if there is no significant 
problem in each step, it will not be discussed in details as well. 

5.1.3	Result	of	autocorrelation	check	

The autocorrelation plot and partial autocorrelation plot are shown below:
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Figure 11. STEP 1 autocorrelation plot 

	
Figure	12. STEP 1 partial autocorrelation plot 
 
As we can see, both plots have no slowing decaying pattern or cut off at a specific lag. 
All of the coefficients are well below the confidence limit. Therefore, it is highly 
possible that there is no autocorrelation in this model and data at all. 
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Table	5. STEP 2 Durbin Watson test after deleting five outliers.  
 
The Durbin Watson value is 1.984, which is absolutely close to 2, showing a strong 
support for no serial correlation in STEP 2. 
STEP 3 Durbin Watson test before and after deleting outliers are demonstrated in the 
STEP 3 summary table in later section. STEP 2 Durbin Watson test before deleting 
outliers are shown below. 
If there is no significant problem shown by the Durbin-Watson test, this thesis will not 
specifically discuss the result of the Durbin-Watson tests later on. The explanation for 
all the Durbin-Watson test will be the same as in this section 5.1.2.  

	

5.1.4	Result	of	the	outliers	and	the	regression	result	before	and	

after	the	removal	of	outliers	

Below is the fitted value vs residual plot. It is drawn from the SPSS. 
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Figure	13. STEP 2 Residuals plot before deleting outliers.  
 
This plot shows that there are several significant outliers in this sample. Except these 
outliers, the residuals might look rather well. However, these outliers impact is very 
important in this case. The biggest reason is that either deleting the outlier or giving 
weight estimation under maximum likelihood method would simply cook the data to 
be extremely good. If I subjectively delete the four more outliers on the right hand side, 
the regression result would be: 
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Table	6. STEP 2 Regression Model Summary for Yoons’ modified Jones model 
after deleting only 4 outliers. 
 
The result shows that all the variables have significant t-test result and a p-value close 
to 0. 
Similar result would appear if I set the residuals to be weight variable with power range 
from -2 to 2 by 0.5. The maximum likelihood will be at 2 and this is similar to delete 
all the extra impact from significant outliers by giving them a weight close to zero. 
However, the auto correlation serials become a bit more severe and the residual plot 
still has two severe outliers. It is still not random and normally distributed. But this 
problem is probably not raised by multicollinearity and autocorrelation. However, if we 
can delete all the five outliers, the residuals will be like: 
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Figure	14. The Residuals plot after deleting all five significant outliers 
 
This is still not fairly randomly distributed but the result is much more acceptable now. 
There is, at least, no significant outlier any more. But the model become much less 
predictable after the changes, which is implied by the t test result after deleting the 
outliers: 

	
Table	7. T test result after deleting all five outliers 
 
The cashexpense variable does not contribute to the prediction any more. 

5.1.5	Breusch‐Pagan	&	Cook‐Weisberg	heteroskedasticity	test	

After deleting the extreme outliers as what mentioned above, I run the Breusch-Pagan 
/ Cook-Weisberg test by STATA 12.0. Its null hypothesis is constant variance and its 
alternative is that the variance is not constant and heteroskedasticity exists. 
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The result is shown below: 

	
Table	8. STEP 2 Breusch-Pagan / Cook-Weisberg test for the Modified Jones 
model 
 
The p value is 0.1742, which is significantly larger than 0.05. It implies that the result 
cannot reject the null hypothesis. Therefore, this thesis cannot identify out the 
heteroskedasticity problem after the outliers are removed. 
Nonetheless, the heteroskedasticity test results for the second regression between return 
and calculated residuals representing discretionary accrual does not strongly support 
the null hypothesis. The result is below: 

	
Table	9. STEP 3 Breusch-Pagan / Cook-Weisberg test between the return and 
residuals 
 
Although the p value is 0.0635, slightly higher than 0.05, it is still risky to claim that 
there is no heteroskedasticity problem, not even mentioned that this test cannot be 
sufficient enough to claim no heteroskedasticity. Therefore, in order to be more 
confident in the regression result between the return in 2013 and the discretionary 
accrual in 2012, I have run the simple robust linear regression by correcting the Bias 
with 1/(1-h)^2. Afterwards, the residuals box plot is shown below: 
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Figure	15. STEP 3 Residual plot after the robust linear regression 
 
The mean is very close the 0 and the variance are more constant. 
The STEP 3 summary model after deleting the outliers will be the only table that have 
been robusted by the above mentioned technic. STEP 2 summary model after deleting 
the outliers are not robusted. The summary model for both STEP 2 and STEP 3 before 
deleting the outliers are not robusted. 
  

5.2	Empirical	results	

5.2.1	STEP	1,	Stationary	tests	

Both Dickey–Fuller test and augmented Dicket-Fuller（ADF） test has a null hypothesis 

that there is a unit root and the . This represents a phenomenon that the past 

return cannot possibly affect the future return and there is no autocorrelation. 
Meanwhile, if the constant alpha is significant, it implies a non-zero mean. The equation 
of augmented DF test is shown below: 

 

 

The null hypothesis of dickey-fuller test is  against the alternative hypothesis 

of  Once a value for the test statistic. 
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The summary table and statistic testing result for each stock’s price and return are 
shown in appendix 1, table 21. The table name is “Table of the ADF test result of all 
104 chosen listed companies. The results are for both optimal lag and lag 1” 
Although, there are plenty of movements of stock prices that are in the non-stationary 
process (which means the price movement following a random walk), there is almost 
no stock that is not stationary under the augmented dickey-fuller test, especially when 
the test also concerns both drift and trend effect. All of their P-value are lower than 5% 
and are statistically significant. This shows that for the returns of all the selected stocks, 
the movement process does not follow a random walk over the 2 years period from 
2012 to 2013. That is the reason for selecting all the stocks as the variables in the 
following Jones modified model. 

5.2.1.1 Hypothesis 1: 

H0: Υ = 0 
H1: Υ≠0 

 
Hypothesis 1 is for testing the unit root under the ADF method. The null hypothesis is 

 representing there is a unit root and the data might follow a random walk 

process (non-stationary data). For each individual selected stock returns, all of their p 
value are highly small to reject the hypothesis. That means the answer of the hypothesis 
1 for every firm is H1: Υ≠0 
The independent variables and dependent variables are both the weekly returns. The 
test is in a rolling process. It means that today’s return is the dependent variables relying 
on independent variables such as previous days’ returns. The detailed testing result is 
in the Appendix 1，Table 21: the ADF test result of all 104 chosen listed companies. 
The results are for both optimal lag test down and lag 1. 
 

5.2.2	STEP	2,	Running	Jones	modified	model	

For the data required in Jones model, this thesis download financial items according to 
the modified Jones model by by Yoon et al., (2006) 
Review of the model’s equation: 
TAi/REVi=β0+ β1(ΔREVi– ΔRECi)/ REVi + β2 (Δ EXPi – ΔPAYi) / REVi + β3(DEPi 
+ RETi) / REVi + εi (i) 
Where 
TA (Total accruals) = accounting earnings – CFO 
REV = net sales revenue 
REC = receivables 
EXP = sum of cost of goods sold and selling and general administrative expenses 
excluding non-cash expenses. 
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PAY = payables 
DEP = depreciation expenses 
RET = retirement benefits expenses 
Δ = change operator. 
 
In the practice of this thesis, due to the limitation and differentiation of the data in 
DataStream, some name of the accounting items are different in DataStream, compared 
with the name of the variables in the model. Meanwhile, some accounting items are of 
tremendous missing data in DataStream. Therefore, we subjectively select few 
variables according to the characteristics of the accounting items required in the model. 
 

The total accruals is calculated as net income - CFO 
Other accounting item selected in the DataStream and their relative codes are shown 
below: 
WC01706(Net Income After Preferred Dividends (Basic EPS), WC04860(net cash 
flow operating activities),WC01001(Net Sales Or Revenues),WC02051(Receivables 
(Net)),WC01051(Cost Of Goods Sold (Excl Depreciation),WC01101(Selling, General 
& Administrative Expenses),WC03040(Accounts Payable),WC04049(Depreciation 
And Depletion),WC01084(Salaries And Benefits Expenses),  
As it can be seen, the Net Income after preferred dividends is calculated as accounting 
earnings. The depreciation and depletion stands for the depreciation expenses. The 
salary and benefits expenses have replaced the retirement benefit expense in the 
equation. 
Afterwards, the thesis computes WC01706 – WC04860 as TA (total accruals). It 
computes difference of change of REV(WC01001) and change of REC(WC02051) as 
ΔREVi– ΔREC . It computes the difference of change of expenses (sum of WC01051 and 
WC01101) and the change of payables (WC03040) as Δ EXPi – ΔPAYi. It computes the 
sum of WC04049 and WC01084 as the sum of DEP and RET. 
In order to study the impact from the past, this thesis examines the accounting item 
from 2011 to 2012 so that the change operator will calculate the difference between the 
beginning of 2012 and the end of 2012. Thus, it can be comparable to observe the 
relationship between 2012 accounting data with the 2012 annual return for each 
selected stock as well as 2013 annual return for each selected stock. By doing so, this 
thesis can study the most up-to-date relationship between accounting data and financial 
data. 
In the end of applying Jones modified model, this thesis studies the relationship 
between the dependent variable TA/REV and the other independent variables by 
running linear regression test.  

5.2.2.1 Hypothesis 2 

H0: β1= 0   H0: β2 = 0   H0: β3 = 0 
H1: β1≠0   H1: β2≠0   H1: β3≠0 
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In hypothesis 2, β1, β2, β3 describe the relationship between each independent variable 
in the equation above and the dependent variable which is the total accruals divided by 
the net sales revenue. 
 
The summary table for the Jones modified model of Yoon et al (2006) is in below: 

  

 

	
Table	10. STEP 2 Summary table of Modified Jones model of Yoon et el. (2006) 

Residuals Statisticsa before removal of outliers. 

 Minimum Maximum Mean Std.  N 

Predicted 
Value 

-1.4283 7.3644 .1390 .9655 105 

Residual -5.1073 8.1417 0E-8 .9857 105 

Std. Predicted 
Value 

-1.623 7.484 .000 1.000 105 

Std. Residual -5.106 8.140 .000 .985 105 

a. Dependent Variable: Disaccruals 
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The dependent variable here named Disaccruals (Descriptions of Accruals) is the total 
accrual in the equation denoted as TAi. The name itself should not contain any empirical 
meaning but only work as a representative. 
I also arbitrarily name (ΔREVi– ΔRECi)/ REVi as cashrevenue and (Δ EXPi – ΔPAYi) 
/ REVi as cashexpense. Just to make it easy to present the findings. There should be no 
meaning for the title of the variable itself. The othernoncash corresponds to the equation 
(DEPi + RETi) / REVi as mentioned before. 
As we can see, this model can have explanatory power to the change of dependent 
variables. One important reason is that the R value is 0.7, which is close to the 
maximum value 1. Although the R-value is far from perfect, which should be about 0.9, 
it still means the model itself can identify some obvious causality between variables.  
The F test shows that under a high F-value 32.301, for a sample size that is 104 with 
101 units degree of freedom, there is almost 0.000 possibilities that no causality exist 
in this model. Nonetheless, by only looking at the R value and F value to have a general 
idea of the fit of the model might be quite misleading. We should take further look at 
its t-test, residuals plots and the underlying assumptions. 
The t value is large enough to make both the independent variable (ΔREVi– ΔRECi)/ 
REVi(cashrevenue) and (Δ EXPi – ΔPAYi) / REVi (cashexpense)significant. However, 
t value of the othernoncash variable is so small that it cannot reject the hypothesis that 
this variable has relationship with the dependent variable. 
Reviewing the explanation for the equation and components of the variables in page 65 
of this thesis, it will be easy to understand the explanation and results for the variables 
in this page as well as the summary model of the regression analysis in Table 8. 
Detailed data records for variables are presented in Table 22 (see Appendix 1, Table 
22), calculated Variables used in the modified Jones model by Yoon et al (2006) for 
104 firms. 
As for the residual statistics table, it is a descriptive statistic table that displays the data 
facts about predicted value, residuals and their standardized value. The predicted values 
are calculated according to the estimated beta coefficient and constant term in the 
regression model. The residuals are the difference between the observations and the 
predicted values. The standardized value of them are used to control the mean to be 
zero so that the table result is easier to be comparable. Normally, with a standardization 
value of 1, the maximum and minimum value should be within -2 and +2. However, in 
this case, except the minimum value for the standardized predicted value, which is -
1.623, which is below -2, other values are well beyond the limitation. This identifies 
the same normality problem as the scatterplot and QQ plot mentioned before. The 
problem is that there are outliers in this regression model. Residual statistics table is 
particularly helpful in examining outliers without using advanced statistical normality 
test. 
Below table is the result of mean accrual difference in the article by Yoon et al (2002b)： 
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Table	11. The Table 3 in Yoon et al (2002b)’s article. 
 

Compared to the residual statistic in this thesis, mean and difference of TA and DA 
(discretionary accrual), no matter the tested firm is with positive or negative CFO, are 
not obviously against the normality characteristics. The TA mean is similar to the 
residual statistic in this thesis. They are all close to zero, especially under the Jones 
model. The standard deviations are all well below 1 even with variance around 0.03 as 
well. However, Yoon et al (2002b) does not disclose their maximum and minimum 
residual value throughout their article” Cash from operations and Earnings 
Management in Korea”. Actually, even in the Jones article as early as 1991, the article 
has not discussed about outlier and the maximum and minimum residual. Instead, they 
generally test the normality of the regression model by reviewing the scatterplot. For 
instance, in page 219 of Jones, J. (1991), it mentioned that “Scatter plots of the 
regression equation residuals does not exhibit a nonlinear relation between abnormal 
accruals and changes in revenue” (Jones, 1991, p.219). Therefore, the later part of the 
residual discussion is avoiding the discussion of the outliers in numbers. Instead, the 
discussion will involve the scatter plots as well. The reason is because it will be hard to 
compare to other articles directly relating to the Yoon modification of Jones model, 
when discussing the outliers by residual statistic table. 
 
As for the residual plots: 
The histogram of unstandardized residuals and its scatterplot are shown below: 
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Figure 16. Residual’s histogram and scatterplot before removal of outliers 

 
These two plot demonstrates a non-normal distribution for the residuals. The kurtosis 
could be pretty high and the skewness might be slightly negative, according to the 
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graphic itself. However, it does not show an obvious heteroskedasticity problem as well. 
Instead, this most challenging issue in this model is those few outliers.  
This shows one of the weaknesses for the Jones modified model. It can be difficult to 
find a highly predictable model without further exploration of missing variables. 
Although, the weakness might also be attributed to the fact of some incorrect data for 
some firms as the DataStream does not provide 100% accurate data for all the 
accounting items of all the selected firms. This might be especially the case that the 
significant deviation of the outliers might largely due to the incorrect data of Datastream 
itself as there are few NA records for the salary and benefits expenses for few firms. In 
order to overcome the problem of the misspecified data, I have taken away the five 
most significant outliers as shown in the residual plot. 
The result then change into what it is like below: 
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Table	12. STEP 2 Regression Summary table of Yoons’ modified Jones model and 

its residuals plot after deleting the five outliers. 
 

Now, the residuals become much more scattered around, in the sacrifice of less 
predictable modified Jones model. The cashexpense variable does not contribute to the 
prediction of the dependent variable anymore while the other two variable are still 
contributive to the estimation of the dependent variable. Although the residuals still do 
not look perfectly random, it will be very inappropriate to delete any further outliers as 
the outliers are not significantly deviated from where most of the residuals and 
predicted value located. With 109 firms remained in the test, we can now come to the 
step 3 to have a look at the predictability of the residuals. 
Therefore, the answer for the hypothesis 2 shall be: 
Reject Ho and thus is H1: β1≠0 and is estimated to be 0.257 with significant level at 
0.026; cannot reject H0: β2 = 0 with p value at 0.798; Reject H1: β3≠0 and is estimated 
to be -0.442 with significant level almost same as zero. 

5.2.2.2 Hypothesis 3 

The answer to the hypothesis 3 shall be: 
H1: β0≠0. With estimated beta around 0.062 at significant level about 0.045. 
The definition and explanation of the hypothesis can be reviewed in Section 4.1.1 
Hypotheses.  Hypothesis 3’s definition and its related equation are stated in Section 
4.1.1 Hypothesis 3.  
The number 0.062 here specifically implies that one unit change of the constant will 
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cause 0.062 unit change of the total accrual divided by the scale term ( the total revenue). 
In section 4.1.1 hypothesis 3, it has already mentioned that the β0 helps to capture the 
discretionary accruals that are the residuals in this model. The reliability of the constant 
term will affect the reliability of the discretionary accruals used in the STEP 3. 
Fortunately, the significant p value is 0.045, which is below the 0.05 boundary line and 
support the reliability of the beta coefficient value 0.062. It means that out of 95% 
confidence interval, there is only 5% possibility that we will have type error I (wrong 
rejection) or II (failed detection) so that the beta coefficient might actually not be 
around 0.062. Meanwhile, it also means that the variable data of discretionary accrual 
used in the STEP 3 will only have 5% possibility to be wrongly affected by the constant 
term. 

5.2.3	 STEP	 3,	 Testing	 relationship	 between	 the	 discretionary	

accrual	and	the	stock	return	

To clarify the variables: the discretionary accrual is the standardized residuals from the 
STEP 2 above. As each company can generate one standardized residual data, there will 
be 104 independent variables. Correspondingly, there will be 104 yearly return for 104 
companies for year 2012 and 2013. The discretionary accrual is the dependent variable 
here and is marked as a. Dependent Variable: Standardized Residual. The independent 
variables are the return are for both 2012 and 2013 and will be regarded as the 
dependent variable that might be forecasted by the discretionary accrual as explanatory 
variable. More explanation about the yearly return can be reviewed in Chapter 4.5, 
calculating of returns. 

5.2.3.1 STEP 3 Model Summary Before deleting the outliers 

Before deleting the outliers, the relationship between the discretionary accrual and 
stock return is shown below: 
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Table	 13. STEP 3 Summary table of the predictability for return by using 
discretionary accrual before deleting the outliers. 
 
As what has been said in STEP 2, there are five outliers getting deleted. However, the  
The relationship between the discretionary accrual and return in 2012 is significant and 
negative with p value 0.027 and beta value -0.233. It is not significant for return 2013 
with a p value 0.477, which is much higher than significant level 0.05. 
 
The 5.2.2 STEP 2 does not explain how and why we delete the five variables for sure, 
here I elaborate a bit more: 
Before the deletion of the outliers,	the	all	these	five	outliers	have	a	very	high	accrual	
above	average,	which	is	the	income	(earning)	that	cannot	be	explained	by	the	cash	
from	operation.	 	

	
Table	14. Data used for picking up outliers 
	
The five outliers are with DS code of DataStream: 35714R, 681428, 50717p, 3199J and 
307268.  
These five outliers all have either significant high residuals above the average, which 
is -5.71429E-07 (a number close to zero), or a significant high predicted value above 
average predicted value which is 9.52381E-08 (a number close to zero). They all have 
high accrual well above the average accruals 0.139037. 
Therefore, there is a need to check what will happen for deleting the outliers. Initially, 
I only deleted the four most obvious outliers. I name it the first-round deletion multiple 
linear regression. Before the first round, one outlier with DScode 307268 does not have 
a significantly high accrual (which is 0.909642), a predicted value and a high residual 
in the first round of regression. However, it still affects the predictability critically as 
what will be shown right after. Therefore, I have run a second-round multiple linear 
regression after only deleting the four outliers. Then the outlier with DScode 307268 
has a significant high residual with 3.6891 as shown in the above table.  
If only deleting four outliers as the first round deletion, the relationship between the 
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discretionary accrual and the return in 2013 is like below:  

	

Table	15. T test result for only deleting four outliers 
 
The t-test shows a p value with 0.071. This is a very tricky p value. It cannot reject the 
null hypothesis, as it is higher than the significant level 0.05. However, it can weakly 
reject the null hypothesis if we improve our significant level to be 0.10. In order to 
achieve a better result, I run a second round for deleting only one outlier that is with 
significantly high residuals but very low predicted value to affect the predictability of 
the model. Then we will reach the results shown in 5.2.3.2 after deleting the outliers. 

5.2.3.2 After deleting the five outliers 

Interestingly, the discretionary accrual cannot have any significant relationship with 
2012 anymore. Instead, it starts to have relationship with the return in 2013. 

For 2012: 

 

 

For 2013, the Summary table is shown below: 
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Table	 16. Summary table of the predictability for the return by using the 
discretionary accrual after deleting the five outliers. 
 
The result shows that discretionary accrual itself can hardly predict the future value as 
the R-value is too close to 0, which is only 0.215 here. However, the individual t-test 
shows that the relationship between return in 2013 and the discretionary accrual is 
significant at a p-value around 0.032. It means with a p-value at 0.032, it is enough to 
reject the hypothesis that the coefficient equals zero when the confidence level is 95%.  
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The residuals’ plot for the step 3 is rather scattered and random with few outliers but 
not significantly far away. 

5.2.3.3 Hypothesis 4: 

H0: β1 = 0  {H0: β2 = 0} 
H1: β1 ≠ 0  {H1: β2 ≠ 0} 

The answer to hypothesis 4 is: 
The result rejects H0: β1 = 0 and is H1: β1≠0 with p value of 0.032 and estimated beta 
0.124, which has been shown in above coefficient t test table. 
The definition of the hypothesis can be reviewed in section 4.1.1 Hypotheses.  
To recall the equation for the hypothesis 4 again: 
Dai (discretionary accruals) =β0+β1 (Ret2013) +{β2(Ret2012)}. 
In the bracket {}, test of β2 (Ret2012) is not presented after the deleting of the outliers. 
It is with a beta value of -0.233 before the deleting of the outliers with a p value of 
0.027. However, its beta coefficient value changed into positive 0.77 and the p value 
becomes 0.372 after the deleting of the five significant outliers. It cannot reject β2 = 0 
and will affect the true value of β1 if its corresponding variable return2013 keeps in the 
regression model. Therefore, it is dropped off after the deleting of the outliers and are 
marked with {}. 
After deleting the outliers, the β1 = 0.124 with a p value of 0.032. It means that we can 
reject the null hypothesis that the coefficient of the discretionary accrual cannot affect 
the return in 2013 with a constant value constantly. Specifically, the value 0.124 implies 
that each unit change of the discretionary accrual can affect the stock return with 
amount of 0.124. The amount of 0.124 equals 0.124% for the stock return. It also means 
that if the company manipulates one statistic unit of the discretionary accrual, it can 
affect the stock price for 0.124%. However, the statistic unit is not very intuitive. It is 
calculated out of the difference between the ratios instead of absolute number. 
Therefore, I cannot come to a conclusion that how many percentage of the discretionary 
change out of the revenue scale term can affect how many percentage change of stock 
intuitively, even though it is possible to calculate that percentage out with more 
mathematical efforts. 
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CHAPTER	 6:	 Analysis	 of	 empirical	

findings	 	

In this chapter the empirical findings will be analyzed and each hypothesis result will 
be explained separately. The discussion and analysis will connect the theoretical 
framework and previous research in mind. The chapter will be concluded with a 
discussion regarding the quality criteria. 

6.1	Analysis	

6.1.1	Hypothesis	1	

H0: Υ = 0 
H1: Υ≠0 

This thesis is able to identify a significant relationship between the returns in optimal 
lags and lag 1 under the only constant (drift), only trend and both constant (drift) and 
trend control variables in the ADF test.  

ADF test is a popular tool to test the unit root and the non-
stationary (unit root) and is the necessary condition for 

random walk process (Darrant & Zhong, 2000, p.110). 
The result of having all the 104 firms to reject the null 
hypothesis means that the 104 stock returns are 
stationary (not random walk, under the first test). The 

conclusion is shown in the left hand side blue cloud. 
This is what we are expecting and it can provide 

meaningful research result no matter the answers to the second 
sub question.  
The variables used here are: ret12/return2012 or ret13/return2013 in the Table 2, 
Summary of measurements. They are denoted as Yt in the equation of hypothesis 1. 

6.1.2	Hypothesis	2	

H0: β1= 0   H0: β2 = 0   H0: β3 = 0 
H1: β1≠0   H1: β2≠0   H1: β3≠0 
 

Review of the answer to hypothesis 2 is:  
Reject Ho and thus is H1: β1≠0 and is estimated to be 0.257 with significant level at 
0.026; cannot reject H0: β2 = 0 with p value at 0.798; Reject H1: β3≠0 and is estimated 
to be -0.442 with significant level almost same as zero. Disaccruals, cash revenue, cash 

Not	random	
walk	(not	

even	in	weak	
form)	from	
first	test	
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expense, othernoncash are variables that belong to this hypothesis 2. They are also 
recorded in the Table 2, summary of measurements. 

 

6.1.3	Hypothesis	3	

H0: β0 = 0 
H1: β0≠0 

While the answer to the hypothesis 3 shall be: 
H1: β0≠0. With estimated beta around 0.062 at significant level about 0.045. 
Disaccruals, cash revenue, cash expense, othernoncash, which are in the Table 2, are 
the variables that belong to this hypothesis 3 as well. 
 
The validity of Jones model does not necessarily require the R-square to be extremely 
high to have strong predictive power. What important is there are good individual t-test 
result to help estimate the non-discretionary accruals. Therefore, even though H0: β2 = 
0 is rejected, it simply means this modified Jones model by Yoon et al. (2006) does not 
provide a perfect fit between selected proxies of non-discretionary accrual to the total 
accruals. It can still support that Jones model can be applied in the engineering sector 
of Stockholm exchange market. It implies that, with further improvement and 
modification, a better-fitted modified Jones model for the Stockholm exchange market 
can increase the accuracy of the estimation of non-discretionary accrual and thus 
provide a better estimation of discretionary accrual.  
Compared with previous researches, the result is similar for cashrevenue, othernoncash 
variable. According to Jones model, the beta coefficient is 0.035 for the change of 
revenue and is -0.033 for PPE (expenses) (Jones, 1991, p.213). In general, this test 
result is in the expectation except for the β2, as β1 is income-increasing accrual and 
depreciation expense and the other are income-decreasing accrual. 
 
However, there are several weaknesses in this test result. The tested relationship is 
strong only in theory but not strong enough in statistic test due to the joint test 
hypothesis problem (Dechow et al., 2010, p.351). To be a little bit more specific, with 
the total accrual that can be known from the existing financial statement, together with 
the known cashrevenue and all the other relevant proxies for non-discretionary accrual, 
we should be able know a correct estimation of the discretionary accrual. However, 
what if it is impossible to identify all the relevant proxies for the non-discretionary 
accrual? If so, the abnormal accrual (estimated discretionary accrual) can never be 
accurate because the non-discretionary accrual cannot be properly estimated. Therefore, 
it might be impossible to correctly estimate discretionary accrual due to missing 
variables. Meanwhile, does the test of the theory even hold? The precondition of the 
theory to be held include that the cash flow is a hard financial data that cannot be 
affected by the management discretion. Is this point absolutely true? As the total accrual 
can equal net income minus the cash flow from operation, if the cash flow increase is a 
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fact of net income decrease, by hiding the net income decrease, the total accrual will 
decrease but slower than the decrease of actual accrual. To sum up, the Jones model 
can only capture the least amount of discretionary accrual because the manager can 
always be able to hide some amount of discretionary accrual if they want. Meanwhile, 
if there is any missing variable (Dechow et al.,2010, p.351), increase in discretionary 
accrual might not necessarily due to earning management but also due to not able to 
identify the increase of some non-discretionary variables. Similarly, decrease in 
discretionary accrual might also due to failing to identify decrease of non-discretionary 
variables.  
 
In this thesis, we will basically ignore the above-mentioned weakness and directly 
utilize the data calculated from the modified Jones model to study the relationship 
between the discretionary accrual and the returns.  
 
Back to the Hypothesis test 2, β1 is estimated to be 0.257 might not be able to positively 
associated with the total accrual all the time if one missing non-discretionary variable 
suddenly decreases and leads the decrease of total accrual associated with the increase 
of cashrevenue and thus lower the estimated beta of cashrevenue when it should be as 
high as it used to be. 
Therefore, only testing the Jones model and only trying to answer the hypothesis two 
seems have no help to find the missing variable. 
However, this might not be necessarily true. There might still be some interesting 
findings by only taking a look at the sum of valid coefficient beta. 

 
(Source from Table 9. P.68) 
 
The sum of valid coefficient beta is the constant beta 0.062 + cashrevenue beta 0.257 
and – othernoncash beta 0.442. The result is negative. This implies that each unit gain 
of cashrevenue cannot offset each unit gain of othernoncash. Therefore, , if the firm’s 
growth is stable and no profit gained, one unit gain of cashrevenue could be along with 
one unit gain of othernoncash and thus decrease the non-discretionary revenue. 
Therefore, if the incoming year’s growth is not high enough to offset the decrease of 
non-discretionary revenue, we would expect to experience an increase in the 
discretionary accrual in the following period and this implies a higher possibility of 
future stock return to decrease.  
Furthermore, to recall, the discretionary accruals are calculated by taking difference 
between the nondiscretionary accruals and total accruals. In result, a value of 
discretionary accruals (positive or negative) close to zero would indicate a low level of 
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use of earnings management (Jones, 1991; Dechow et al., 1995). It is the same as the 
mean value of residual close to zero indicating a generally low level of earning 
management. The below summary table is for the predicted value and residuals: 

	
Table	17. Residual statistic in Yoons’ model (modified Jones model) after deleting 
the outliers. 
 
A mean, which amounts 0E-8 with a standard deviation of 0.215 follows, the theoretical 
expectation mentioned right above. Although the Jones model seems to be valid in some 
extent, the residuals in average do not deviate that much from a zero mean. It might 
support the argument that the selected sectors in Swedish market, even though might 
not be in a random walk and be efficient, still do not have severe earning management 
problem. Instead, the level of the earning management might be quite low. 
 
Previously, when there are still significant outliers, the summary table is like below: 

 
(Sourced from Table 4. P.59) 
The sum of significant beta coefficient is 0.485 – 0.424 = 0.061 and is slightly positive. 
If under the same deduction logic as above, there will be more pressure to experience a 
non-discretionary increase and discretionary decrease in the following period and imply 
a stock return gain in the following period. 
This can be one of the ways to explain the impact of beta coefficient and the expected 
sum of impact from the model if the model is really appropriate. 

 

6.1.4	Hypothesis	4	

H0: β1 = 0   
H1: β1≠0  

Variables DAi, which are the residual/standardized residuals in the Table 2, as well as 
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the variables Ret2012 & Ret2013, which are the ret12/ret2012 & ret13/ret2013 in the 
Table 2, are the observations used in the hypothesis 4.  
As what has shown previously, recall:

 

(Sourced from Table 13. P.71-72) 
 
The return is expected to have a positive relationship with the discretionary accrual. 
Without taking the general model fit, R-square, and the model assumption checks, the 
significant beta coefficient itself implies the future return is going to raise up when the 
discretionary accrual in 2012 is high and vice versa. This goes against some previous 
empirical findings that the incoming stock returns are negatively associated with the 
discretionary accruals. (Fama & French, 2008, p.1655) It also goes against the intuitive 
understanding that the future market performance will still go up when they know that 
the earning of the firm has been manipulated already and should be lower than expected. 
Does this mean the model being adopted is inappropriate? It is not necessary in this 
case. This positive association might well indicate irrational market behavior and 
market inefficiency. Even when there are more manipulations of the earning, people 
still go for investing in stock because they believe the stock can still increase in the 
short term and they can sell off the stock before the price reaches the top and drops 
down.  
 

6.1.5	Additional	Hypothesis	as	a	comparison	

Instead of testing the discretionary accrual with the future return, many researches, such 
as Fama & French (2008) and Peek et al, (2012), Allen et al, (2013) study the 
relationship between accrual and accrual components with return, instead of the 
discretionary accrual, the errors or the residuals from the modified Jones model. 
Therefore, in order to improve the analysis of the empirical finding and enrich the 
comparison between this thesis and others, below is the summary table of the linear 
regression test between the total accrual and the return. 
Additional Hypothesis: 

H0: β1 = 0  H0: β2 = 0 
H1: β1≠0   H1: β2≠0 

Where the β1 can represent the relationship between the total accrual and return in 2012 
and the β2 stands for the relationship between TA and return in 2013. 
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ANOVAa 

Model Sum of 
Squares 

df Mean Square F Sig. 

1 

Regression .559 2 .280 4.235 .017b 

Residual 6.471 97 .066   

Total 7.031 99    

a. Dependent Variable: Disaccrual 

b. Predictors: (Constant), return2013, return2012 

 

	

Table	18. Regression Summary table for additional hypothesis 
 
As the comparison only care about the sign (“+” or “-”) of the beta coefficient instead 
of the value of the coefficient, I exchange the position between dependent and 
independent variables and the table shows a clear positive (“+”) relationship between 
the return in 2013 and the total accrual at a significant p value 0.005. This result does 
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not necessarily go against the majority view of the relationship between the accrual 
(anomalies) and the returns because the accruals definition is different in two cases. 
The accrual here is the difference between net income and cash flow from operation. 
The accruals measured by Fama (2008) and Dechow (2002) are the change in non-cash 
current assets less the change in current operation liabilities. That is why there is a need 
for this clarification and this additional hypothesis test. 
Furthermore, there is an interesting finding when comparing the relationship results 
before and after the outliers’ deletion. 
Before the outliers deleted, the relationship between the discretionary accrual and return 
in 2012 and 2013 are shown below: 

 

 

	
Table	 19. STEP 3 Regression model summary between the return and the 
discretionary accrual before the removal of outliers for 2012 and 2013. 
	
This indicating that, although the general estimation ability is poor still before the 
outliers deleted, the t test is significant for return in 2012, with a p value 0.027. However, 
it is not significant for return 2013, with a p value 0.477. The beta coefficient is -.233. 
Combing the findings before the deletion of outliers and the findings (significant p 
value only for 2013 with positive effect) after the deletion of outliers, we can identify 
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a very interesting finding. After deleting these few outliers, with either high predicted-
value or high residual-value above average, the discretionary accrual can start to predict 
the future return performance while before the deletion of these few outliers, the 
discretionary accrual is negatively associated with current year return performance. 
Meanwhile, all of these few outliers have significantly high accrual, compared with the 
average value. 
One explanation for this interesting finding is that if considering the outliers, the 
significant high accrual will be captured by the investors and over high accrual will 
affect the market performance negatively. Investors will not trust the quality of earning 
if the accrual is obviously too high. The investors will react to the poor quality of 
earning in the current year 2012 when they identify the high accrual in 2012. This 
identification might happen even before the publication of the financial report as the 
report is released in beginning of 2013 while the return is already adjusted in 2012.  
Meanwhile, if deleting these obvious outliers, the discretionary accrual cannot reflect 
the return performance in 2012 anymore. Instead, it starts to reflect the subsequent year 
return performance positively. It might indicate that when there are not significant 
discretionary accruals after scaling the firm size, the firm with a bit more discretionary 
accrual will attract more investors. Namely, slightly higher discretionary accrual yields 
a higher future return performance. A significant discretionary accrual yields a low 
current year return performance. 

6.1.6 Concluding discussion	

By using a different research method and modified Jones’s model from previous 
research, the results of this thesis are different from some previous research claiming 
that the market is highly efficient. In general, my unit root test (ADF) shows that all the 
104 firms including the 99 firms in the second Jones’s model test are without unit root 
and are stationary. This means that our result support the idea that the market in these 
sub sector is not even in the weak form of market efficiency between year 2012 and 
2014, which is strongly against some the previous research in other countries in the old 
time or with longer time length data. Our Jones’s model test also shows that the 99 
firms have relationship with the annual return in 2013. This also shows that information 
calculated from public information can be used to predict future. This goes against the 
semi-strong form of market efficiency and is consistent with the unit root test result, 
since a market that is not in a weak form of efficiency cannot be in a semi-strong form 
of efficiency as well. 
Before deleting the five outliers, the unit root will still lead to the same conclusion while 
the modified Jones model yields the discretionary accruals that can affect current year 
instead of subsequent year earning. It means that when the market is too abnormal, the 
price information will be adjusted very fast in the current year even before the released 
date of the annual financial statement in the subsequent year. It shows a contradictory 
result that calls for further researches. It shows that when market is not even in the weak 
form of efficiency, it can still be efficient to adjust obvious fundamental information 
from the publicly released financial statement quite fast and even before the date of the 
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financial statement released. The market efficient hypothesis has seldom discussed 
about this time dimension, namely how fast the information is digested and how 
significant the information is can link to which form of market efficient hypothesis. 
The results of the first test of this thesis is similar to an recent research over 44 Global 
financial market indexes, done by Bowers et al (2013). Bowers et al (2013) break the 
weak-form EMH test into three subcategories to study the information digestion 
effect. ”The results of the causality tests and relevant regressions in this paper show the 
existence of the persistent and cyclical impacts of global markets’ historical levels on 
their current performances” (Bowers et al, 2013, p.9). Their unit test result rejects the 
hypothesis that historical information cannot be used to forecast the future market levels. 
The effect has a period of 5.5 operating days on average (Bowers et al, 2013). The test 
in this thesis hypothesis 1 across 104 firms in Sweden also shows that all of the firms 
reject the weak-form efficiency between 2012 and 2014 on the weekly returns data 
basis.  
As for the Jones model test, accrual-based models are still in a development process. 
Even in 2013 and afterwards, many researches study the power of the modified accrual-
based models and are trying to improve the accrual-based models by various methods 
such as adding missing variables, reform the model and etc. Therefore, we only 
compared with some old research result and conclude that this thesis testing result is 
similar to previous research except that we cannot find a relationship for depreciation 
expenses. As for the comparison only for modified Jones model nowadays, there are 
very few researches directly testing the current financial information across companies 
by one type of accrual-based models and then give interpretation to the result. (This is 
observed by typing the “discretionary accrual”, “accrual based model”,” abnormal 
accrual”, ”accrual model” and looking at the first 5 pages in “Google Scholar”). 
Therefore, it is difficult to find a thesis that runs the similar modified Jones model in 
another country to compare with.  
There are many researchers test the relationship between the discretionary accrual and 
returns. The interesting thing is that both this thesis test and previous research can 
identify a relationship between this year discretionary accrual and next year stock return 
while other researchers found out a negative relationship between the variables and this 
thesis discovered a positive relationship.  
In the end, we reject the hypotheses 1 and 4 after the deletion of the outliers. This is in 
accordance with our expectation that there will be relationship for discretionary accrual 
and return for any non-random walk stock that should not have fast information digest 
effect. Therefore, our findings support that, even though there are many obvious 
weakness for both this modified Jones model and market efficient test (ADF test), both 
models can still be applicable somehow and they might work for giving more 
understanding of Swedish stock exchange market. Our finding also points out that, if 
there is too abnormal performance for a firm, it might become the outlier in the 
modified Jones’s model regression and will be detected in the concurrent year. The 
detection or exploitation of the abnormal performance might happen even before the 
information publicly released. This conclusion is appropriate under the data from 2012 
to 2014 for the selected sub sectors of the engineering sector of Stockholm exchange 
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market. 

6.2	Quality	criteria	

Bryman & Bell suggested three criteria to assess the research quality. They are 
reliability, validity and generalizability (Bryman & Bell, 2011, p.162-p.169). 

6.2.1	Reliability	

This thesis is transparent in disclosing the measurement, empirical findings and related 
theories being adopted. This provide possibility for other researchers to replicate what 
this thesis has done and ensure the result to be consistent as long as other researchers 
have done exactly the same work but only at a different time. Thus, this thesis have 
consistency of the measurement and replicability (Bryman & Bell, 2007, p.163 & 
p.171). According to Bryman & Bell, readers must be able to understand the 
measurement of the research (transparent) to be able to evaluate the reliability of the 
thesis. The thesis must be consistent over time to be able to be reliable to reach the 
internal reliability (Bryman & Bell, 2007, p.163).  
Nowadays, explicitness and transparency in the procedures becomes more and more 
essential. The methodology should be transparent enough for users to assess the value 
of the research for their purposes. The statistical method used and the benefits and 
limitations of the method used should be explicit. (Bryman et al., 2008, p.265) . As this 
thesis provides the code, the database, the software, the techniques and all the collection 
methods of the quantitative data in details, this thesis will be transparent and explicit to 
be reliable and accessible for the readers. 

6.2.2	Validity	

In brief, validity is an issue about whether the conclusion generated from the research 
is consistent and of integrity (Bryman & Bell, 2007, p.40). In order to examine the 
validity of this thesis, we need to take a look at the measurement validity, internal 
validity, external validity ecological validity that is most relevant to this thesis 
characteristic such as using quantitative method.  
For examining the measurement validity of the thesis, validity here has to do with 
whether the measure of concept can really measure the concept (Bryman & Bell, 2007, 
p.165). There are several criteria that could be observed. These criteria contribute to the 
establishment of validity. They are Face validity, concurrent validity, and predictive 
validity; construct validity and convergent validity (Bryman & Bell, 2007, p.165). As 
this research is quantitative and adopts Jones model, construct validity is a key concern. 
It is about whether the hypotheses deduced from the theory is really relevant to the 
concept. It is firstly about whether the hypotheses deducted from me and previous 
researchers are misguiding and secondly about whether the measure of the study objects 
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itself is invalid for the concept. In order to have better construct validity, there are plenty 
amount of text in the Chapter 6 analysis of empirical finding, which disclose the logical 
deduction of the hypothesis of this thesis and some previous researches. This might 
help the reader to exam any potential misguiding. As for the validity of the measure of 
the study object itself, there are plenty argument and network graphic shown in previous 
chapters to help reader understand the purpose of the study object – discretionary 
accrual – can really be valid to be measured by the difference of total accrual and non-
discretionary accrual estimated from other key variables. Chapter 6 also explains the 
weakness of the measure in details and why the weakness will not create validity 
problem for the study of this thesis (recall: mainly due to this thesis does not create a 
new model that must hold, but only test the model to see if the testing result have 
conflicts between two different models).  
For internal validity, the key issue is about the causality studied in the statistic tests. As 
the thesis have two models to apply, the relationship between the variables of a model 
and variables of another model might be a bit complicated. Therefore, the thesis built 
one graphic of the causality network in the first Chapter and discuss it more deeply in 
Chapter 3 and Chapter 6 in order to show the logical deduction and multi causality 
relationship more intuitively and transparently.  
For the external validity, it is concerned with whether the result of study can be 
generalized. This will be discussed further in the following Generalizability section. 
The Ecological validity is about whether the social scientific findings are applicable or 
not to individuals. This can be a bit hard to argue for as I am personally not professional 
enough to suggest investors, who might be of interest to apply the model and results 
from this thesis. There might be too many external factors such as the values, attitudes 
and knowledge of the investors, which might severely affect the application, ecological 
validity of the models and results shown in this thesis. 
 

6.2.3	Generalizability	

When considering the generalizability, we are actually trying to examine the external 
validity. According to the example from Scase and Goffee (1989) and the literature 
from Bryman & Bell (2007), the main problem for quantitative researchers on 
Generalizability is about the representative samples (Bryman & Bell, 2007, p.42).  
Normally, the required sample size is not following a relative sample size rule but an 
absolute sample size rule, which means no matter how big the population is or how 
small the population is(such as Swedish Stockholm exchange market), it is not the 
relative size but the absolute sample size that matters (2007, p.194). Therefore, this 
thesis faces this generalizability problem since the sample only has 104 observations 
out of 332 entire populations in 2012 (source from 
http://data.worldbank.org/indicator/CM.MKT.LDOM.NO). Normally, there is a need 
for at least 1000 samples to be able to have a proper generalizability. Nonetheless, 104 
sample size might still be acceptable because the data does not have the heterogeneity 
problem and the high tolerance level of sampling error (2007, p.195). Although the 
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research question is a “what” question, the purpose of answer the question only requires 
us to know whether there is a relationship or not. Therefore, it is a “if” question in 
nature and the sign (“+” or “-“) of the test result matters more than the value and number 
of the coefficients. 
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CHAPTER	 7:	 Conclusion	 and	 further	

research	

This chapter will summarize the analysis from previous chapter and clearly present the 
answers to the research questions. Next, this chapter will state how the purpose of 
research is fulfilled and the theoretical and practical contributions of this research that 
will give implications to further research. 
 

7.1	Conclusion	

To review, the purpose of this research is to identify the relationship between earning 
quality and stock performance to contribute to the examination and explanation of 
market efficient test. This was done by gathering data for the 104 listed companies in 
Stockholm Exchange Market to run two models and three tests to be able to answer 
four hypotheses questions. Data from 2012-01-02 to 2014-01-01 are collected from 
DataStream. The answers to the research questions are stated below. 
 

7.1.1	Answer	to	Research	Questions	

“What is the relationship between discretionary accrual in 2012 and the stock annual 
returns in 2012 & 2013 for all the selected non-following random walk Swedish firms 
in the engineering sector?” 
 

With the statistical evidence I have, the thesis can conclude that there is a positive 
relationship between the discretionary accrual in 2012 and stock returns in 2013 for 99 
selected listed firms in some sub sectors of the engineering sector in Stockholm 
exchange market. Nonetheless, there is no significant relationship between the 
discretionary accrual in 2012 and stock return in 2012. 5 selected firms is not included 
in the testing list for the second sub question to be able to answer the main research 
question due to the fact that they are significant outliers. If count on the outliers, the 
relationship for the variables will be much stronger. 
 
The underlying Sub questions: 
“1, does the stock return from 2012-2014 have a unit root that fulfills the random walk 
necessary condition?” 
 
For all the 104 selected listed firm in Stockholm exchange market, the ADF unit root 
test shows that all of them do not have a unit root. Thus, they are all stationary and non-
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random walk following, between 2012 and 2014.  
 
“Can the discretionary accruals, measured by the residuals from modified Jones model 
in 2012, affect the return in 2012 and 2013 for the firms following non-random 
process?” 
 
The regression analysis demonstrates a significant relationship between discretionary 
accruals in 2012 and stock return in 2013 for 99 selected listed firms following non-
random process. Nonetheless, there is no significant relationship between the 
discretionary accrual and stock return in 2012. 
 

7.1.2	Answers	to	the	research	purpose	

“The thesis’s research purpose is to identify the relationship between earning quality 
and stock performance to contribute to the examination and explanation of market 
efficient tests.” 
By taking the discretionary accrual as the proxy of earning quality and the return of 99 
selected firms listed in Stockholm exchange market as the stock performance, this 
thesis is able to identify the relationship between the discretionary accrual (the proxy 
of earning quality) in 2012 and the return of the 99 selected firms (the stock 
performance) in 2013. It shows a positive relationship for this research purpose. There 
is no conflict between two tests result in the end, as the weak form market efficient test 
failed and the Jones model succeed in having relationship with next year stock annual 
return, which support that the firm that passed the weak form market efficient test 
should also be able to have the information processing characteristics that the semi-
strong form of efficient market entities will have. No conflict shows that we cannot 
deny that the effectiveness of the selected Jones model and the selected market efficient 
test model can exist in the real life practice for Swedish market engineering sector from 
2012 to 2014. 
 

7.1.3	Concluding	Arguments	

In this thesis, there are several above-mentioned weaknesses from both the selected 
modified Jones model and the ADF unit root test for weak form market efficient test. 
Nonetheless, this thesis can still identify significant relationship between the 
discretionary accrual in 2012 and the returns in 2013. As there is a relationship between 
the studied variables and there is no conflict between the two answers to the two sub 
questions, we can argue that the selected modified Jones model can still apply in the 
real life practice to shed light on the possible performance of the stock return in the 
future. We can also argue that the selected Jones model have not selected too many 
firms that are actually following random walk process and their stock performance in 
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the future are not predictable. 
 
The arguments for the relationship network and their main implication: 
Result for the Model of the Research, by the author. 

 
The above network figure shows that our statistic result can only lead us to two 
conclusions: 
1) There might still be technical problem in the research model.  
2) The market is at least not in a strong form of efficient test. 
 
Meanwhile, the second conclusion has higher possibility to happen. 
The arguments are below: 
If the market cannot pass the weak form market efficient unit root test and, at the same 
time, the market information cannot be reflect in time so that it is still possible to be 
predicted by the discretionary accrual, then there is a very small chance that the market 
is in a strong form of efficiency because two statistically unrelated models lead to the 
same conclusion that the market is not in a strong form of efficiency.  
The 1) conclusion will only be true when both of the models have technical problem 
and cannot portrait the reality.  
Meanwhile, the Jones model will fail to predict the future market correctly due to the 
missing variables. However, we can argue that at the time that the earning and the total 
accrual are generally growing in the Swedish economy, any growth that is caused by 
the revenue, receivables, saving in depreciation expenses, payables, salary and other 
employee benefit will be captured in our model. However, any growth that will not be 
reflected by these accounting items will not be captured, even when the core idea of 
Jones model holds strongly and the data we have been collected is all correct. 
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7.1.4	Practical	and	theoretical	contribution	

Practical contribution: 
By reviewing the logical network above, we can use the network as a workflow to run 
both Jones model and Unit root test to reach a meaningful result that will help to predict 
the future.  
It will be very practical as long as we utilize a weak form market efficient test, such as 
the unit root test, and realize that there is any stock that is not even in weak form of 
efficient. We are expected to find the modified Jones model or any better accrual based 
model to predict the future stock performance 
According our research result, we can only see two conclusion: 1) there is a technical 
problem in at least one of the model we have been used. 2) The market is not strong 
efficient. 
Therefore, if both models luckily hold in this research and there is no hidden technical 
problem in both models, we can say that the market is almost impossible to be strong 
efficient and highly impossible to be even in the weak form of market efficient too. 
Furthermore, if both models hold, the positive relationship found in the thesis indicates 
that the increase of the discretionary accrual will increase the stock performance in the 
future year. Market is not only slow in digesting the information implied by the 
discretionary accrual, but also regard the growth of the discretionary accrual as the real 
growth of the earning. The positive relationship between the total accrual and stock 
price also shows the same conclusion that stock price increase due to the total accrual 
increase but not necessarily the real earning increase. Therefore, we suggest the 
investors to have a more careful observation for their invested firms and tried to identify 
if there is the firm manipulating their earning to take advantages over the good 
economic time. 
 
Theoretical contribution: 
If the Jones model is for sure to be working, returns that do not reflect the past 
discretionary accruals information can only be due to the fact that the market is more 
than semi-strong efficient and the information digestion effect is too strong and fast so 
that the stock price have already contained the discretionary accrual information and 
cannot show a relationship and cannot be predicted by any past discretionary accrual 
information. More specifically, at the moment of 2013, when the 2012 annual financial 
statement initially comes out, all the discretionary accrual for 2012 will be calculated 
and most of the professionals have already spread away the discretionary accrual and 
the market price have already been adjusted due to this reason. Therefore, the market 
must be more than semi-strong efficient so that even part of the private information, 
implied by the discretionary accrual calculated from the public information, have been 
already reflected by the market price. Therefore, according to the market efficient 
theory, a market that is more than semi-strong form of efficient must be more efficient 
in information digestion than the weak-form market and even non weak-form market. 
We should expect that weak form market efficient test such as unit root test must not 
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be rejected so that each tested firm is definitely not following a non-random walk 
process.  
Therefore, the ADF unit root test must not be rejected by a significant amount of the 
individual firms. If the ADF unit root test actually is rejected by quite a number of 
individual firm’s stock performance, logical conflict will happen and the model being 
applied will need improvement to be applicable in the future.  
The above argument help to clarify the theoretical relationship between the 
predictability of discretionary accrual from modified Jones model and the strength of 
the weak form market efficient tests. This clarification and the logic picture of the 
relationship network built above can be used as a theoretical relationship map to study 
the relationship between the discretionary accrual (as proxy of earning quality) and the 
stock performance, which implies the speed of the distribution of the information 
digested by the stock performance.  
 

7.2	Implication	for	future	research	

Theoretically, the above relationship network can help to test the other model, once we 
are 100% confident in one model. Once we are 100% confident in the accrual-based 
model, no matter we can predict the future or not, we must see that weak form market 
efficient must be rejected. If any weak form market efficient test cannot reject the null 
hypothesis that market is in a random walk process, they must have technical problem 
and need to be modified. 
If we think in this perspective, once we have figure out how to design an accurate 
accrual-based accounting model, we can end the debate over the weak form of market 
efficiency become we know that we must see the weak form market efficient test fail 
to reject the null hypothesis. If it reject, every one of us will be able to utilize the 
accrual-based accounting model to take the profit out of the financial market for sure. 
 
The development of accrual-based accounting model might be practically easier than 
weak form of market efficient test as well. The reason is that the weak form of market 
efficiency can only be done statistically. It is impossible to collect any other type of 
evidence to verify the weak form of market efficient test. However, accrual-based 
accounting model is not. If researchers have good access, they can always have the 
possibility to look at the documentations that only insiders or even top-layer managers 
can know. They can always have the possibility to know that if there is any real earning 
management once they get the government authority to force the company to allow 
them to observe the inside data. Therefore, for accrual-based model, we can verify its 
validity and predictability by real earning management activities and it is possible to 
have an almost 100% accurate statistic model in the real life in accounting field. 
Meanwhile, once we have an almost 100% accurate accrual model, we can indirectly 
verify the weak form of market efficiency model and other statistic model in finance 
field as well. At that day, we can expect the mysterious finance field to have no more 
secrets that is not possible to be detected. The transparent finance world will probably 
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increase the efficiency of wealth distribution and liquidation and improve the economy 
in the whole world. 
 
Therefore, the thesis suggests any researchers, who are still researching on market 
efficiency and especially weak form of market efficiency to put your research time into 
accrual-based accounting model so that you will not only contribute to the accounting 
field of work, but also solve your research problem in the weak form of market efficient 
test sooner or later. 
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Appendix:	 Collections	 of	 the	Tables	 and	

Figures	

Figure	1.	Swedish	Market	General	Performance	since	2012.	
	

	
 
 
 
Figure 2.Model of the Research, by the author. P.12 
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Figure 3. The Four paradigms, sourced from Burrell and Morgan (1982) Figure 
2. P.21 

 

 

Figure	4.	Research	strategy	choices.	
	

	
	
Figure 5. Research method tree, sourced from Saunders et al. (2009) Figure 5.4. 
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Figure 6. My research design elaborated by Saunders’ research onion. 

	
	
	
Figure	7.	The	three	versions	of	EMH	over	time.	 	
	

	
 
Figure 8. Summary of anomalies factors. 
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Figure 9. Theoretical framework 
 

 
 
Figure 10. The logic picture of theoretical relationship network between the 
discretionary accrual and the random walk unit root test, made by the authorP.45 
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Figure 11. STEP 1 autocorrelation plot.  

	
	
Figure 12. STEP 1 partial autocorrelation plot.  
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Figure 13. STEP 2 Residuals plot before deleting any outliers. 
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Figure 14. The Residuals plot after deleting all five significant outliers 	
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Figure 15. STEP 3 Residual plot after the robust linear regression. 	

	

Figure 16. Residual’s histogram and scatterplot before removal of outliers.	
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Figure 17.  Result for the Model of the Research, by the author. P.96 
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Table 1. Summary of accrual models. 

 
	
	
Table	2.	Summary	of	measurements.	 	
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Table 3. STEP 2 Result of collinearity test before deleting the five outliers.	

	
 
 
Table 4. STEP 2 T test result after deleting all the five outliers P.61 

 
 
 
Table 5. STEP 2 Durbin Watson test after deleting five outliers. 	

	
 
 
Table 6. STEP 2 Regression Model Summary for Yoons’modified Jones model 
after deleting 4 outliers. 	
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Table 7. T test result after deleting all the five outliers 	

	
 
 
Table 8. STEP 2 Breusch-Pagan / Cook-Weisberg test for the Modified Jones 
model 	
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Table 9. STEP 3 Breusch-Pagan / Cook-Weisberg test between the return and 
residuals 

	
 
 
Table 10. STEP 2 Summary table of Modified Jones model of Yoon et el.(2006) 
before removal of outliers. 	
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Table 11. The Table 3 in Yoon et al (2002b)’s article.  
 

 
 
 
 
Table 12. STEP 2 Regression Summary table of Yoons’ modified Jones model and 
its residuals plot after deleting the five outliers. 
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Table 13. STEP 3 Summary table of the predictability for return by using 
discretionary accrual before deleting the outliers. 
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Table 14. Data used for picking up outliers  
 

	
 
 
Table 15. T test result for only deleting four outliers. 

 

 
 
Table 16. Summary table of the predictability for the return by using the 
discretionary accrual after deleting the five outliers. 
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Table 17. Residual statistic in Yoons’ model (modified Jones model) after deleting 
the outliers.  

 
 
Table 18. Regression Summary table for additional hypothesis. 
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ANOVAa       

Model Sum of 
Squares 

df Mean 
Square 

F Sig.  

1 

Regress
ion 

.559 2 .280 
4.23

5 
.017b 

Residua
l 

6.471 97 .066 
  

Total 7.031 99    

a. Dependent 
Variable: 
Disaccrual 

      

b. Predictors: 
(Constant), 
return2013, 
return2012 
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Table 19. STEP 3 Regression model summaries between the return and the 
discretionary accrual before the removal of outliers for 2012 and 2013. 
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Table 20. All chosen listed companies in Stockholm Exchange market (104 in total) 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Expanded Name Name DS Code Market Sector Classification & Metadata

CTT Systems CTT SYSTEMS 898578 Sweden Aerospace and Defense Metadata&Classification

Cybaero CYBAERO 50665D Sweden Aerospace and Defense Metadata&Classification

Saab 'B' SAAB 'B' 681554 Sweden Aerospace and Defense Metadata&Classification

Cortus  Energy CORTUS ENERGY 29934Q Sweden Alternative Energy Metadata&Classification

Eolus Vind B EOLUS VIND B 67563F Sweden Alternative Energy Metadata&Classification

Parans Solar Lighting PARANS SOLAR LIGHTING 69519M Sweden Alternative Energy Metadata&Classification

Finnvedenbulten FINNVEDENBULTEN 77141P Sweden Automobiles  and Parts Metadata&Classification

Haldex HALDEX 504020 Sweden Automobiles  and Parts Metadata&Classification

Mekonomen MEKONOMEN 295998 Sweden Automobiles  and Parts Metadata&Classification

Opcon OPCON 888130 Sweden Automobiles  and Parts Metadata&Classification

VBG Group VBG GROUP 504404 Sweden Automobiles  and Parts Metadata&Classification

Assa Abloy 'B' ASSA ABLOY 'B' 143328 Sweden Construction and Materials Metadata&Classification

Fagerhult FAGERHULT 892160 Sweden Construction and Materials Metadata&Classification

Geveko 'B' GEVEKO 'B' 779142 Sweden Construction and Materials Metadata&Classification

Lindab International LINDAB INTERNATIONAL 41446V Sweden Construction and Materials Metadata&Classification

NCC 'B' NCC 'B' 772728 Sweden Construction and Materials Metadata&Classification

Nederman Holding NEDERMAN HOLDING 50559Q Sweden Construction and Materials Metadata&Classification

Nibe Industrier 'B' NIBE INDUSTRIER 'B' 897581 Sweden Construction and Materials Metadata&Classification

Nordiq Goteborg NORDIQ GOTEBORG 86573W Sweden Construction and Materials Metadata&Classification

Peab 'B' PEAB 'B' 504403 Sweden Construction and Materials Metadata&Classification

Rehact 'B' REHACT 'B' 87063D Sweden Construction and Materials Metadata&Classification

Skanska 'B' SKANSKA 'B' 700242 Sweden Construction and Materials Metadata&Classification

Svedbergs  I Dalstorp 'B' SVEDBERGS I DALSTORP 'B' 865636 Sweden Construction and Materials Metadata&Classification

Sweco 'B' SWECO 'B' 688173 Sweden Construction and Materials Metadata&Classification

Systemair SYSTEMAIR 51186V Sweden Construction and Materials Metadata&Classification

Arise ARISE 69056R Sweden Electricity Metadata&Classification

Elverket Vallentuna ELVERKET VALLENTUNA 15324X Sweden Electricity Metadata&Classification

Energyo Solutions  Russia ENERGYO SLTN.RUSSIA 50717P Sweden Electricity Metadata&Classification

Skanska Energi SKANSKA ENERGI 77990K Sweden Electricity Metadata&Classification

Abelco ABELCO 74164H Sweden Electronic and Electrical  Equipment Metadata&Classification

Addtech 'B' ADDTECH 'B' 257663 Sweden Electronic and Electrical  Equipment Metadata&Classification

Agell is Group AGELLIS GROUP 51393K Sweden Electronic and Electrical  Equipment Metadata&Classification

Aros Quality Group AROS QUALITY GROUP 257520 Sweden Electronic and Electrical  Equipment Metadata&Classification

Beijer Electronics BEIJER ELECTRONICS 295982 Sweden Electronic and Electrical  Equipment Metadata&Classification

Biotechnology‐IGG BIOTECH‐IGG 32583M Sweden Electronic and Electrical  Equipment Metadata&Classification

Confidence International  'B' CONFIDENCE INTL.'B' 688613 Sweden Electronic and Electrical  Equipment Metadata&Classification

Consilium 'B' CONSILIUM 'B' 142429 Sweden Electronic and Electrical  Equipment Metadata&Classification

Duroc 'B' DUROC 'B' 882373 Sweden Electronic and Electrical  Equipment Metadata&Classification

Fingerprint Cards  'B' FINGERPRINT CARDS 'B' 681428 Sweden Electronic and Electrical  Equipment Metadata&Classification

Firefly FIREFLY 897829 Sweden Electronic and Electrical  Equipment Metadata&Classification

Gunnebo GUNNEBO 309749 Sweden Electronic and Electrical  Equipment Metadata&Classification

Hexagon 'B' HEXAGON 'B' 779136 Sweden Electronic and Electrical  Equipment Metadata&Classification

Image Systems IMAGE SYSTEMS 697942 Sweden Electronic and Electrical  Equipment Metadata&Classification

Indutrade INDUTRADE 31969R Sweden Electronic and Electrical  Equipment Metadata&Classification

Lagercrantz Group 'B' LAGERCRANTZ GROUP 'B' 257657 Sweden Electronic and Electrical  Equipment Metadata&Classification

Lightlab Sweden 'B' LIGHTLAB SWEDEN 'B' 31939J Sweden Electronic and Electrical  Equipment Metadata&Classification

Malmbergs  Elektriska 'B' MALMBERGS ELEKTRISKA 'B' 695775 Sweden Electronic and Electrical  Equipment Metadata&Classification

Micronic Mydata MICRONIC MYDATA 287974 Sweden Electronic and Electrical  Equipment Metadata&Classification

Miris Holding MIRIS HOLDING 36159Q Sweden Electronic and Electrical  Equipment Metadata&Classification

Note NOTE 29132E Sweden Electronic and Electrical  Equipment Metadata&Classification
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Obducat 'B' OBDUCAT 'B' 697302 Sweden Electronic and Electrical  Equipment Metadata&Classification

OEM International  'B' OEM INTERNATIONAL 'B' 504425 Sweden Electronic and Electrical  Equipment Metadata&Classification

Opus  Group OPUS GROUP 35701W Sweden Electronic and Electrical  Equipment Metadata&Classification

Partnertech PARTNERTECH 897541 Sweden Electronic and Electrical  Equipment Metadata&Classification

Precise Biometrics PRECISE BIOMETRICS 278937 Sweden Electronic and Electrical  Equipment Metadata&Classification

Pricer 'B' PRICER 'B' 143689 Sweden Electronic and Electrical  Equipment Metadata&Classification

Sensys Traffic SENSYS TRAFFIC 255046 Sweden Electronic and Electrical  Equipment Metadata&Classification

Tagmaster TAGMASTER 31897E Sweden Electronic and Electrical  Equipment Metadata&Classification

Vindico Security VINDICO SECURITY 77222N Sweden Electronic and Electrical  Equipment Metadata&Classification

West International WEST INTERNATIONAL 51233X Sweden Electronic and Electrical  Equipment Metadata&Classification

Alltele Allmanna Svenska Telab ALLTELE ALLM.SVEN.TELAB 50239D Sweden Fixed Line Telecommunications Metadata&Classification

DGC One DGC ONE 53558H Sweden Fixed Line Telecommunications Metadata&Classification

Cavotec CAVOTEC 77831H Sweden General  Industrials Metadata&Classification

Nolato 'B' NOLATO 'B' 749263 Sweden General  Industrials Metadata&Classification

Studsvik STUDSVIK 257471 Sweden General  Industrials Metadata&Classification

Acap Invest 'B' ACAP INVEST 'B' 26038Q Sweden Household Goods  and Home Construction Metadata&Classification

Duni DUNI 51296J Sweden Household Goods  and Home Construction Metadata&Classification

Easy Fill  'B' EASY FILL 'B' 50563X Sweden Household Goods  and Home Construction Metadata&Classification

Electrolux 'B' ELECTROLUX 'B' 929501 Sweden Household Goods  and Home Construction Metadata&Classification

Gotenehus  Group GOTENEHUS GROUP 41314N Sweden Household Goods  and Home Construction Metadata&Classification

Husqvarna 'B' HUSQVARNA 'B' 36104X Sweden Household Goods  and Home Construction Metadata&Classification

Lammhults  Design Group LAMMHULTS DESIGN GROUP 897798 Sweden Household Goods  and Home Construction Metadata&Classification

Nobia NOBIA 25690Q Sweden Household Goods  and Home Construction Metadata&Classification

Alfa Laval ALFA LAVAL 25522V Sweden Industrial  Engineering Metadata&Classification

Amnode AMNODE 54469H Sweden Industrial  Engineering Metadata&Classification

Arcam 'B' ARCAM 'B' 295925 Sweden Industrial  Engineering Metadata&Classification

Atlas Copco 'A' ATLAS COPCO 'A' 929448 Sweden Industrial  Engineering Metadata&Classification

Beijer Alma  'B' BEIJER ALMA 'B' 772284 Sweden Industrial  Engineering Metadata&Classification

Concentric CONCENTRIC 75978R Sweden Industrial  Engineering Metadata&Classification

Forsstrom High Frequency FORSSTROM HIGH FREQ. 298868 Sweden Industrial  Engineering Metadata&Classification

G&L Beijer G & L BEIJER 504049 Sweden Industrial  Engineering Metadata&Classification

Hedson Technologies International HEDSON TECHS.INTL. 681128 Sweden Industrial  Engineering Metadata&Classification

Massolit Media  'B' MASSOLIT MEDIA 'B' 32574N Sweden Industrial  Engineering Metadata&Classification

Pilum 'B' PILUM 'B' 31147D Sweden Industrial  Engineering Metadata&Classification

Precomp Solutions  'B' PRECOMP SOLUTIONS 'B' 51010T Sweden Industrial  Engineering Metadata&Classification

Sandvik SANDVIK 749050 Sweden Industrial  Engineering Metadata&Classification

Scania 'B' SCANIA 'B' 870813 Sweden Industrial  Engineering Metadata&Classification

Sintercast SINTERCAST 308982 Sweden Industrial  Engineering Metadata&Classification

SKF 'B' SKF 'B' 912324 Sweden Industrial  Engineering Metadata&Classification

Trelleborg 'B' TRELLEBORG 'B' 729752 Sweden Industrial  Engineering Metadata&Classification

Volvo 'B' VOLVO 'B' 944486 Sweden Industrial  Engineering Metadata&Classification

Xano Industri  'B' XANO INDUSTRI 'B' 504258 Sweden Industrial  Engineering Metadata&Classification

Guideline Geo GUIDELINE GEO 32556L Sweden Oil  Equipment and Services Metadata&Classification

Amasten Holding 'B' AMASTEN HOLDING 'B' 29464P Sweden Real  Estate Investment and Services Metadata&Classification

Amhult 2 'B' AMHULT 2 'B' 30980J Sweden Real  Estate Investment and Services Metadata&Classification

Atrium Ljungberg 'B' ATRIUM LJUNGBERG 'B' 142903 Sweden Real  Estate Investment and Services Metadata&Classification

Castel lum CASTELLUM 897359 Sweden Real  Estate Investment and Services Metadata&Classification

Catena CATENA 35714R Sweden Real  Estate Investment and Services Metadata&Classification

Corem Property Group COREM PROPERTY GROUP 897682 Sweden Real  Estate Investment and Services Metadata&Classification

Dios Fastigheter DIOS FASTIGHETER 35981C Sweden Real  Estate Investment and Services Metadata&Classification

Fabege FABEGE 505155 Sweden Real  Estate Investment and Services Metadata&Classification

Fast Partner FAST PARTNER 308951 Sweden Real  Estate Investment and Services Metadata&Classification

Fastighets Balder 'B' FASTIGHETS BALDER 'B' 273689 Sweden Real  Estate Investment and Services Metadata&Classification

Heba 'B' HEBA 'B' 142752 Sweden Real  Estate Investment and Services Metadata&Classification

Hufvudstaden 'A' HUFVUDSTADEN 'A' 997928 Sweden Real  Estate Investment and Services Metadata&Classification

JM JM 779292 Sweden Real  Estate Investment and Services Metadata&Classification

Klovern KLOVERN 26095R Sweden Real  Estate Investment and Services Metadata&Classification

Kungsleden KUNGSLEDEN 697371 Sweden Real  Estate Investment and Services Metadata&Classification

Platzer Fastigheter PLATZER FASTIGHETER 93052R Sweden Real  Estate Investment and Services Metadata&Classification

Sveriges Bostadsrattscentrum SVERIGES BOSTADSRATTSCENTRUM 32867P Sweden Real  Estate Investment and Services Metadata&Classification

Victoria Park VICTORIA PARK 51247Q Sweden Real  Estate Investment and Services Metadata&Classification

Wallenstam 'B' WALLENSTAM 'B' 307268 Sweden Real  Estate Investment and Services Metadata&Classification

Wihlborgs  Fastigheter WIHLBORGS FASTIGHETER 30865K Sweden Real  Estate Investment and Services Metadata&Classification
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Table 21. The ADF test result of all 104 chosen listed companies. The results are 
for both optimal lag test down and lag 1. 

 

897541(P) P‐Value 0,001 0,001 4,82001E‐24 P‐Value 0,001 0,001 0,001 9,64E‐14

278937(P) P‐Value 0,001 0,001 6,00499E‐23 P‐Value 0,001 0,001 0,001 1,23E‐12

143689(P) P‐Value 0,001 0,001 8,03039E‐21 P‐Value 0,001 0,001 0,001 2,04E‐12

255046(P) P‐Value 0,001 0,001 9,46081E‐28 P‐Value 0,001 0,001 0,001 6,75E‐16

31897E(P) P‐Value 0,001 0,001 2,48908E‐25 P‐Value 0,001 0,001 0,001 2,49E‐25

77222N(P)P‐Value 0,001 0,001 8,15553E‐23 P‐Value 0,001 0,001 0,001 8,16E‐23

51233X(P) P‐Value 0,001 0,001 1,41334E‐26 P‐Value 0,001 0,001 0,001 1,41E‐26

50239D(P) P‐Value 0,001 0,001 4,48708E‐25 P‐Value 0,001 0,001 0,001 1,58E‐12

53558H(P) P‐Value 0,001 0,001 3,13796E‐36 P‐Value 0,001 0,001 0,001 3,49E‐18

77831H(P) P‐Value 0,001 0,001 1,42944E‐39 P‐Value 0,001 0,001 0,001 2,67E‐18

749263(P) P‐Value 0,001 0,001 7,70284E‐25 P‐Value 0,001 0,001 0,001 4,41E‐14

257471(P) P‐Value 0,001 0,001 1,20683E‐19 P‐Value 0,001 0,001 0,001 9,85E‐16

26038Q(P)P‐Value 0,001 0,001 1,52006E‐23 P‐Value 0,001 0,001 0,001 3,67E‐13

51296J(P) P‐Value 0,001 0,001 1,15064E‐12 P‐Value 0,001 0,001 0,001 6,72E‐11

50563X(P) P‐Value 0,001 0,001 1,35341E‐31 P‐Value 0,001 0,001 0,001 1,47E‐12

929501(P) P‐Value 0,001 0,001 1,0403E‐17 P‐Value 0,001 0,001 0,001 3,9E‐10

41314N(P)P‐Value 0,001 0,001 8,81707E‐19 P‐Value 0,001 0,001 0,001 6,64E‐15

36104X(P) P‐Value 0,001 0,001 1,33779E‐22 P‐Value 0,001 0,001 0,001 1,86E‐13

897798(P) P‐Value 0,001 0,001 1,1083E‐31 P‐Value 0,001 0,001 0,001 9,25E‐16

25690Q(P)P‐Value 0,001 0,001 1,27582E‐09 P‐Value 0,001 0,001 0,001 2,13E‐14

25522V(P) P‐Value 0,001 0,001 8,01745E‐30 P‐Value 0,001 0,001 0,001 9E‐15

54469H(P) P‐Value 0,001 0,001 1,6813E‐20 P‐Value 0,001 0,001 0,001 2,66E‐30

295925(P) P‐Value 0,001 0,001 9,51951E‐27 P‐Value 0,001 0,001 0,001 3,45E‐12

929448(P) P‐Value 0,001 0,001 9,14112E‐36 P‐Value 0,001 0,001 0,001 1,7E‐16

772284(P) P‐Value 0,001 0,001 2,41693E‐08 P‐Value 0,001 0,001 0,001 2,56E‐12

75978R(P) P‐Value 0,001 0,001 1,37444E‐31 P‐Value 0,001 0,001 0,001 1,38E‐15

298868(P) P‐Value 0,001 0,001 3,19066E‐31 P‐Value 0,001 0,001 0,001 1,65E‐19

504049(P) P‐Value 0,001 0,001 1,62542E‐34 P‐Value 0,001 0,001 0,001 1,06E‐14

681128(P) P‐Value 0,001 0,001 1,64429E‐25 P‐Value 0,001 0,001 0,001 1,64E‐25

32574N(P)P‐Value 0,001 0,001 7,22206E‐30 P‐Value 0,001 0,001 0,001 2,61E‐16

31147D(P) P‐Value 0,001 0,001 4,64276E‐26 P‐Value 0,001 0,001 0,001 2,06E‐13

51010T(P) P‐Value 0,001 0,001 2,44441E‐19 P‐Value 0,001 0,001 0,001 1,66E‐25

749050(P) P‐Value 0,001 0,001 2,62878E‐31 P‐Value 0,001 0,001 0,001 9,76E‐15

870813(P) P‐Value 0,001 0,001 9,99772E‐24 P‐Value 0,001 0,001 0,001 4,56E‐12

308982(P) P‐Value 0,001 0,001 2,40256E‐21 P‐Value 0,001 0,001 0,001 1,09E‐14

912324(P) P‐Value 0,001 0,001 2,97957E‐31 P‐Value 0,001 0,001 0,001 6,31E‐16

729752(P) P‐Value 0,001 0,001 1,09479E‐28 P‐Value 0,001 0,001 0,001 5,36E‐15

944486(P) P‐Value 0,001 0,001 2,23793E‐28 P‐Value 0,001 0,001 0,001 3,62E‐13

504258(P) P‐Value 0,001 0,001 1,30466E‐31 P‐Value 0,001 0,001 0,001 2,24E‐15

32556L(P) P‐Value 0,001410127 0,005623543 5,51146E‐06 P‐Value 0,001 0,001 0,001 2,91E‐11

29464P(P) P‐Value 0,001 0,001 7,91982E‐34 P‐Value 0,001 0,001 0,001 1,5E‐16

30980J(P) P‐Value 0,001 0,001 4,3003E‐35 P‐Value 0,001 0,001 0,001 7,17E‐18

142903(P) P‐Value 0,001 0,001 3,84136E‐31 P‐Value 0,001 0,001 0,001 3,89E‐13

897359(P) P‐Value 0,001 0,001 2,34975E‐10 P‐Value 0,001 0,001 0,001 2,93E‐12

35714R(P) P‐Value 0,001 0,001 2,03718E‐23 P‐Value 0,001 0,001 0,001 3,5E‐16

897682(P) P‐Value 0,001 0,001 8,95825E‐23 P‐Value 0,001 0,001 0,001 1,43E‐15

35981C(P) P‐Value 0,001 0,001 4,14672E‐32 P‐Value 0,001 0,001 0,001 4,46E‐15

505155(P) P‐Value 0,001 0,001 4,08767E‐13 P‐Value 0,001 0,001 0,001 2,45E‐12

308951(P) P‐Value 0,001 0,001 3,07159E‐22 P‐Value 0,001 0,001 0,001 7,55E‐15

273689(P) P‐Value 0,001 0,001 4,93765E‐25 P‐Value 0,001 0,001 0,001 2,72E‐13

142752(P) P‐Value 0,001 0,001 4,25406E‐24 P‐Value 0,001 0,001 0,001 4,25E‐24

997928(P) P‐Value 0,001 0,001 8,4827E‐11 P‐Value 0,001 0,001 0,001 5,34E‐14

779292(P) P‐Value 0,001 0,001 1,61945E‐24 P‐Value 0,001 0,001 0,001 1,18E‐11

26095R(P) P‐Value 0,001 0,001 4,45863E‐18 P‐Value 0,001 0,001 0,001 4,46E‐18

697371(P) P‐Value 0,001 0,001 1,96548E‐26 P‐Value 0,001 0,001 0,001 5,34E‐12

697233(P) P‐Value 0,001 0,001 3,74711E‐22 P‐Value 0,001 0,001 0,001 1,82E‐16

32867P(P) P‐Value 0,001 0,001 7,81407E‐25 P‐Value 0,001 0,001 0,001 7,83E‐13

51247Q(P)P‐Value 0,001 0,001 1,06003E‐27 P‐Value 0,001 0,001 0,001 7,12E‐13

307268(P) P‐Value 0,001 0,001 1,03155E‐21 P‐Value 0,001 0,001 0,001 9,64E‐15

30865K(P) P‐Value 0,001 0,001 4,27336E‐24 P‐Value 0,001 0,001 0,001 2,97E‐16
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Dscode Opt lag Const‐Only Trend‐Only Const+Trend lag 1 No Const Const‐Only Trend‐Only Const+Tre

898578(P) P‐Value 0,001 0,001 4,82691E‐22 P‐Value 0,001 0,001 0,001 8,51E‐13

50665D(P) P‐Value 0,036898959 0,128190303 0,000989867 P‐Value 0,001 0,001 0,001 1,76E‐13

681554(P) P‐Value 0,001 0,001 1,26462E‐25 P‐Value 0,001 0,001 0,001 2,3E‐16

29934Q(P)P‐Value 0,001 0,001 2,68461E‐43 P‐Value 0,001 0,001 0,001 8,97E‐21

67563F(P) P‐Value 0,001 0,001 3,30167E‐23 P‐Value 0,001 0,001 0,001 7,13E‐12

69519M(P)P‐Value 0,001 0,001 1,01428E‐15 P‐Value 0,001 0,001 0,001 2,61E‐17

77141P(P) P‐Value 0,001 0,001 2,4931E‐38 P‐Value 0,001 0,001 0,001 6,28E‐15

504020(P) P‐Value 0,001 0,001 4,09007E‐29 P‐Value 0,001 0,001 0,001 1,29E‐15

295998(P) P‐Value 0,001 0,001 5,69879E‐24 P‐Value 0,001 0,001 0,001 1,13E‐13

888130(P) P‐Value 0,001 0,001 9,39546E‐38 P‐Value 0,001 0,001 0,001 8,2E‐15

504404(P) P‐Value 0,001 0,001 2,11324E‐34 P‐Value 0,001 0,001 0,001 3,76E‐16

143328(P) P‐Value 0,001 0,001 2,57383E‐27 P‐Value 0,001 0,001 0,001 1,05E‐15

892160(P) P‐Value 0,001 0,001 3,68995E‐21 P‐Value 0,001 0,001 0,001 1,67E‐15

779142(P) P‐Value 0,001 0,001 4,62388E‐35 P‐Value 0,001 0,001 0,001 2,52E‐12

41446V(P) P‐Value 0,001 0,001 3,40317E‐29 P‐Value 0,001 0,001 0,001 7,26E‐16

772728(P) P‐Value 0,001 0,001 3,63727E‐22 P‐Value 0,001 0,001 0,001 3,08E‐12

50559Q(P)P‐Value 0,001 0,001 5,10057E‐25 P‐Value 0,001 0,001 0,001 5,56E‐16

897581(P) P‐Value 0,001 0,001 2,95349E‐12 P‐Value 0,001 0,001 0,001 1,8E‐18

86573W(P P‐Value 0,001 0,001 1,44503E‐23 P‐Value 0,001 0,001 0,001 1,45E‐23

504403(P) P‐Value 0,001 0,001 3,4433E‐20 P‐Value 0,001 0,001 0,001 3,44E‐20

87063D(P) P‐Value 0,001 0,001 2,49589E‐07 P‐Value 0,001 0,001 0,001 2,25E‐10

700242(P) P‐Value 0,001 0,001 8,98756E‐14 P‐Value 0,001 0,001 0,001 1,28E‐13

865636(P) P‐Value 0,001 0,001 2,13268E‐33 P‐Value 0,001 0,001 0,001 1,02E‐13

688173(P) P‐Value 0,001 0,001 3,37372E‐21 P‐Value 0,001 0,001 0,001 3,37E‐21

51186V(P) P‐Value 0,001 0,001 5,01875E‐25 P‐Value 0,001 0,001 0,001 1,36E‐14

69056R(P) P‐Value 0,001 0,001 4,16855E‐26 P‐Value 0,001 0,001 0,001 2,88E‐15

15324X(P) P‐Value 0,001 0,001 6,91431E‐26 P‐Value 0,001 0,001 0,001 6,91E‐26

50717P(P) P‐Value 0,001 0,001 2,98544E‐19 P‐Value 0,001 0,001 0,001 9,74E‐14

77990K(P) P‐Value 0,001 0,001 2,21225E‐35 P‐Value 0,001 0,001 0,001 1,04E‐18

74164H(P) P‐Value 0,001 0,001 1,91557E‐17 P‐Value 0,001 0,001 0,001 1,54E‐26

257663(P) P‐Value 0,001 0,001 3,28166E‐09 P‐Value 0,001 0,001 0,001 8,9E‐17

51393K(P) P‐Value 0,001 0,001 1,40562E‐36 P‐Value 0,001 0,001 0,001 7,62E‐21

257520(P) P‐Value 0,001 0,001 9,85783E‐28 P‐Value 0,001 0,001 0,001 1,49E‐12

295982(P) P‐Value 0,001 0,001 1,43418E‐28 P‐Value 0,001 0,001 0,001 7,15E‐16

32583M(P)P‐Value 0,001 0,001 3,16472E‐24 P‐Value 0,001 0,001 0,001 2,02E‐13

688613(P) P‐Value 0,001 0,001 7,89732E‐44 P‐Value 0,001 0,001 0,001 3,03E‐13

142429(P) P‐Value 0,001 0,001 3,43391E‐09 P‐Value 0,001 0,001 0,001 5,64E‐11

882373(P) P‐Value 0,001 0,001 2,02765E‐31 P‐Value 0,001 0,001 0,001 2,22E‐18

681428(P) P‐Value 0,001 0,001 1,3102E‐21 P‐Value 0,001 0,001 0,001 1,2E‐15

897829(P) P‐Value 0,001 0,001 6,03879E‐22 P‐Value 0,001 0,001 0,001 6,04E‐22

309749(P) P‐Value 0,001 0,001 5,89239E‐31 P‐Value 0,001 0,001 0,001 1,8E‐14

779136(P) P‐Value 0,001 0,001 5,81616E‐39 P‐Value 0,001 0,001 0,001 8,39E‐14

697942(P) P‐Value 0,001 0,001 1,9144E‐15 P‐Value 0,001 0,001 0,001 1,72E‐09

31969R(P) P‐Value 0,001 0,001 2,68349E‐28 P‐Value 0,001 0,001 0,001 1,57E‐19

257657(P) P‐Value 0,001 0,001 3,61753E‐25 P‐Value 0,001 0,001 0,001 2,67E‐18

31939J(P) P‐Value 0,002527706 0,008340632 1,4673E‐05 P‐Value 0,001 0,001 0,001 4,3E‐17

695775(P) P‐Value 0,002180604 0,001 9,00184E‐29 P‐Value 0,001 0,001 0,001 8,5E‐17

287974(P) P‐Value 0,001 0,001 2,40823E‐33 P‐Value 0,001 0,001 0,001 2,95E‐13

36159Q(P)P‐Value 0,001 0,001 1,01933E‐11 P‐Value 0,001 0,001 0,001 7,21E‐21

29132E(P) P‐Value 0,001 0,001 1,38335E‐24 P‐Value 0,001 0,001 0,001 2,52E‐15

697302(P) P‐Value 0,001 0,006218192 5,39734E‐06 P‐Value 0,001 0,001 0,001 1,35E‐12

504425(P) P‐Value 0,001 0,001 5,85714E‐44 P‐Value 0,001 0,001 0,001 1,17E‐14

35701W(P P‐Value 0,001 0,001 4,19048E‐22 P‐Value 0,001 0,001 0,001 1,11E‐14
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Table 22. Calculated Variables used in the modified Jones model by Yoon et al 
(2006) for 104 firms. 

 

Total AccrualsDS code ΔREVi– ΔRECi)/ REVi Δ EXPi – ΔPAYi) / REVi (DEPi + RETi) / REVi return2012 return2013

NI ‐ CFO -0.11374096 898578 0.327416 0.18934911 0.286654 E005(898578) -0.02 -0.48

-0.83096912 50665D 0.383442 0.37628672 1.26952 E005(50665D) 2.21 0.18

0.050562266 681554 0.048646 0.02286547 0.450729 E005(681554) 0.4 0.38

0.089498046 67563F 0.251948 0.17312349 0.020216 E005(67563F) -0.27 0.52

-0.36924915 69519M 0.676359 0.38717387 0.526987 E005(69519M) 0.02 -0.28

0.006141387 77141P -0.01755 0.05645352 0 E005(77141P) -0.29 1.86

-0.04907196 504020 -0.00381 0.00711925 0.036868 E005(504020) 0.23 0.88

-0.02635459 295998 0.209178 0.18779948 0.23756 E005(295998) 0 -0.06

-0.76516481 888130 -0.80406 -0.9519681 0.325341 E005(888130) -0.7 -0.2

-0.02149081 504404 -0.06576 -0.0354544 0.259517 E005(504404) 0.31 0.44

-0.01044638 143328 0.085502 0.08320642 0.289946 E005(143328) 0.48 0.28

-0.02534764 892160 0.053483 0.04631941 0.337752 E005(892160) -0.08 0.7

-0.15034924 779142 -0.01828 -0.016236 0.052394 E005(779142) -0.42 -0.18

-0.01502404 41446V -0.0338 -0.0096154 0.27494 E005(41446V) 0.05 0.46

0.033550597 772728 0.087092 0.06477712 0.16279 E005(772728) 0.27 0.58

-0.00127607 50559Q 0.069128 0.05403503 0.019361 E005(50559Q) 0.37 0.18

-0.02758831 897581 0.118708 0.1090913 0.040218 E005(897581) 0.18 0.76

0.004824936 504403 0.042229 0.08016652 0.020581 E005(504403) 0.13 0.36

0.025298953 700242 -0.02532 0.03528538 0 E005(87063D) -0.05 -0.07

-0.04208746 865636 -0.06951 0.017546 0.029491 E005(700242) 0.25 0.34

0.00526421 688173 0.140481 0.16968082 0.660212 E005(865636) -0.25 0.4

-0.01863945 51186V 0.117291 0.1239961 0.257575 E005(688173) 0.03 0.47

-0.5 69056R -0.04286 -0.0095238 0.8 E005(69056R) -0.28 0.11

0.011418885 15324X -0.0397 -0.075492 0.115494 E005(15324X) -0.18 0.28

6.562565837 50717P -15.307 0.05050729 0.676776 E005(50717P) -0.2 -0.59

-0.0287418 77990K -0.07982 -0.0716317 0.188438 E005(77990K) -0.06 -0.08

-0.58045827 74164H -0.3909 -0.2834697 0.289231 E005(74164H) -0.68 1.99

-0.01788462 257663 0.129808 0.11198077 0.201577 E005(257663) 0.24 0.49

-0.06042545 51393K 0.160187 -0.3211993 0.313405 E005(51393K) 0.18 -0.14

0.024587717 257520 -0.06085 -0.0039153 0.282198 E005(257520) 0.34 0.82

-0.03645432 295982 -0.05535 -0.0273954 0.012829 E005(295982) 0.08 -0.12

-0.29472085 32583M -0.76719 -0.5039878 0.714394 E005(32583M) 1.85 -0.3

-0.19183256 688613 -0.0861 -0.1937416 0.002407 E005(688613) -0.44 -0.3

-0.00031576 142429 -0.01379 -0.0030523 0.037259 E005(142429) 0.16 0.63

-0.00358494 882373 -0.11293 -0.1868154 0.279426 E005(882373) -0.28 0.1

-5.12553523 681428 -1.26372 -1.2848385 0 E005(681428) 4.42 0.41

-0.02788684 897829 0.085412 0.12841758 0.011212 E005(897829) -0.24 1.35

-0.02268821 309749 0.025286 0.03166418 0.010905 E005(309749) 0.03 0.29

-0.05999999 779136 0.073384 0.03291358 0.403992 E005(779136) 0.53 0.07

-0.16942771 697942 0.229669 0.34487952 0.739458 E005(697942) -0.43 -0.65

0.005486641 31969R 0.022781 0.04460878 0.012762 E005(31969R) 0.2 0.34

-0.02163355 257657 0.090066 0.0794702 0.203091 E005(257657) 0.59 0.56

7.502398082 31939J -12.1415 9.09352518 12.91007 E005(31939J) -0.62 -0.52

0.032984443 695775 -0.00653 -0.1483738 0.162708 E005(695775) 0.2 1.23

-0.08413378 287974 0.123543 0.02944176 0.085788 E005(287974) -0.06 0.56

-0.26910622 36159Q 0.022668 -0.5063687 0.646157 E005(36159Q) -0.09 0

0.995476875 697302 -0.03544 -0.4836449 0.000659 E005(697302) 0.53 2.25

0.000428266 504425 0.027225 0.02184154 0.188865 E005(504425) 0.01 0.71

-0.12272871 35701W 0.420869 0.21001926 0.427885 E005(35701W) 2.52 1.89

-0.05882592 897541 -0.00756 -0.0120405 0.181849 E005(897541) -0.4 0.46

0.058378417 278937 0.056999 0.59099749 1.062197 E005(278937) 0.73 -0.26

0.022714899 143689 -0.06737 -0.0456975 0.003922 E005(143689) -0.15 -0.34

-0.26070732 255046 -0.53817 -0.2623171 0.002585 E005(255046) 3.19 0.06

-0.12819737 31897E 0.118344 -0.0554674 0.292331 E005(31897E) 1.27 0.16

-0.20866494 51233X 0.03989 -0.2558843 0.310675 E005(51233X) -0.4 0.52

0.035416381 50239D 0.238012 0.17334823 0.211626 E005(50239D) -0.22 0.5

-0.08967223 53558H 0.046815 -0.3022494 0.264661 E005(53558H) 0.31 0.65

0.001903566 77831H 0.097147 0.11003868 0.280358 E005(77831H) 0.25 0.09

-0.07072793 749263 0.194373 0.16933402 0.301755 E005(749263) 0.75 0.41

-0.03223717 257471 0.045273 -0.1268274 0.047112 E005(257471) -0.25 0.64

-0.01232688 26038Q -0.21268 -0.2001731 0.335898 E005(26038Q) -0.78 0.58

-0.08312892 51296J -0.03352 -0.025075 0.256746 E005(51296J) 0.11 0.96

-0.07151986 50563X -0.47366 -0.8113315 0.091636 E005(50563X) -0.43 1.18

-0.04144772 929501 0.087414 0.03552921 0.176546 E005(929501) 0.35 0

-0.00850222 41314N -0.2166 -0.1716699 0.165137 E005(41314N) -0.61 0.86

-0.0283129 36104X 0.032594 0.02322112 0.186353 E005(36104X) 0.15 0.34

-0.03203698 897798 -0.16624 -0.1445649 0.019445 E005(897798) 0.02 0.41

-0.08506846 25690Q -0.04051 -0.0810986 0.271166 E005(25690Q) 0.66 0.62

-0.00483011 25522V 0.03002 0.05873277 0.016603 E005(25522V) 0.19 0.16

0.141852387 295925 0.003473 0.12367946 0.284517 E005(295925) 6.06 0.99

0.000861564 929448 0.121282 0.09501508 0.207725 E005(929448) 0.22 0.16

-0.02434625 772284 -0.02714 0.00053494 0.288055 E005(772284) 0.21 0.47

-0.06716768 75978R -0.02865 -0.046031 0.04697 E005(75978R) 0.24 0.45

0.03930062 298868 -0.27894 -0.1260462 0.383779 E005(298868) -0.29 -0.01

0.022613006 504049 0.128632 0.15393686 0.156924 E005(504049) -0.01 0.23

-0.16191245 681128 -0.08522 -0.0644158 0.494919 E005(681128) -0.29 0.86

-0.06857725 31147D -0.79365 -0.7394353 0.300635 E005(31147D) -0.65 -0.42

-0.03970853 51010T -0.14007 -0.1156932 0.046516 E005(51010T) 0.55 -0.14

-0.03843538 749050 0.06865 0.03075237 0.03465 E005(749050) 0.03 0.01

-0.01904451 870813 -0.16085 -0.0196224 0.091064 E005(870813) 0.21 0.43

-0.10893246 308982 -0.04575 0.12636166 0.006536 E005(308982) -0.08 0.78

-0.0229036 912324 -0.01497 0.01166086 0.317445 E005(912324) 0.13 0.09

-0.01735491 729752 -0.321 -0.1902455 0.029536 E005(729752) 0.44 0.47

0.023790783 944486 -0.02987 0.03595952 0.212818 E005(944486) 0.15 0.12

-0.00502776 504258 -0.07489 -0.0447855 0.352481 E005(504258) 0.53 0.95

0.014467509 32556L 0.273827 0.14113718 0.468682 E005(32556L) 1.62 -0.47

-0.25373134 29464P -2.07672 -4.9009701 0 E005(29464P) -0.53 -0.17

-0.19254602 30980J -0.20782 -0.3045076 0.068617 E005(30980J) 0.22 0.34

0.095730856 142903 0.117726 -0.031429 0.09188 E005(142903) 0.18 0.2

0.072567524 897359 0.034169 0.01496909 0.067947 E005(897359) 0.24 0.18

8.203662701 35714R -0.4104 -0.3465306 0.07408 E005(35714R) 0.45 0.35

-0.13419118 897682 0.075368 0.00367647 0.0625 E005(897682) 0.08 0.19

0.086416102 35981C 0.536651 0.2345076 0.07426 E005(35981C) 0.3 0.45

-0.31728197 505155 -0.18406 0.01605136 0.058855 E005(505155) 0.36 0.32

0.162365087 308951 0.489598 0.12044424 0.03629 E005(308951) 0.43 0.38

0.411661808 273689 0.055394 0.04489796 0.073294 E005(273689) 0.58 0.68

0.979189892 142752 0.003107 -0.00926 0.089588 E005(142752) 0.17 0.19

-0.00144231 779292 0.025481 0.04358974 0.144391 E005(779292) 0.25 0.69

-0.19147844 26095R 0.281202 0.12374025 0.063142 E005(26095R) 0.42 0.23

-0.0548464 697371 -0.92119 0.05270127 0.041287 E005(697371) 0.13 0.24

-0.02154964 697233 0.321671 0.00992736 0.034625 E005(697233) 0.41 0.39

-0.16477303 32867P -0.0458 -0.0361989 0.436419 E005(32867P) 0.81 0.35

1.116080128 51247Q 0.670789 0.70958339 0.049314 E005(51247Q) 0.86 1.65

0.909641873 307268 0.074931 -0.0027548 0.137741 E005(307268) 0.47 0.19

0.055555556 30865K 0.044312 0.00529101 0.045833 E005(30865K) 0.24 0.2
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Table	23,	summary	of	earning	quality	proxies	for:	 	
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